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Critical Essay

LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD:
JOURNALISTIC RULES, SOCIAL C ONTROL,
SOCIAL C HANGE AND RELATIVE AUTONOMY
ANUP KUMAR 1

Overwhelming finding in the studies of coverage of social protest has been that
the mainstream news media perform a social control function. Past research
has shown that participants in social protests are the agents of social change
and producers of meaning, whereas, the news media perform social control
function by reproducing the meanings working within constraints of the
journalistic rules. An alternative view is that social control and social change
go hand-in-hand in the news. This interpretive review essay traces the origin of
social control thesis in journalism studies and its relationship to journalistic
rules. Drawing on the recent developments in sociology of news, New
Institutionalism and Journalistic Field Theory, the essay emphasizing on
relative autonomy of journalism in the public space discusses the implications
for developing a conceptual framework to understand social control and social
change in the news.
Keywords: journalistic rules, social protest, social control, social change,
relative autonomy, sociology of news, new institutionalism, and journalistic
field theory

T

his interpretive review essay is about how the journalistic rules (professional norms,
news values, routines, etc.) influence social control, social change and the relative autonomy
of journalism in the public space. To highlight the relationship of the journalistic rules to the
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tension between social control and social change, this essay will focus on the literature that
addresses coverage of social protest in the news media. The purpose is to first trace the origin
of the relationship of journalistic rules to social control in the literature and then explore how
some of the recent departures from conventional thinking in sociology of news, “New
Institutionalism” and “Journalistic Field Theory,” advance our understanding from the
perspectives of social interaction and the relative autonomy of journalism in the public space
(Cook, 1998; Benson and Neveu, 2005; Kaplan, 2006; Ryfe, 2006; Sparrow, 1998).
The “relative autonomy of journalism” means that even though the news is produced
within structural constraints of news work, the rules that empower the news as public
knowledge are self-referential and are reproduced and produced as the journalists interact
with other actors/institutions (government, political parties, corporations, church, judiciary,
police, etc). The structural constraints include micro-level organizational constraints and
macro-level societal constraints such as political economy and ideology (Schudson, 2003;
Shoemaker and Reese, 1996). In a way, because of relative autonomy, journalism constructs
its own relative reality and merits to be viewed as an actor in its own right (Benson, 2005;
Luhmann, 2002). The field of sociology of news that was largely stagnant since the 1980s
was revived by the proponents of New Institutionalism and Journalistic Field Theory, who
brought back the attention of scholars to journalism as an actor in social and political
analysis (Benson, 1999; Ryfe, 2003).
As mentioned above, the focus will be on the coverage of social protest as it brings out
the tension between social control and social change in the news in a most compelling
manner. Moreover, if we contrast such findings on the news media’s role in social change
with the normative theories of the mass media, which argue that the press must play a role
in building “consensus” or play an independent and self-regulating role in “deliberative
democracy,” we will be able to appreciate why the intersection of social protest and the news
is a compelling phenomenon in public communication (Habermas, 2006; W irth, 1948). In
a recent work on normative theories of the media, the authors argue that the mass media must
enable “a community or a nation to work out its problems” by helping to arrive at “good
collective decision” and they see a need for theorizing a “radical” role for the press in
addition to “monitorial,” “collaborative” and “facilitative” (Christians et al., 2009, p. 29).
Seemingly, the underlying assumption is that journalism must enable social forces of change
that help a community or a nation to progressively evolve towards a more egalitarian social
structure and democratic polity. Keeping the normative assumptions aside, we also know
from past studies that different political economic systems and cultures give rise to different
media systems, news cultures, and journalistic rules of production that go on to sustain the
stability of the respective political system and cultures (Hallin and Mancini, 2004). Past
research on the coverage of social protest in the mainstream media has shown that not only
does the news privilege the status quo, it also undermines social protest activities and frames
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the disruptions to the established social order by activists as deviant behaviors (Gitlin, 1980;
Gamson, 1995).
Thus, in a way, the mainstream news media systems are structurally disposed to
promote stability of their respective social and political order; whereas, social protests
challenge the status quo in the society. Even though the news media are only one of the
many domains in which public discourse takes place; what makes the news media significant
is the dependency of social protest on the news media because the activists lack direct access
to institutional political process – i.e. in spite of the negative coverage of social protest in the
mainstream media, protest activists are dependent on the news media to get their voices
heard in the corridors of power and be seen in the public space. Activists rely on the news
media to highlight their cause and attract support from civil society, political parties, as well
as executive, legislature and judicial institutions. Additionally, the news constitutes a
compelling basis for what we perceive as public knowledge (Park, 1940; Carey, 1987). Not
surprisingly, activists not only follow closely the media discourse, but also take measures
to influence the news discourse and contribute in the media construction of a spectacle
(Edelman, 1988; Gamson, 1995; Gamson and Wolfsfeld, 1993; Gitlin, 1980). The interaction
between social protest and the news media produces a tension between social control and
social change. Or, as some scholars have argued, social change goes hand-in-hand with
social control in the news (Donohue, Olien and Tichenor, 1985; Gamson and Wolfsfeld,
1993; McLeod and Detenber, 1999; Vishwanath and Dembers, 1999).
Thus the issue here is not only the dependency and social power of the news, but also
that on the one hand there are contradictions in the relationship of social protest and the news
media to socio-political order, whereas, on the other hand as a consequence of social
interaction the journalistic rules of news work are reproduced and produced with
implications for social control, social change and relative autonomy of the news media as
an actor. Now before we discuss some of the recent developments, as mentioned above, we
need to first look back and recover the origin of the social control thesis and its relationship
to the journalistic rules of news work in journalism studies. Then, we will look at a selection
of literature, chosen according to significance and relevance, and discuss the relationship
between journalistic rules and the coverage of social protest and identify some of the main
conceptual threads and gaps in the social theory of the news. We will then discuss how New
Institutionalism and Journalistic Field Theory fill some of the theoretical gaps and advance
our understanding of social control and social change in the news. Finally, we will conclude
with some arguments on how Journalistic Field Theory, unlike earlier theories of the news,
can be applied across cultures and media systems, and also offer new ways to understand the
social power of journalism in the changing landscape of social media and blogs.
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RADICAL JOURNALISM AND THE
ORIGIN OF SOCIAL CONTROL THESIS
There is a broad agreement among social scientists that mass media play a crucial role
in the construction of a community or a nation by circulating, upholding and building
hegemonic consensus over the prevailing norms and values of society (Carey, 1987; Gordon,
1964; Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1948; Park, 1922). However, the press was not always seen
to be upholding prevailing norms and values of society — a consensus-builder. Early
newspapers in America and Europe were known for their sensational reporting that often
rocked the boat and challenged the social order. Historians of the mass media have found
that the challenge to established social order, in quickly industrializing societies, mostly
came from organized social protest by working classes who were often supported by the
radical press. Instead of performing the function of social control they were seen as a force
of radicalism in society. Not surprisingly, in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
many elites were skeptical of journalism and viewed newspapers as rabble-rouser. They
criticized the press for promoting disruption and endangering social order. For example, the
role played by “pauper press” and “muckrakers,” in Britain and the U.S. respectively, in
exposing crony capitalism and unfair working conditions for the labor convinced the ruling
elites that mass media, especially radical journalism, was a threat to social order and the
benevolent rule by the elites (Allan, 2004, Atton, 2002; Conboy, 2004; Nerone, 1987;
Schudson, 1995).
The radical journalism of the early period led to the view that the news media needed
elite supervision, i.e. social control in the news media. Walter Lippmann was one of the early
proponents of this view. Among the early scholars he was perhaps least impressed by the
professed democratic ideals of journalism. Lippmann was especially concerned about the
power of the press to sway the masses and cause disruption in the elite-led American
political system. The subtext of Lippmann’s classic work Public Opinion is that
unsupervised news media could not only cause unrest but also challenge the benevolent
social order led by the capitalist elite. Lippmann argued that even though democrats see
journalism as “a panacea,” economic and other constraints under which news is produced
suggests that public opinion constituted by the press is “defective.” He famously said, “My
conclusion is that public opinion must be organized for the press if they are to be sound, not
by the press as is the case today,” suggesting the need for social control in the press
(Lippmann, 1922, p.32).
Lippmann’s observations on journalism must be seen in the historical context of
radicalism in the press at the time and the successful use of mass media for propaganda.
During the Great War the liberal democracies of Britain and America witnessed the power
of the media to sway the public opinion. The astute observers of the media were convinced
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that mass communication was a double-edged sword that could be either a rabble-rouser or,
if used strategically, could promote the political agenda and corporate capitalism in a guided
democracy (Bernays, 1928; Lippmann, 1922; Lasswell, 1927). What we see here is that since
the early days of media scholarship there was a concern about uncertainty in journalism and
its potential to produce social chaos if left unsupervised. These early scholars of the media
seemed to be convinced that if the mass media were used strategically it could be an
effective tool for both social control and elite-led guided social change.
At the time, propaganda did not have the pejorative connotation that it came to acquire
after its use by the Nazis and Stalinists. Lasswell (1927/2005) argued that propaganda was
all about promoting ideas; it could be used for both good and bad. For example, he candidly
said, “If masses will be free of the chains of iron, it must accept its chains of silver.” Edward
Bernays, among early observers of the mass media, was perhaps the least cagy in his views.
He advocated that to prevent communication chaos, elites should use mass media to
“engineer consent” and manage “public opinion” for social control (Bernays, 1928/2005).
It would be interesting to speculate how these early media scholars would have responded
to contemporary communication chaos and cacophony in the blogosphere.
The early propaganda and social control perspective suffered a setback from later
empirical studies that found that social and psychological factors mitigated the effect of mass
media on people’s attitudes and behavior. The early studies showed that the media’s
influence on society was a product of the interaction with the preexisting latent attitudes and
interpretive frameworks sponsored by influential people in a community (Lazarsfeld,
Berelson, Gaudet, 1944; Hoveland, Lumsdaine, and Sheffield, 1949; Katz, 2001). However,
the core ideas of “engineering of consent,” social control, and power of the mainstream
media to promote the status quo of the social order has persisted in some form or the other
(Herman and Chomsky, 1988; McChesney, 1997). However, the long-lasting influence of
behavioral studies was methodological (Gitlin, 1978; Katz, 2001; Mills, 1959/2000). It gave
rise to the dominant paradigm in media research that produced a rich corpus of research on
media effects. But the narrow focus of media effects research on limited abstract measurable
social artifacts often came at the expense of understanding social processes at work in
journalism and how social control takes place in the production of news or other forms of
mass media.
Theoretical interest in the social processes of the production of the news showed there
is an implicit relationship between journalistic rules and social control, i.e. the power of the
mainstream news media to construct and legitimize what gets accepted as public knowledge
in civic and political affairs. The rules came into being as journalism evolved into a
profession. Most of the journalistic rules as we know them today came into being in the first
two decades of the last century, sometimes also described as “the progressive era” in the
history of American journalism (Kaplan, 2002). It was during the same period that many
universities in the United States established journalism schools that “were tied to notions of
Journal of M edia Sociology, Vol. 1, Nos. 3/4 (Sum m er/Fall 2009)
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professionalism” (Zelizer, 2004, p. 104). These schools produced a whole new generation
of journalists who were trained in the journalistic rules (professional norms, news values,
routines, beat systems, etc.). The irony is that the rules, such as objectivity and beat systems,
and professionalization also tamed the unbridled radicalism associated with the
“muckrakers” and “pauper press.” Thus now in the following section, we will briefly discuss
some of the groundbreaking research in the social processes of news work that showed that
there is an implicit relationship between journalistic rules and social control function of the
news.

JOURNALISTIC RULES AND SOCIAL CONTROL IN NEWS WORK
We often find most professional journalists say that the social control in the news is
a mere academic speculation. They point out that liberal democracies not only have a rich
diversity in news media, but also have constitutional guarantees that protect journalists’ right
to speak freely such as the First Amendment. We also know for sure that the owners of
media organizations and the editors do not instruct individual journalists about what to report
and what not to report. However, such a view fails to appreciate that mainstream news media
organizations that dominate the public sphere are mostly owned by corporations, which in
turn are controlled by the elites in society and for obvious reasons the interest of the elites
is in preventing any communication chaos, maintaining social order, and allowing only
social change under their supervision. This was confirmed by the studies that found that
organizational and professional constraints on news work shape the journalistic rules
(professional norms, news values, routines, etc.) that have implications for social control and
social change in the news media. The argument that the mainstream media perform social
control function and help sustain the prevailing social and political order is one of the main
findings of the participant observation studies that focused on understanding the social
processes of news work. The obvious contradiction between the self-interest of the eliteowned news organizations and the normative role of journalism- inspired scholars to study
how social control is exercised in the newsrooms. Robert Park was the first sociologist to
take systematic scholarly interest in the issue of social control and mass communication. His
early work, which was often inspired by his own experience working as a journalist for many
years, laid the foundation for later studies in the field of sociology of news such as
gatekeeping, agenda-setting, and framing (Frazier and Gaziano, 1976). Warren Breed and
David M. White applied some of Park’s ideas on social control in their newsroom studies.
They showed that the issues that challenge the status quo of the social order are either
weeded out of the news coverage or marginalized in its presentation (Breed, 1958; White,
1950). W hite found that the editors often perform the function of “gatekeepers” on behalf
of the society in the newsroom. They pick and choose what merits reporting in the news and
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is legitimized as public (White, 1950). Although since then studies have shown that the
process is more complicated and there are many mitigating factors, the core idea behind the
metaphor of editors-as-gatekeepers has stood the test time in mainstream media (Berkowitz,
1990).
Breed (1955) found that social control was pervasive in the newsroom and was
enforced by socializing a new reporter on the staff into organizational rules and professional
norms of journalistic work. Breed (1958) found that the issues that get “blocked” are not
same in all the media organizations, and they vary according to regional variations in
political systems and dominant ideology. For example, in 1950s America, racism was not
covered in the southern press whereas in the north the conflict between the unions and the
management for fair working conditions was seen through the prism of anti-communist
ideology. Breed went on to argue that media scholars must focus their attention on “blocked
communication” by performing some kind of reverse content analysis, so to speak, in order
to understand social control in the newsroom.
The work by Breed (1955), White (1950) and others inspired a series of studies in the
critical sociology of news production and media discourse that highlighted how journalistic
rules of the mainstream media were related to social control in the news (Althiede, 1985;
Berkowitz, 1990; Epstein, 1973; Fishman, 1980; Gans, 1979; Gitlin, 1980; Hallin, 1986;
Reese, 1997; Roscho, 1975; Sigal, 1973; Tuchman, 1978). Individually and collectively, all
these studies have made groundbreaking contribution to our understanding of the social
processes of news work. However, without going into details of individual studies for
reasons of space, the core contribution of these studies was that they provided us with a
sociological understanding of how facticity, issue salience, and social construction of
meaning in the news are all shaped by journalistic rules of news work. We learned from
these studies how news production is constrained and shaped by bureaucratic rules,
professional norms, news value, routines, beats, and legitimacy of official sources. In most
cases, as a consequence of socialization, journalists unconsciously follow the rules of
selection and abstraction. For example, out of hundreds of events happening everyday they
select only some events as newsworthy. The selection is not only constrained by limited
space and time, but is shaped by “news values,” such as conflict and violence, that define
what is newsworthy and how the authoritative sources see the events. See a detailed
discussion on “news values” in Galtung and Ruge (1965) and its reappraisal by Harcup and
O’Neill (2002).
The similarity in the selection of some events as newsworthy and leaving out of others
is that the news media implicitly play, along with other non-media actors, an influential role
in shaping issue salience in the social and political spheres, sometimes also described as the
“agenda setting” and “agenda building” effects of the media (McCombs and Shaw, 1972;
Weaver, McCombs and Shaw, 2004). The outcome of the rules and routines is that the news
relies on official sources for legitimation, which in turn leads to privileging of meanings that
Journal of M edia Sociology, Vol. 1, Nos. 3/4 (Sum m er/Fall 2009)
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favor ruling elites and the alternative meanings are either marginalized or weeded out in the
“news frames” (Bennett, Lawrence and Livingston, 2007; Edelman, 1977; Entman, 1993,
2004; Gitlin, 1980; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989). The preferred meanings are embedded
in the narrative and the micro (choice of words, phrases, and rhetorical styles) and macro
structure of news (headlines, the inverted pyramid style, page selection, etc.). The preferred
meanings “encoded” in the process of the production are “decoded” in the process of the
reception after filtering through the “deep structure” of ideology in a society that is shared
by the producers (journalists) of messages and audiences (Hall, 1973, 1974/2006).
The media effects such as agenda-setting and framing are manifestations of social
control in the news media. Without going into details of framing and agenda-setting
research, for our purpose here, what is important is to know that these studies suggest that
the outcomes and meanings that get privileged are the ones that promote issue positions of
ruling classes, dominant ideology, and status quo of the social order (Sigal, 1973; Gitlin;
1980). The news media by privileging some meanings, issue positions, and sources perform
the social control function and maintain ideological-cultural boundaries (Hallin, 1986; Reese,
1997). While reporting, the mainstream news media follow routines and official beats, and
hold on to the dominant professional norm of objectivity, which often turns out to be a
euphemism for privileging official and bureaucratically legitimized sources and a “strategic
ritual” in mainstream media (Tuchman, 1972). We need to keep in mind, as Breed had
pointed out and recently Bennett (2003) has emphasized, that the journalistic rules are
largely implicit and are reproduced routinely and unconsciously in the action of individual
journalists and the mainstream media organization. The similarity in journalistic rules across
the mainstream news media, in a political system and culture, lead to striking similarity in
what get reported and legitimated as the news and public knowledge. Later we will see in
the discussion on New Institutionalism and Journalistic Field theory that broad similarity in
news outcomes in the mainstream media has implications for considering the press as an
institution.
In order to appreciate the significance of journalistic rules in social control function
we need to take note of how news organizations that fail to follow the rules and routines are
categorized as radical or alternative media. For example, one of the cardinal rules in
American journalism is “objectivity” that distinguishes mainstream from alternative media
(Atton, 2002; Downing, 1984). Downing (1984) has even suggested that because of the
differences in norms and rules the influence of the press in political communication needs
different conceptual frameworks for the mainstream press and the alternative press. As
mentioned above, the rule of “objectivity” in mainstream media evolved during the
progressive era because of interaction with the changing “political culture” and
corporatization of news media organization (Kaplan, 2002; Schiller, 1981; Schudson,
2001).The news culture and social proximity of the journalists of the alternative press to
social protests and grassroots makes them practice “participant journalism” or “active
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witnessing,” also sometimes referred to as “native reporting” in narrative journalism (Atton,
2002; Harrington, 2003). In participant journalism the reporter rather than being a bystander
and a neutral observer, as ethics of objectivity would demand, makes a moral choice and
chooses to take a side. On a side note, sometimes even the mainstream press suspends the
journalistic rules and engages in what can be best described as native reporting, especially
in times of war and national crisis, when it chooses to support the troops and join the
nationalist chorus (Bennett et al. 2007; Hallin, 1986; Katz and Liebes, 2007; Liebes, 1992;
Pfau, et al. 2004). Once again, this arguably only goes on to show that the fundamental
guiding principle for mainstream news media is the stability of the political system and the
dominant social order.
Nevertheless, the history of mass media has also shown that despite the rules, the
“renegade voices” of social protest occasionally creep in the mainstream media content and,
as mentioned above, both social control and social change go hand in hand (Pauly, 1985).
When the news media and social protests interact with each other the interaction not only
changes news cultures, but may also transform the political culture. Thus as mentioned in
the introductory remarks above, an important aspect of understanding news work is not only
how journalistic rules are reproduced in the day-to-day work of individual journalists, but
also how they are transformed and new rules are produced in the practice, often as a
consequence of interaction with social and political upheavals. We see this in studies on
coverage of social protest in news media. This brings us to a departure point where we will
discuss the relationship of journalistic rules to social control and social change in the
coverage of social protest in the mainstream news media.

SOCIAL PROTEST AND THE TENSION
BETWEEN SOCIAL CONTROL AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Scholars of media sociology in America shifted their attention from newsroom studies
to the analysis of news coverage of social protest and conflict in the mainstream media
following the turbulent years of the 1960s that witnessed widespread protests and social
upheavals — the civil rights movement, anti-Vietnam war protests, the feminist movement
and the youth movement. Most studies found that the journalistic norms and rules lead to
privileging of the official version of events over the version provided by
activists/participants and social movement organizations. For example, the studies found that
mainstream media underplay the core issues and grievances that social protest activists try
to bring to the public’s attention. They present protest activists as disruptive and deviant by
highlighting violence in the coverage of protests and construct a negative image of social
protest, de-legitimize the protestors/activists and marginalize the substantive issues (Gamson,
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1986; McLeod and Hertog, 1992; McLeod and Detenber, 1999; Shoemaker, 1984). The
reporting shows protestors “clashing” with the police rather than the police “cracking down”
on protestors (Dardis, 2006). The voice of the non-elites and their issue positions either do
not get represented in the news or are seen through the interpretive frames sponsored by
officials (Bennett et al., 2007; Entman and Rojecki, 1993; McLeod and Detenber, 1999;
Myers and Schaefer, 2004; Rojecki, 2002; Ryan, 1991). These studies do not argue that there
is overt bias against social protest among journalists, but if we look closely what we see in
most of these studies is that the coverage is influenced and shaped by implicit acceptance of
journalistic rules.
As suggested in the introduction to this essay, the news media’s representation of
social protests as deviant and disruptive of social order makes the relationship of the press
to social protest oppositional, i.e. social protest challenges the established social order
whereas the rules of mainstream news media by their very nature are disposed to work to
sustain the social order. For example, when Myers and Schaefer (2004) studied the coverage
of social protest taking place across the United States in two elite newspapers (the New York
Times and Washington Post), they found that the elite press covered only half of the protests.
They argued that “all rioting that is fit to print” is shaped by the professional norms and
values that go into the news selection in the elite press. In another study that came out at the
same time, Hamilton (2004) puts it differently — in the American media the logic of the
market dictates news selection and this logic is largely congruent with professional norms
and news values. He argued “all the news that is fit to sell” best describes the news values
of mainstream news media in America.
We will come back to why market and economy have significant influence on news
outcomes later in the discussion on Journalistic Field Theory, but first let us look at how
social interaction perspective gives a more nuanced view of the tension between social
control and social change in the news. In the following section, we will see how some studies
of social protest have taken an alternative approach and focused on social interaction
between the news media and social movements.
One of the most influential studies that take a social interaction approach is Gitlin’s
study about the role of news media in the making and unmaking of the New Left Movement
in 1960s America (Gitlin, 1980). Though scholars often cite this study by Gitlin for its
contribution to our understanding of how hegemony works in news frames, an additional
contribution of this study was a breakthrough in understanding the dynamic of social
interaction between the news media and social protest, and its implication for social control
and social change. Gitlin found that despite all the shortcomings the support from cultural
institutions and witnessing by news media is not only vital for a social movement to achieve
high levels of mobilization, but also gain legitimacy for collective action and social protest
in the eyes of the public. The witnessing role of news media was poignantly symbolized by
the protest song — “the whole world is watching” in the New Left Movement of the 1960s.
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The spectacle in the news media is important for people staging social protest to get their
voices heard by political elites, in the end, to whom the protestors are addressing their
demands. Gitlin argues that for the activists any visibility is better than no visibility, which
is why the social movements court the news media. For example, Gitlin (1980) found that
activists in the New Left Movement realized that coverage by mainstream news media
provided them a voice on the world stage and was important for recognizing and legitimizing
their role in making history.
One of the compelling findings in this study was that the interactions between the press
and social protests are not only determined in advance, but are historically contingent and
shaped by the nature of interactions itself. The activists staging the social protests and the
news media work on each other and evolve a historically contextualized “grammar of
interaction” (Gitlin, 1980, p. 22). The social activists through their critical understanding of
the issues produce knowledge and evolve a movement discourse that defines their struggle,
and the news media routinely through their representation of the protest discourse in the
news influence the social protest and the issues that inspire people to act collectively. Thus
protestors try to influence journalistic rules such as the news values, norms and routines of
mainstream media by staging rallies and demonstrations that journalists find difficult to
ignore and as a consequence are pulled into reporting on them. But in return the news media,
by selecting and privileging certain sources in the news frames such as officials and celebrity
sources influence the internal leadership and the discourse of a movement.
The activists in social protest are the actual agents of change and producer of meaning,
and the news media as mediators, most of the times working within the internal and external
constraints of news work, select meanings that promote status quo of the social order. For
example, Gitlin found that the quoted celebrities from Hollywood and popular culture who
were mostly unaccountable to the grassroots and gave the movement and issues a character
that was not always congruent with how the grassroots participants themselves perceived
their actions. However, Gitlin concluded that in the end because of the interaction, news
media and social protest were able to influence each other.
Taking inspiration from Gitlin’s work, William Gamson and Gadi Wolfsfeld (1993)
proposed that the interactions among news media and social movements must be viewed
from the perspective of interacting social systems. To understand the interactions they
proposed a model of “competitive symbiosis” developed from an earlier study by Wolfsfeld
(1991) on the reporting of social protest in the press. Gamson and Wolfsfeld (1993)
advanced Gitlin’s work with their framework of “competitive symbiosis” by including
journalistic rules (norms, values, routines, etc.) and non-media factors such as the political
process. Gamson and Wolfsfeld’s model supplements Gitlin’s argument. Social movements
are aware that they need the news media to validate, mobilize, and advance their goals,
which is why activists staging social protests make special efforts to attract the attention of
the press to get maximum visibility for their issues in the news. However, news media get
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a good story and in return they influence the movement by selecting their sources and
emphasis. In this process, Gamson and Wolfsfeld argued, social protest and news media as
a consequence of symbiotic interaction compete in the making of meaning and influence
each other’s internal workings.
The model of “competitive symbiosis” was applied in a series of studies done at the
University of Wisconsin, The Madison Project, to analyze news coverage of social protests.
In these studies, scholars from sociology and journalism collaborated to study social protests
in the city of Madison and the news coverage in the Wisconsin press (Myers, 2000; Oliver
and Myers, 1999; Oliver and Maney, 2000). They looked at the interaction between social
protest movements, the political process, and the press. In one of the studies, Oliver and
Myers (1999) found that newspapers covered about one-third of all events of social protest
mentioned in police records. They found that structural constraints internal to the press such
as professional norms, news values and routines, and external factors such as sponsorship
of protest events by national-level social movement organizations determined the news
coverage. In another study, Oliver and Maney (2000) reported that in addition to news values
and news routines, the political process such as response of the political parties, legislatures,
and judiciary influenced the news coverage of social protest.
What we see in the above studies on the news coverage of social protest is that while
the agency of the activists is accounted for in the model and the analysis, the news media and
journalists are viewed as trapped in the “iron cage” of the microstructure of journalistic rules
and macrostructure of political economy and ideology. By agency, we mean here the relative
freedom of an actor to act independently despite the rules that are shaped by social, cultural,
political, and economic constraints (Hays, 1994). By structure, we mean the external
constrains that include political, economic, and ideological structures, as well as the internal
constraints that include organizational rules such as professional norms, news value,
routines, beats, and legitimacy of sources (Schudson, 2003; Shoemaker and Reese, 1996).
Even in the Gamson and Wolfsfeld (1993) model of interaction there is asymmetry
with respect to power and relative autonomy of the actors in the complex interacting systems
— the news media and social movements/social protest. In their model, the activists staging
social protests are relatively autonomous in their creative response to the media coverage;
however, the press is viewed as structurally constrained by professional norms, news values,
rules, and bureaucratic routines. From the perspectives of power and dependency, protestors
need the news media more than the news media need social protests. In order to attract the
attention of the power holders in society, protestors make strategic and tactical choices to
overcome the structural constraints, and there is the possibility that journalists might also
respond by breaking out of professional norms in their reporting, but this is not accounted
for in most studies.
The social interactions with massive social protests produce historical contingencies
and conditions in which the journalists often break out of the iron cage of professional
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norms, rules and values, and ideology. During transformative moments and upheaval in
history the news media are sometimes swayed by moral imperative to speak for a cause even
if they have to break the rules (objectivity, balance, fairness, etc.) and overcome politicaleconomic and ideological constraints. For example, some studies specifically address how
journalists overcome structural constraints and break out of the iron cage of the rules and
dominant ideology during social and political upheavals (Durham, 2002; Roberts and
Klibanoff, 2005). Durham (2002), in his study of the civil rights movement and anticommunist ideology in the newspapers of southern states in the U.S., found that as a
consequence of interaction in practice the journalistic rules and norms are reproduced and
produced.
One of the most compelling accounts of interaction between journalists and social
protest can be found in the work of Gene Roberts and Hank Klibanoff (2005). The two
journalists, in their historical account of the reporting of the civil rights movement in the elite
newspapers, show how interaction with the protests changed journalism in America. For
example, they show initially until the late 1950s, the mainstream northeast press did not
recognize racism as a problem because of strongly held social beliefs and lack of personal
experience with racial discrimination. Even the Supreme Court’s landmark ruling on
desegregation, Brown V. Board of Education (1954), did not bring about a major shift in how
the northeast newspapers viewed the Jim Crow policies in the South. However, when the
white journalists from the dominant mainstream media of the northeast interacted with the
civil rights movement in the south they “discovered” racial discrimination in America and
came to understand that segregation was not only wrong, but was against the national interest
of the United States. Roberts and Klibanoff (2005) tell us that this not only changed the
predispositions of individual journalists, but also produced a significant shift in reporting on
the civil rights movement in the American press. Following which, the white Americans
could not overlook the fact that racism and segregation was a problem. The interaction
pulled the press into the civil rights movement, and social proximity with the activists
changed how the press in general viewed social protest and perhaps made the media more
progressive and proactive on the civil rights issue rather then just being bystanders (Roberts
and Klibanoff, 2005).
What we see in the above studies is that the civil rights struggle was a liminal
historical moment that produced a paradigm shift in journalistic practice. This is almost
similar to what Kaplan (2002) has described as the progressive era (1900-1919) in American
journalism when, because of interactions of journalism with the transformations taking place
in American politics, new rules and professionalization of journalism took place. The social
interaction between social protest and the news media not only empowered and gave voice
to the civil rights protestors enabling them to be more proactive, morally speaking, but also
transformed the American news media that today we often associate with what is sometimes
referred to as the liberal media. The interaction of the mainstream press with the social and
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the political upheavals of 1960s strengthened the liberal forces in American journalism that
overcame the “iron cage” of ideology. Thus sometimes — as a consequence of social
interaction with activists — the journalism in the mainstream press, like the so-called radical
or alternative press, breaks out of the “iron cage” and comes out in support of social change.
What we see is that the interaction produces a tension between social control and
social change in the news media. Thus what is missing in many of the above studies,
occasionally because of the methodological priority in the models, is that they do not account
for how journalists and the news media in practice sometimes break out of structural
constraints demonstrating relative autonomy in their actions. This brings our discussion to
a departure point where we can now explore how the limitations and asymmetry in the social
interaction models, such as “competitive symbiosis,” can be overcome by incorporating
journalism as a relatively autonomous actor in the model like the other non-media actors in
the public space. And, as mentioned in the introductory remarks, we will discuss how some
of the recent developments, New Institutionalism and Journalistic Field Theory, not only
advance the social theory of news, but also further our understanding of the relationship of
journalistic rules to social control, social change, and relative autonomy of the news media
from a social interaction perspective.

JOURNALISTIC RULES AND
RELATIVE AUTONOMY OF THE NEWS MEDIA
The view that the press is an institution and a relatively independent actor, in the social
and the political sphere, is not new (Cater, 1959; Lippmann, 1922, Park, 1922). However,
Lippmann had cautioned those who advocated that the press play an active role in politics
saying, “The press is no substitute for institutions,” as democracy cannot function with the
“searchlight” of the press that sees society episodically (1922, p. 221).
Revisiting Lippmann’s cautionary remark, Patterson (1997) has criticized the proactive
press and the growing skepticism of government in journalism and suggested that the
watchdog role of journalism is best served if journalists work as neutral purveyors of events
rather than an actor themselves in the political process. For example, he criticized the agency
of journalists in narrative or interpretive journalism and went on to assert: “the news is a
flimsy basis of political action” (Patterson, 1997). However, when it comes to understanding
news work, we cannot ignore the growing evidence that suggests that the news media
operate as a relatively autonomous actor rather than a mere mediator among other actors —
especially when contemporary politics is played out in the media (print, broadcast, cable
news, and the blogosphere). This has not gone unnoticed and some scholars have criticized
that despite the influence of news media in contemporary politics understanding of
journalism as one of the actors, in its own right in the political process, is conspicuous by its
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absence in mainstream media research (Benson, 2004; Cook, 1989, 1999; Mazzolini and
Schulz, 1999; Schudson, 2002).
This limitation in social theory of the news is the focus of New Institutionalism and
Journalistic Field Theory. New Institutionalism explains how over time “institutions” emerge
when organizations in any one field develop mechanisms for self-regulation and similar rules
that make all of them look and behave alike. The emphasis on rules is not really new. Earlier
in this essay we saw how studies in the social production of news showed that rules such as
routines, beats, norms, news values, legitimacy norms for sources, and structure of news
writing are similar across news media organizations. However, what is new here is the
argument that the uniformity of rules across media organizations produces consistency
within an organization and similarities across organizations in what gets legitimized as news
or what gets legitimized as public knowledge.
New Institutionalism draws its inspiration from the theory of social differentiation.
Sociologists who study organizations view institutions “in terms of informal routines, scripts,
rules or guidelines for behavior that span across organizations” (Ryfe, 2006). The concept
of social differentiation explains how different professions and fields such as religion, art,
science, law, and journalism over time evolve towards autonomy and develop their own
internal organizational and professional rules that give them relative independence as an
actor in social and political matters. European sociologists Pierre Bourdieu (1993) and
Niklas Luhmann (2000) applied this idea of social differentiation to journalism — albeit
from different perspectives, but with similar outcomes. Luhmann (2000) explained that the
performance of the news media is not only determined by external constraints or the
normative ideal of democracy, but is largely explained through understanding the internal
organizational rules that have evolved as journalism differentiated into a relatively
autonomous social system. He argued that the organizational and professional rules of
journalism enable news media to socially construct their own reality, self-referentially and
independently. He suggested that in the process of interaction with other actors in society the
news media reproduce and produce their own reality, their own illusions, relatively
independent from other actors (Luhmann, 2000). However, because of methodological
priorities most studies do not factor in journalism as an independent actor and the news as
an independent variable in their economic, social, and political analyses (Benson, 2004;
Benson and Neveu, 2005).
In American sociological and political thought the scholarly attention on journalism
as an actor was revived after the publication of Timothy Cook’s Governing with the News
(1998), Bartholomew Sparrow’s Uncertain Guardians (1999), and Rodney Benson’s (1999)
introduction of Bourdieu’s field theory to sociology of news. The proponents of New
Institutionalism and Journalistic Field Theory argue that journalism researchers while
looking at interactions of news media with other actors in the public space must account for
relative autonomy of journalism in political and social analysis (Benson, 2005; Cook, 1999;
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Sparrow, 1999, 2006; Kaplan, 2006; Ryfe, 2006). Though this view on its face value appears
to undermine the normative ideal of objectivity in American journalism (journalism is a
neutral and passive purveyor of events and interactions among other actors in social and
political spheres), it arguably gives a better account of news work and its influence in the
public space, especially in a mediated deliberative democracy. In addition, viewing
journalism as a relatively autonomous actor will help us understand how social control and
social change go hand-in-hand.
Cook (1998, 2006) and Sparrow (1999, 2006) question the sober view in media
research that views media as a neutral mediator between other actors, and does not account
for the independent actions of journalism in the political sphere. The theory of New
Institutionalism not only offers a conceptual framework for researchers to understand the
relative autonomy of the press, but also explains how news outcomes are a product of
interaction with other actors in the political sphere (Cook, 2006). The biggest advantage of
this approach is that it provides a framework to study interaction at mezzo-level, in between
the macro-level of political and social structure and micro-level of individual behavior,
among social systems or institutions (Ryfe, 2006). We may recall this was the core argument
in the “competitive symbiosis” model proposed for understanding and social interactions
between the news media and social protest (Gamson and Wolfsfeld, 1993).
But what New Institutionalism adds to the model of symbiosis is the rationale to
incorporate journalism as an actor rather than a mere mediator. In the “competitive
symbiosis” model of interaction the activists in social protest are the independent actors,
whereas the performance of the news media was constrained by journalistic rules, political
process, and actions of other independent actors such as the police, political parties, courts,
and legislature. Thus, the social interaction approach of New Institutionalism overcomes one
of the major drawbacks in earlier theory by explaining why the news media must also be
taken as an independent actor and the news as independent variable in the models. As a
consequence of the interactions not only existing rules are reproduced but new rules are also
produced. For example, once again as mentioned above, the rule of objectivity came out of
the interaction of journalism with progressive political culture at the turn of the century and
corporatization of news media (Kaplan, 2002; Schudson, 2001). Similarly, as discussed
above, the interaction of mainstream news media with the series of movements in the 1960s
and 1970s made it relatively liberal.
From a normative perspective there are some differences among the three main
proponents of the theory of New Institutionalism (Cook, 1998; Sparrow, 1999; Kaplan,
2006). Cook (1998) sees the emergence of the role of the press as an actor as a result of the
growth in media-centric politics in America, where debates over public policy are played out
in the media. The press has progressively evolved as an institution in the political process
along with other institutions such as the executive, legislative, and judicial branches and the
political parties. He argues that today often policy debates are negotiated in the media by
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other actors, which gives the press an unprecedented role in shaping public policy. While
Sparrow (1999) and Kaplan (2006) acknowledge the growth in media-centric politics, they
do not view the news media as totally independent of political and economic systems. For
Sparrow (1999) autonomy is a normative ideal that the news media should aspire to, but do
not always achieve as they are constrained by the social and economic environment. Without
autonomy the news media cannot fulfill its role as the guardian of democracy and give voice
to civil society. If the media fail to act independently they fail to fulfill their normative role
in democracy. However, this argument is based on the assumption that the media know what
is right for democracy and does not account for the possibility that the media might act in
their own interest rather than in the interest of a democratic debate. Thus a social theory of
news needs to incorporate how the relative autonomy of the news media is intertwined with
the political, social, and economic institutions in a society, especially the market, which is
what the Journalistic Field Theory attempts to address.
One of the fundamental contributions of the Journalistic Field Theory is that it
explains why despite the institutional nature of news media the autonomy is not absolute;
it is rather relative and is shaped by power relations among all the actors in the field. The
Journalistic Field Theory provides a framework to understand how in the process of
interaction all actors including the news media act independently, and at the same time their
actions are constrained by each other, thus leading to reproduction and production of the
rules that explain in the tension between social control and social change in the news.
Central to the arguments of the proponents of Journalistic Field Theory is Pierre
Bourdieu’s spatial metaphor of fields. From the perspective of power, Bourdieu’s concept
of field is close to the understanding of the term “field” in the physical sciences (Martin,
2003). Like the gravitational field and the magnetic field, the force of a field is determined
by its position vis-à-vis other forces in a designated space. The forces within a substance
fundamentally propel the power of a field. The more a field has force from within the more
it shapes the space around it. The manifestation of the force is the result of complex
interactions with other forces in the same field and forces from other fields. The regularities
in social behavior of actors in one field are understood vis-à-vis their relation to behavior of
actors in the other fields and among the actors in one’s own field. Thus fields constitute a
network of interactions that reflect power relations among the actors (Martin, 2003). The
concept of field as a spatial metaphor explains how relatively autonomous actors of different
professions (for example, legal, political, artistic, and journalistic) interact. Unlike the ideal
notion of public sphere, the concept of field provides tools to understand the power relations
among actors in social space (Benson, 1999, 2005; Bourdieu, 2005).
The field theory provides empirical tools that explain how power relations among
political, social, economic, and journalistic institutions are shaped by interaction. The
contribution of field theory to journalism is the introduction of concepts such as economic
capital, cultural capital, symbolic capital, and habitus that give empirical means to measure
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the relative autonomy of journalism (Champagne, 2005). The empirically measurable artifact
of social capital and habitus can help explain power relations in among all actors, including
actors in the social universe of the news (Benson and Neveu, 2005; Champagne, 2005;
Hallin, 2005).
The concept of capital in the field theory includes economic, social, cultural, and
symbolic resources at the command of an actor. Habitus is the social position that an actor
inhabits such as class, caste, race, and gender (Bourdieu, 1990). For example, in the case of
journalists their social position, like academics, in society is relatively high and powerful,
especially when it comes to politics, despite their economic status, which is often much
lower. And the social status of journalists of the elite national and international press is
further elevated in society compared to journalists of the regional press. The habitus of
journalists of the elite press gives them the authority of punditry in the domain of public
policy debates that more often take place in the media. Economic capital represents the
financial resources of actors, but what field theory has introduced to account for the power
of the press is social and cultural capital that comes from skills, education, and knowledge
that a news organization/journalist as an actor acquires over time. Symbolic capital is the
labels, images, and titles that provide legitimacy, prestige, and respect to social actors.
Patrick Champagne (2005) explains that newspapers such as The New York Times and Wall
Street Journal earn economic capital through increased circulation and advertising revenue.
Meanwhile, they enrich their symbolic capital and cultural capital through reporting the most
significant issues in the public domain that enhance their prestige and moral position among
audiences.
The autonomy is not absolute, but relative to the autonomy and power of other fields,
especially economic and political fields. For example, the relative autonomy of journalism
can be explained by understanding the dominating role economic capital plays in power
relations. The influence of capital and markets cuts across all the fields including the news.
Not surprisingly, we find that the circulations and the ratings constrain the performance and
independence of journalism in the public space (Benson, 2005; Hallin, 2005). In this respect,
journalistic field theory not only accounts for the relative autonomy of the press, but at the
same time explains its overlapping interactions with the political and economic fields by
drawing on concepts of social capital and habitus that have cross- cultural applications. In
a social space the relatively autonomous fields interact with one another and influence each
other according to the power they wield (social capital and habitus) in the space. In practice
the journalistic field competes and influences the other fields such as economic field,
political field, and the bureaucratic field and is influenced by them. Field theory accounts
for the finding of participant-observation studies that social production of news is
constrained by cultural, political, and economic fields; however, it also views that the press
is also a relatively autonomous entity that acts on political, scientific, artistic, and economic
fields (Benson, 1999; Benson and Neveu, 2005). Thus the Journalistic Field theory offers
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an empirically grounded social theory of news that explains reproduction and production of
rules and the tension between social control and social change in news media. It gives a
framework in which social protest/social movement, the police, political parties, civil
society, the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, corporations, and the press are
relatively autonomous actors who act independently and at the same time are constrained by
each other and social, political, and economic structures.
The relative autonomy of journalism and conceptual framework of interacting fields
provides empirical tools to explain how social control and social change goes hand-in-hand
in the news coverage. One of the main advantages of the Journalistic Field Theory over other
theories of news is concepts like social capital and habitus, which can be applied across
cultures especially in comparative study of media systems (Hallin, 2005). In addition, the
notion of relative autonomy and fields is also advantageous in explaining and understanding
the power of social media and blogs — Facebook, Youtube, Tiwtter, and the blogs. In social
media the actors are already assumed to be acting independently and the outcomes of their
performance can be seen as a product of social interactions, which act as constraints on their
actions.
The Internet provides everyone access and the power to be heard in the public space.
The power of the relatively independent bloggers and tweeters and facebookers can be
understood and perhaps also measured through the social artifacts of social capital and
habitus. The social interactions in cyberspace are shaped by the power relations among
actors similar to the real world. The actors in the world of social media and blogs acquire
social capital, similar to circulation in the old media, by building their following and friends.
The fan following gives an empirical measure of the social capital that a blogger or a
facebooker has on the internet. The habitus of the blogger is grounded in the social
community that he or she builds on the Internet. Often social actors on the Internet create an
alternative or virtual habitus for themselves that is grounded in a virtual community that may
be based on political ideology (liberal and conservative), religious beliefs, or even sharing
of interest (sports, books, hobbies, etc.) and sometimes even shared pain. Thus the power of
the news in the online world of social media and blogs can be best comprehended by taking
a social interaction approach and field theory offers a framework to understand, explain,
measure, and even predict outcomes with respect to the tension between social control and
social change.

CONCLUSION
In the end coming back to the mediating role that journalism plays among different
fields, especially the interstitial space it occupies between and among other fields gives the
news media not only power to maintain the status quo, but under certain contingencies of
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social interaction transform the power relations in other fields and within the journalistic
field. For example, the power relation between the police and protestors allows the police
to enforce a crackdown on protests. However, when the journalistic field in its reporting,
justifies a social protest, it empowers the protestors, who in turn may stage more protest
despite police crackdown. The influence of political and economic fields transformed
journalism at the turn of the last century, but now the journalistic field in the highly mediated
world appears to be transforming politics and economics. Thus news media, including social
media and blogs, are not only forums or medium of deliberation in a democracy, but are a
force that like the invisible gravitational field bends the light that shines on the truth. But this
should also raise some concerns as a proactive news media is playing role in rise of high
decibel partisan politics. In the end, we would like to keep in mind the cautionary advice by
Schudson (2005), echoing Lippmann’s distrust of journalism as an institution in political
matters, to keep in mind
“Autonomy for what?” The relative autonomy of the journalistic field raises the
normative concerns with regards to the role of an independent, self-regulating, and selfreferential press in a deliberative democracy. Do we want the corporate news media to be
an independent actor in social and political sphere and in its influence on social control and
social change?
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THE EFFECT OF M EDIA D EPENDENCY
ON VOTING D ECISIONS
JOHN J. DAVIES2

This study tests the hypothesis that differences in media dependency alters the
basis on which individuals make voting decisions. Media system dependency
theory was applied to a survey (N = 401) of northeast Florida residents as a
means to explain the relationship between social environmental factors,
political media goals and use, and voting decisions. The results indicate that
when voters have goals of understanding and orientation, political issues and
candidate leadership abilities form the basis of self-reported voting decisions.
Understanding and orientation goals also predict the frequency of political
media use. However, when voters have a goal of play (i.e., media use for
entertainment purposes), candidate likability and popularity form the basis of
voting decisions. Encouragement from interpersonal networks predicted
intensity (i.e., perceived importance of media as a political source), referent
scope, and understanding and orientation goals. The results are discussed from
the perspective of media system dependency theory.
Keywords: Internet, Media System Dependency Theory, social networks,
voting behavior, voting decisions, social control, social change

I

n an ideal world, media produce unbiased, objective coverage of political issues and wellinformed citizens make voting decisions based on beliefs about which candidate will serve
their interests best. Unfortunately, we do not live in an ideal world. Media coverage of
politics may vary widely depending upon the medium, citizens are not always well-informed
and often apathetic, and some citizens are just as apt to base their voting decisions on
candidate popularity as they are to base their decisions on issues, if they vote at all.
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Nevertheless, as this study shows, glimpses of the ideal world are present in American
political life.
Ubiquitous entertainment-oriented media may limit our view of the ideal to glimpses.
The evolution of media entertainment reveals a trend in society toward increased leisure and
decreased labor (Zillmann, 2000). The American Time Use Survey (Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2009) suggests that leisure activities do indeed represent a substantial portion of
American’s use of time. For example, aside from work and sleep, married fathers who are
employed full time spend more time watching television than any other activity. For all
Americans 15 years and older, more time is spent in pursuit of leisure (5.18 hours per day)
than working (3.73 hours per day). Similarly, on average, a higher percentage of the
population engages in television watching during the week (80.2%) than the percentage of
the population that engages in working (56.5%). In comparison, civic participation barely
registers in American’s daily use of time (less than .01 hours per day) and only about 4% of
the population is engaged in such activities per day.
Our appetite for leisure is seemingly insatiable. Although more media options exist
than ever before, entertainment dominates the media landscape. Satellite and cable
technology provides homes with hundreds of television channels, mostly populated with
entertainment fare. Even informational programming is susceptible to demands for
entertainment, as evidenced by the rise of so-called infotainment and edutainment.
What effect does an entertainment-laden media diet have on the electorate? As
entertainment increasingly occupies the media landscape are voting decisions reduced to
popularity contests among celebrities where the most popular and attractive candidates are
elected? The purpose of the current study is to test this proposition; namely, that differences
in media dependency alter the basis upon which voting decisions are made.
Individuals have diverse goals for political media use, and different media cover
politics with differing emphases; therefore, citizens’ reliance on any one medium or genre
should impact whether their voting decisions are based on a candidate’s popularity and
likability or on more substantive considerations, such as leadership ability or stance on
particular issues. This study engages media system dependency theory (Ball-Rokeach, 1985,
1998; Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) to sketch the relationship between media emphases,
socio-environmental factors, and voting decisions. Before explaining the survey and
measures used in this study, the following pages review the fundamental relationships
posited by media system dependency (MSD) theory and how these relationships might
impact voting decisions. In other words, this section contextualizes within the framework of
MSD theory, the relationships between the media system and audiences, between the media
system and society, and between audiences and society.
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MEDIA SYSTEM AND AUDIENCES
At its core, MSD theory assumes that individuals are dependent on media to achieve
goals. This relation between a media system and an audience is the theory’s central focus.
Ball-Rokeach (1985, 1998) emphasizes the asymmetry of this relationship, with the media
typically assuming the role of the dominant party. This imbalance occurs because individuals
typically do not have first-hand access to political, economic, or other social systems and
therefore must rely on media for information about those systems. The theory also assumes
that varying human needs lead to differing dependencies on media to supply those needs.
According to Ball-Rokeach (1985), dependency is a conditional relationship
positioned in the intersection between individuals’ goals and the resources that media
provides. She and her colleagues (Ball-Rokeach, Power, Guthrie, & Waring, 1990) explain
the relation as “the extent to which attainment of an individual’s goals is contingent upon
access to the information resources of the media system, relative to the extent to which
attainment of media system goals is contingent upon the resources controlled by individuals”
(p. 250).
At an individual level of analysis, dependency varies along three key dimensions:
intensity, goal scope, and referent scope. Intensity refers to the perceived helpfulness of
media in the attainment of personal goals. Goal scope refers to the range of goals held by an
individual, which may vary from goals of understanding and orientation to goals of play.
Referent scope refers to the number of different types of media used in a dependency
relation.
Any alteration in the dimensions of dependency has consequences for individuals. In
the present study, the consequences are found in the type of voting decisions made by
citizens. Stated differently, any change in an individual’s goals, the perceived helpfulness
of media in attaining goals, or the number of media used to reach goals will alter the type of
media dependency that users experience. As dependency on media changes, so do the effects
of the media.
Thus, media dependency is at the heart of the current study. In this investigation, I
examine social factors that predict dependency, and then explore how different dependencies
are associated with different voting decisions. Specifically, in accordance with MSD theory,
the current study posits that social ties play a role in the perception that media are helpful for
achieving goals of being politically informed. Furthermore, this study examines how
different media use goals predict qualitatively distinct voting decisions. As will be shown,
a goal to understand the political world and to act effectively in that world is associated with
voting decisions that are formed on the basis of a candidate’s stand on issues and leadership
qualities. On the other hand, a goal to be entertained is linked with voting decisions based
on a candidate’s popularity and likeability.
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AUDIENCES AND SOCIETY
Social environments may alter patterns of media dependency. Different social
environments create different needs for understanding, orientation, and entertainment,
producing a range of dependencies. Environments fraught with ambiguity or uncertainty
provide fertile ground for the development of various dependencies (Ball-Rokeach, 1985).
An extreme example is the case after September 11, 2001, when people relied heavily on the
media to make sense of the terrorist attacks on the W orld Trade Center. Threats need not be
as sensational as a terrorist attack to generate uncertainty. For example, neighborhood crime,
either real or perceived, is a potential source of ambiguity and uncertainty. Social
environment influences, which include interpersonal networks of family, friends, coworkers, and so on, may also be sources of uncertainty. When people anticipate the future
discussion of a particular topic within a group, they can become dependent on media for
information in order to enhance their ability to discuss issues important to the group. Thus,
media dependency in such cases may fluctuate in terms of the perceived importance of
media, the number of media consulted, and the range of goals held by an individual.

MEDIA SYSTEM AND SOCIETY
The media system itself experiences a dependency relation with other societal
systems. This interdependence between media and other societal structures trickles down to
impact individuals’ dependence on media. This is because any change in the media system
necessarily alters the types of goals individuals are able to achieve by relying on media.
The media system is conceptualized as an information hub whose primary resources
are information gathering, processing, and dissemination (Ball-Rokeach, 1998).
Accordingly, media systems depend on social structures, particularly the political and
economic systems, for resources (i.e., information) to produce a product (i.e., media content).
At the same time, these social structures depend on media to achieve their goal of
disseminating information. The present study assumes that the symbiotic relationship
existing between the media system and the political system implies that each component part
of the media system (i.e., TV, newspapers, Internet, etc.) produces content that differs
because each part is competing for the limited resources supplied by the political structure.
The current study attempts to disaggregate the measure of media and thereby uncover some
of the subtleties of media coverage in order to demonstrate how societal-level dependencies
filter down to impact media dependency at an individual level.
Television news. Television is an important source of political information for most
Americans, particularly the local news (Prior, 2003). Coverage of politics on television tends
to focus on the most dramatic and often most trivial aspects of the political landscape: crowd
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reactions; a candidate’s intent to run for office or withdraw from a campaign; political
blunders, gaffes, and scandals; and leaders’ meetings with important foreign dignitaries and
VIPs (Harris, 2004). Television news especially reports on the “horse race” between
candidates, focusing heavily on who is ahead in the latest polls (Lichter, 2001). By contrast,
news broadcasts devote far fewer minutes to reporting candidates’ stands on issues (Harris,
2004). Therefore, citizen’s learning from television is likely to be different than their
learning from other media.
Chaffee and Kanihan (1997) observed that people prefer television over other media
for evaluating the character of political candidates. Nevertheless, differences exist in how
various news sources cover politics. For example, although late night comedy shows may
indeed expose potential voters to political content they might not have otherwise considered
(Baum, 2002), the bulk of such content is largely void of substantive political information
necessary for making informed decisions (Niven, Lichter, & Amundson, 2003). Research
by Prior (2005) indicates that preference for different news sources impacts learning of hard
news facts. He observed that local TV news is actually a negative or non-significant
predictor of hard news knowledge, whereas preference for national TV news was a positive
or non-significant predictor of various knowledge variables. Thus, it would seem important
to disaggregate television news sources to account for differences in coverage.
Print coverage of politics. Traditional wisdom suggests that newspapers provide the
most in-depth coverage of political issues (e.g., Weaver & Drew, 1993). Althaus and
Tewksbury (2000) found evidence that using the Internet for a source of news was positively
related to reading newspapers. That the same relationship did not exist between Internet use
and television news seems to confirm the idea that newspapers offer deeper political
coverage than television sources. Furthermore, Chaffee and Kanihan’s (1997) research
provides evidence that most people turn to newspapers when seeking political information.
Likewise, Druckman (2005) observed that newspapers offered more thorough coverage than
TV and that reading newspapers lead to significantly more political knowledge than TV
viewing.
More recent research suggests that even the in-depth coverage traditionally found in
newspapers is being replaced by soft news. Patterson’s (2000) content analysis revealed that
newspapers and newsmagazines, as well as network and local TV, were relying on soft news
to attract and keep declining audiences.
Internet use. Studies indicate that the Internet supplements rather than replaces
traditional news media. Althaus and Tewksbury (2000) concluded that the Internet is used
primarily as an information source and secondarily as a news source to supplement
traditional news media, a finding reflected in other research on political participation
(DiMaggio, Hargittai, Neuman, & Robinson, 2001). Similarly, associations between political
interest and traditional media are stronger than between political interest and Internet use
(Bimber, 2001). In another study, the size of an online audience spiked during Super
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Tuesday, suggesting that key events motivated citizens to seek out additional information
not provided by traditional news sources (Tewksbury, 2006).
A study by Prior (2005) found that the vast options in the new media environment lead
to greater political learning among those who are interested, but less learning for the
politically apathetic. In a similar vein, Kim (2009) reported that issue-publics were more
selective in their information gathering than non-issue publics, and this increased selectivity
tended to polarize their political attitudes and candidate evaluations. In a follow-up
experiment, Kim observed that using the Internet for information gathering tended to
exacerbate these tendencies.
Kaye and Johnson (2002) identified four factors that described motivations for using
the Internet to seek political information: guidance, information seeking/surveillance,
entertainment, and social utility. One study reported that the Internet was able to satisfy more
needs than traditional media, including television and newspapers (Dimmick, Chen, & Li
2004). This may reflect the increasing ability of the Internet to offer content similar to
traditional media sources, as well as additional content that traditional media sources do not
offer. Thus, political coverage on the Internet likely includes information that encompasses
a broad range of material, including both the substantive and informative and the entertaining
and trivial.

MEDIA AND VOTING DECISIONS
Scholars have long known that media play an important role in the political health of
a democracy (e.g., Gurveitch & Blumler, 1990) and have expended considerable effort to
explain the link between media and voting decisions. For instance, the oft-cited agendasetting function (McCombs & Shaw, 1972) clearly demonstrates the effect of political media
coverage on the issues deemed most important by the public. Exposure to political coverage
not only shifts the importance of particular issues (Iyengar, Peters, & Kinder, 1982; Young
& Weaver, 2005), but it increases both talk about politics (Pan, Shen, Paek, & Sun, 2006)
and political knowledge in general, which in turn produces greater voter participation (Prior,
2005; Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995). How media choose to frame particular issues and
stories influences how audiences perceive the causes and potential political solutions for
social problems (Iyengar, 1991).

HYPOTHESES
MSD theory posits a role for societal factors in how audiences use media. The
influence of social networks figures prominently in political participation (McLeod et al.,
1999). Information seeking behavior can be explained in part by pressures from interpersonal
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networks to seek information. Such pressure may motivate individuals to seek information
from various media sources, thus widening their referent scope. In addition to these effects,
pressure from others would elevate the perceived importance of media as an information
source (i.e., intensity) and alter an individual’s goal scope by heightening the need for
understanding and orientation.
In this study, orientation and understanding were operationalized as motivations for
learning when seeking out political information, whereas play reflected motivations for
entertainment. Intensity was operationalized as perceived importance of various media as a
means to attain political information. Referent scope was operationalized as the number of
different media sources used when seeking political information.
H1a: Stronger interpersonal network pressure to seek political information will predict
a broader referent scope.
H1b: Stronger interpersonal network pressure to seek political information will predict
stronger intensity.
H1c: Stronger interpersonal network pressure to seek political information will predict
a goal scope that emphasizes understanding and orientation.

According to M SD theory, reliance on media for political information may be a
function of an individual’s goals, which, theoretically, vary along dimensions of play,
orientation, and understanding. In addition to goals, the perceived importance of media as
a source of political information, or intensity, also predicts media use. Thus, reliance on
media for political information is a reflection of goals and intensity. Reliance in this study
was operationalized as the frequency of media use for purposes of seeking out political
information.
Applying these principles suggests the following hypotheses.
H2a: Stronger intensity (i.e., perceived importance) of hard news media will be a better
predictor of reliance on media for political information than stronger intensity of soft
news media.
H2b: A goal scope emphasizing orientation and understanding will be a better predictor
of reliance on media for political information than a goal scope emphasizing play
(entertainment).

Theoretically, differences in dependence will impact the type of effects observed from
dependency. Media dependence characterized by orientation and understanding ought to
produce different effects than dependence characterized by goals for play. Orientation and
understanding dependencies implies that voting decisions are likely influenced more by
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leadership qualities of candidates and their stands on important issues, rather than by the
candidates’ likability or popularity in the polls. This is primarily because a goal scope that
emphasizes orientation suggests that voters seek out political information to guide voting
decisions 1.
H3a: Stronger intensity of hard news media will predict that candidate leadership
qualities and issues will provide the basis for voting decisions.
H3b: A goal scope emphasizing orientation and understanding will predict that
candidate leadership qualities and issues will provide the basis for voting decisions.

Theoretically, alteration of dependency relations should change the uses and effects of
media. Thus, the opposite side of the above hypothesis suggests the following:
H4a: Stronger intensity of soft news media will predict that candidate likability and
popularity will provide the basis for voting decisions.
H4b: A goal scope emphasizing play will predict that candidate likability and popularity
will provide the basis for voting decisions.

METHOD
Sample
The data for this study was collected via an omnibus telephone survey of residents of
northeast Florida conducted by the Public Opinion Research Lab at the University of North
Florida. Trained students gathered the information in exchange for extra credit. The survey
was conducted in the spring of 2008, just after the presidential primaries. Random digit
dialing (via Wincati software) was used to contact households in Duval County, Florida, and
up to six callbacks were made on unanswered calls. In total, data was collected from 401
residents.
The demographic characteristics of the sample with comparable Duval County 2006
population data 2 in parentheses are as follows: 51.2% female (51.3%), 47.8% male (47.7%);
59.6% White (64.4%), 28% Black (30.2%), 5.7% Hispanic (5.7%), 3.4% Asian (3.4%), and
3.3% Other. These data show that the sample demonstrated reasonably similar characteristics
as residents living in Duval County, although older residents were oversampled. Statistics
for Duval County residents indicate only10.4% are 65 years or older, whereas the sample
found 14% in that same category.
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Measurement
MSD theory highlights three dependency relationships: (1) the relationship between
society and audiences, (2) the relationship between the media system and society, and (3) the
relationship between the media system and audiences. Due to the overlapping nature of these
relationships, the variables that measure these relationships in this study are used as
predictors, criterion variables, or both. Since media dependency at a micro level is the central
focus of the theory it is used as a criterion variable when testing the relationship between
society and audiences, but as a predictor variable when testing the relationship between
audience and the media system, and in determining the effects of that relationship. Stated
differently, societal factors impact the three dimensions of media dependency: goal scope,
intensity, and referent scope. In turn, these three dimensions influence reliance on media and
the voting decisions made by citizens. Theoretically, the process is much more dynamic than
is outlined here, but for clarity’s sake the variables are presented within this linear
framework. The following section summarizes the operational definitions of the predictor
and criterion variables.
The questionnaire used in this study included questions about political media use,
goals for political media use, voting decisions and behaviors, interpersonal influences on
political media use, and frequency of political media use. Respondents were required to
respond to most items using 5-point Likert-type scales or dichotomous yes/no responses. For
analysis, all measures were coded or reverse-coded such that higher scores indicated greater
importance, frequency, agreement, and so on.
To test the relationship between society and audiences, this study utilized a social
environmental factor as a predictor variable: influences from members of one’s interpersonal
network. An index of influence from these networks was created by summing responses to
questions that asked respondents to indicate which sources encouraged them to seek out
political information: religious leaders, family members, friends, co-workers, and somebody
working or volunteering for a political candidate. Respondents indicated yes or no to these
questions, and a yes answer was coded as one and a no answer as zero. By summing these
responses, an index of interpersonal influences (M = 1.2, SD = 1.3) was created from zero
to five points. Given the lack of variation in this index, the data was recoded such that 0 =
no interpersonal influences, and 1 = one or more interpersonal influences.
In testing the relationship between society and audiences, the three dimensions of
media dependency served as criterion variables. The first dimension, goal scope, was
expected to have three factors. However, a preliminary factor analysis of the data generated
a solution with only two dimensions rather than the expected three. Therefore, for the
purposes of this study the operational definition of goal scope consisted of a two-factor
measure. A single measure of understanding and orientation was created by combining the
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items that loaded onto the first factor. Items that loaded onto the second factor composed the
play dimension. The next paragraph describes the items in each factor.
Respondents were asked the following: “People have many reasons for seeking out
political information. On a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being ‘almost never or never true’ and 5
being ‘almost always or always true’ how true are the following reasons for you?” Of these,
five items were summed (M = 20.62, SD = 3.99) to create the understanding and orientation
scale (á = .74): “To keep informed,” “To learn more about a candidate’s stand on specific
issues,” “To learn more about a candidate’s leadership abilities,” “To feel up to date on the
issues,” and “To learn more about a political candidate’s personality.” The play scale (M =
9.95, SD = 4.12) consisted of four items (á = .69): “To learn who is ahead in the latest polls,”
“To see how others voted,” “To be entertained,” and “To learn more about a political
candidate’s ability to speak in public.”
The second dimension of media dependency, intensity, served as another criterion
variable. Intensity was operationalized as the perceived importance of nine news media as
sources of political information: Internet, local TV news, cable TV news, nightly network
news, TV news magazines (e.g., 60 Minutes), morning TV news shows, comedy TV shows
(e.g., The Daily Show), daily newspapers, and news magazines (e.g., Time).
The final criterion variable testing the relationship between society and audiences was
referent scope (M = 2.01, SD = 1.85). This variable represents the third dimension of media
dependency and was created by summing the number of unaided responses to the question,
“W hat type of Internet sites do you use to gather political information?”
The relationship between the audience and the media system is the second major
concern of this study. In this case, the aforementioned criterion variables now serve as
predictor variables. That is, goal scope, intensity and referent scope are entered into
statistical analyses as predictors. For this test, the effects of media dependency were the
criterion variables. Specifically, the effects were the frequency of political media use and the
voting decisions made by citizens. The frequency of political media use was measured in
days per week that respondents used media for the specific purpose of seeking out political
information. (M = 4.81, SD = 1.49). Respondents indicated if their political media use was
never, less than once a week, 1 to 2 days a week, 3 to 4 days a week, 5 to 6 days a week, or
daily.
The second type of effects used in this test was the self-reported basis for voting
decisions by respondents. Interviewers asked respondents to use a 5-point scale to “rank the
following factors in how important they were to you in deciding who to vote for”: “Which
candidate was leading in the polls,” “Which candidate was the most likable,” “Which
candidate had the best chance of winning,” “Which candidate supported the issue or issues
most important to me,” and “Which candidate you thought would make the best leader.”
Factor analysis revealed two factors that explained the self-reported basis of voting
decisions. The first three items composed the first factor and were summed (M = 7.94, SD
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= 3.78) as a measure of popularity and likability (á = .74). The latter two items were
combined (M = 9.2, SD = 1.53) as an indicator of issues- and leadership-based voting
decisions (á = .65). Higher scores on these scales indicated greater importance. These
combinations were created based on the results of the factor analysis and the assumption that
voting based on popularity and likability represent more of a superficial basis for voting,
whereas issues and leadership embody more substantive considerations. Furthermore, no
substantial nor significant correlation existed between the two scales (r = -.007, p = .89),
which suggests they are indeed mutually exclusive.
Finally, the respective data on race and gender was coded such that 0 = white, 1 = nonwhite, and 0 = male, 1 = female. These variables, along with other demographic measures
and interest in politics, served as controls in statistical analyses.

RESULTS
Society and audiences. Regression analyses were used to examine the relationship
between society and audiences (H1a, H1b, H1c). Criterion variables were the three
dimensions of dependency: referent scope, intensity, and goal scope. The influence of
interpersonal networks served as a predictor variable. Demographics (age, race, gender,
income, and education) and interest in politics were entered into the first block of the
regression analyses as controls. Predictor variables were entered into the analyses in the
second step.
As shown in Table 1, interpersonal networks predict referent scope F (7, 284) = 2.66,
p < .05 and understanding/ orientation F (7, 369) = 9.09, p < .001. In both cases, adding
interpersonal networks to the model results in a small but significant increase in R 2,
providing support for these hypotheses (H1a, H1c).
Similar results and changes in R 2 are produced when the intensity variables serve as
criterion measures. In the interest of space, Table 2 summarizes the regression analyses for
the significant variables only. As can be seen, interpersonal networks predict increased
intensity in the case of the Internet F (7, 377) = 11.39, p < 001; cable news F (7, 374) = 3.29,
p < 01; network news F (7, 374) = 6.35, p < 001; and TV news magazines F (7, 376) = 3.64,
p < 001; all other analyses failed to reach significance. Not surprisingly, the importance of
the Internet is associated with younger, better educated individuals, whereas the importance
of television is linked with older respondents. Overall, these results support H1b. The
findings presented here suggest that influences from interpersonal networks enhanced the
importance of the Internet and some television news programs as way to gather political
information.
Media system and audiences. To test the relationship between the audience and the
media system, the criterion variables used in the previous analyses now serve as predictor
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variables. As before, regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses (H2a, H2b) that
both stronger intensity among hard news media and a goal scope emphasizing understanding
and orientation would be better predictors of media reliance than would intensity among soft
news media and a goal scope emphasizing play. In this case, the criterion variable was the
frequency of political media use. Demographics (age, race, gender, income, and education)
and interest in politics were entered into the first block of the regression analysis as controls.
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These variables accounted for 13% of the variance (adjusted R 2= .12), and only age and
political interest were significant predictors.
In the second block, the model included the understanding and orientation goal, the
play goal, and the intensity variables (i.e., perceived importance of various media). Together,
these variables accounted for 23% of the variance (adjusted R 2= .20), F (17, 345) = 6.15,
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p<.001. In this second stage, age and political interest remained significant, and the
understanding and orientation goal and Internet use emerged as significant predictors of the
use of media for political information. Respondents who were older, who were more
politically interested, and whose goals reflected a desire to learn and be informed reported
greater use of media for political information. Stronger perceived importance of the Internet
was a positive predictor of use of media for political information. No other media variable
was significant.
Consistent with the hypothesis (H2b), the play goal was not a significant predictor of
reliance on media. Overall, these results, summarized in Table 3, provide strong support for
H2b and weak support for H2a. In the case of the latter hypothesis, the fact that no media
variables were significant, with the exception of the Internet, suggests that while these results
do provide support for H2a, it is not unequivocal support.
Media dependency and voting decisions. The final concern of this study is the effects
of media dependency on voting decisions. For hypotheses H3a and H3b voting decisions
based on issues and leadership qualities served as the criterion variable. Specifically, it was
proposed that the understanding and orientation goal would be a better predictor of issuesand leadership- based voting decisions than the play goal. Likewise, intensity among hard
news media sources would be better predictors than intensity among soft news media
sources. The same protocol used in previous analyses was used to test for effects. The results
of these analyses are shown in Table 3. Age was a marginally significant predictor, and
gender and interest in politics were significant predictors in Step 1, accounting for 10% of
the variance (adjusted R 2= .09). In Step 2, interest in politics, an understanding and
orientation goal, reliance on TV news magazines, and reliance on magazines were significant
predictors. This model accounted for 19% of the variance (adjusted R 2= .15), F (17, 312) =
4.27, p < .001. These results indicate that more politically interested voters, and voters with
stronger goals of understanding and orientation were most likely to report that their voting
decisions were based on a candidate’s stance on issues and leadership abilities. These results
support H3b.
The media variables indicate that reliance on TV news magazines was a positive
predictor of political issue- and candidate leadership-based voting, whereas reliance on print
magazines was a negative predictor. No other media variable was significant. These results
suggest that respondents who perceived TV news magazines as a more potent source of
political information also tended to report that their voting decisions were based on concerns
of issues and leadership abilities. Since television is thought to provide a somewhat “softer”
view of politics than print in general this finding is slightly puzzling. It may reflect the fact
that both TV news magazines and print magazines contain “softer” news than other news
sources such as newspapers. Therefore H3a is not supported.
The criterion variable in the final hypotheses (H4a, H4b) is the extent to which voting
decisions were based on so-called horse-race variables: likability and popularity. Regression
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results of the first block indicate that education, race, and gender are significant variables,
and the model at this stage accounts for 14% (adjusted R 2 = .13) of the variance. Inclusion
of the goal scope and intensity variables increases the variance accounted for by the model
to 45% (adjusted R 2= .42), F (17, 306) = 14.75, p < .001. In this second model, education,
race, the play goal, and reliance on local TV news or newspapers for political information
emerged as significant predictors of likability and popularity-based voting decisions. As
indicated by the valence of the beta coefficients, voting decisions based on popularity and
likability are associated with less-educated, non-white respondents. It is particularly
noteworthy that this type of voting decision was linked with play goals, even though play
was not a significant predictor of voting decisions based on important issues and a
candidate’s leadership abilities. Furthermore, orientation and understanding was not a
significant predictor of voting decisions based on horse-race variables. These results support
H4b.
Among the media variables, the perceived importance of local TV news was a positive
predictor of likability- and popularity-based voting decisions, whereas the perceived
importance of newspapers was a negative predictor of the dependent measure. This finding
also supports H4a and is in line with theoretical predictions. The results for these hypotheses
(H4a, H4b) are presented alongside the findings for H3a and H3b in Table 3.
In sum, tests of the social factors revealed support for H1. Other tests supported H2
and H4 and provide cautious support for H3. In general, the results provide evidence for the
utility of MSD theory to explain respondents’ voting decisions and suggest that differences
in media dependency alter the basis on which voting decisions are made.

DISCUSSION
The question of how individuals make voting decisions is a complex issue,
undoubtedly influenced by many factors. This study examined whether differences in media
dependencies alter the basis on which individuals make voting decisions. MSD theory (BallRokeach, 1985, 1998; Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976) provided the theoretical means to test
this question. Although not without limitations, overall the evidence points to the conclusion
that different media dependencies lead to voting decisions that are based either on a
candidate’s popularity and likability or on a candidate’s stance on issues and leadership
abilities.
To start, it seems prudent to stress that popularity, likability, issues, and leadership all
likely play a role in any one individual’s voting decision. That is, neither issues nor a
candidate’s popularity singularly motivate voting decisions. Nevertheless, the evidence
found in this study suggests that the relative importance of these factors can be predicted in
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part based on one’s media use goals and, at least to some degree, by the influence of
interpersonal networks.
In this study, a particularly potent predictor of voting decisions was voters’
dependency on media to understand political issues, keep tabs on the political landscape, and
learn about political candidate’s abilities. These goals— that focus on being politically
informed — predicted issue- and leadership-based voting decisions, as well as the frequency
of political media use, even after controlling for political interest and demographic variables.
As much as this finding can be generalized to a broader voting public, it inspires some
confidence in the media system’s role in informing citizens and aiding them in making
important decisions. Respondents who depended on media as a source for political
information also reported greater agreement with the idea that issues and leadership abilities
formed the basis of their voting decisions.
The somewhat more disturbing finding in this study was regarding goals for play. This
goal was related to likability- and popularity-based voting decisions, hinting that dependency
on media for entertainment purposes leads to voting decisions that have a superficial basis.
Again, prudence dictates that some caution is taken when drawing this conclusion. This
study did not use experimental methods, so cause-and-effect relations between media
dependency and voting decisions cannot be verified. Nevertheless, the theoretical
interpretation of these findings is that as entertainment assumes greater influence in voters’
lives, voting decisions tend to be made in light of more shallow concerns, namely, popularity
and likability. This interpretation is consistent with findings of other studies, specifically
Prior’s (2005) conclusion that greater media choice leads to a knowledge gap in voters in
which the politically interested have more opportunity to find political information and the
apathetic have greater ability to avoid it. In turn, this knowledge gap has consequences for
citizens on Election Day and which candidate is elected to office. Ultimately, society as a
whole is impacted, for better or for worse, if the elected candidate is the one who is most
likable or popular, rather than the one who is the best leader. It would seem that individuals’
dependence on the media system to achieve goals for understanding and orientation or for
play has important consequences for voting decisions.
The broader implication of this finding concerns power of the media system in relation
to other societal structures. The rise of entertainment media —and with it infotainment —
suggests that the balance of power between cultural, media, and political systems has shifted.
To the degree that the media system caters to the socio-cultural system, political
organizations must then work to package information in entertaining contexts. The result is
that the political system shifts its presentation of candidates from leader to entertainer, shifts
its focus from issues to competition, and shifts its goals from public service to the
management of public image.
As the dependency relations of the media system, the political system, and the sociocultural system fluctuate it alters the types of goals that can be achieved by individuals. It
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seems likely that the focus on entertainment makes it increasingly difficult for citizens to
achieve goals of understanding and orientation. In other words, it simply becomes too
inconvenient for anyone but the politically minded to go in search of information necessary
to make informed voting decisions. Or perhaps, the abundance of entertainment options
makes political participation appear unnecessary. It may be that entertainment introduces a
spiral toward apathy.
Thus, the findings of this study suggest two important implications according to MSD
theory. First, the unintended consequence of an entertainment-dominated media system is
an electorate whose voting decisions become increasingly centered on superficial concerns.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, the solution to this problem may not be found in
fixing the media per se. According to MSD theory, the solution may lie in examining and
ultimately adjusting the ecology in which the media system is situated. Therefore it may be
more meaningful to focus on the societal conditions that lead to play dependencies, or other
dependencies, than to criticize media organizations for pandering to the audience. In this
respect, concerns over media ownership and decreased competition may be more
appropriate. Likewise, changes in religious, community, and familial institutions may
represent greater impact on media dependencies — and ultimately on voting decisions —
than media organizations’ obsession with entertaining content.
Related to this above point, some limited evidence was found to support the theoretical
proposition that social environmental factors impact media dependencies. Social networks
weakly predicted goals for understanding and orientation, intensity, and referent scope.
Future research may want to concentrate on factors that reduce or mitigate play dependencies
given the undesirable implication of their effects. Social networks are one means of creating
dependence on the media system as a source of political information. Similarly, it would be
very helpful to identify those variables and social factors that lead to reliance on media for
purposes of play.

LIMITATIONS
Although the evidence produced in this study largely supports the notion that
differences in media dependency alter the basis by which voting decisions are made, some
caveats are warranted. First, several of the individual intensity variables failed to emerge as
significant predictors in the regression models. Although efforts were made to disaggregate
the intensity variables, the results suggest even finer distinctions may be necessary if we are
truly to understand the impact of media on voting decisions. Given the multiplicity of choice
in the new media environment, it is likely more instructive to measure choices within a
medium, rather than to compare choices across media, as was the strategy adopted here
(except in the case of referent scope). For example, the Internet may indeed be an important
source of political information, but its impact on voting decisions could vary immensely
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depending on whether one is using Internet sources to learn about political issues, a
candidate’s wardrobe choices, or the latest polls. Although not part of the formally tested
hypotheses above, Internet users who reported that their most important reason for Internet
use was to learn more about a particular political issue scored lower on likability- and
popularity-based voting (M = 7.19, SD = 3.46) than did their counterparts who said their
most important reason for using the Internet was to find out about a candidate’s biography
(M = 8.31, SD = 3.38), t = -2.07, df =191 p = .04.
The sample itself deems a cautionary note. To the degree the sample represents Duval
County and to the degree that residents in Duval County represent voters in general, the
results provide evidence for the theoretical propositions of MSD theory and suggest that
differences in media dependency alter the basis for voting decisions. However, given that
various structural features of a person’s environment—such as the rate of conflict and the
rate of change—could alter media dependencies (Ball-Rokeach, 1998), the particular
findings of this study may vary according to the peculiarities of the sample.
Readers should also realize that the operational definition of referent scope limited the
statistical tests to a single medium — the Internet — and to a single hypothesis, H1a.
Although the diverse range of websites on the Internet makes it an exemplary measure of
referent scope, it is true that individuals rely on various media to achieve their goals.
Furthermore, not all citizens have access to the Internet. It may be that among non-users,
pressures from social networks increase information-seeking behavior from media other than
the Internet. Therefore, a comprehensive test of the theory ought to take into account a wide
array of media options.
Finally, the present study provides a snapshot of one group of voters at one particular
time. As a test of theoretical connections between media systems, audiences, and society this
study serves that purpose. It remains to be seen, however, how actual shifts in media
dependency over time impact voting decisions and if the results can indeed be generalized
to different audiences. The data presented here provide the groundwork for studies with
longitudinal or experimental designs that can assess shifts in dependency over time.

Conclusion
Given the theoretical background, it would seem appropriate to frame the results of
this study within a MSD perspective. From this standpoint, an ideal democracy is one in
which individuals make well-informed voting decisions about political candidates despite
the constraints imposed by a dependency on media. Thus, although individuals largely
depend on the media system for information about a candidate’s platform, particularly
pressing political issues, and a candidate’s ability to provide effective leadership, voters
should still be able to make thoughtful decisions about whom to vote for, which party to
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support, and so on. These decisions are important enough to society that we ought to expect
the basis for electing public officials to be founded on these sorts of substantive
considerations. The results of this study hint that this expectation is being fulfilled, at least
to a degree, among those whose media goals are characterized by understanding and
orientation. For individuals who experience encouragement from members in their
interpersonal networks to seek out political information, goals of understanding and
orientation appear to assume a slightly more prominent role.
For individuals who experience media dependencies characterized by play, however,
the optimistic vision of an ideal democracy becomes somewhat darkened; shifts in media
dependency toward play appear to alter the basis on which voting decisions are formed. That
is, play dependencies predict that popularity and likability will assume greater importance
as a foundation for voting decisions.
It would seem, then, that the most pressing concerns raised by this study are the
unanswered ones. Namely, in a media environment with seemingly infinite choice, how do
we ensure that voting decisions conform to democratic ideals and do not succumb to a lesser
standard? Future research must identify the conditions under which the ideal can flourish,
and the effects of the alternative are minimized.

ENDNOTES
1. The orientation goal scope as theorized by Ball-Rokeach (1998) roughly corresponds to the guidance
motive of political Internet use as identified by Kaye and Johnson (2002). Similarly, Ball-Rokeach’s
understanding goal scope and play goal scope parallel Kaye and Johnson’s info-seeking and entertainment
motives, respectively.
2. Retrieved from http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/12/12031.html October 20, 2008. Survey data
for gender does not total 100% because of missing responses. Census data for race totals more than 100%
because respondents may select more than one race.
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C HALLENGING THE -ISMS: GENDER AND
RACE IN BROCKMANN’S TROUBLESHOOTERS,
INC. ROMANCE N OVELS
MARGARET J. HAEFNER3

Romance novels are among the most popular genres in all of book
publishing, and Suzanne Brockmann is among the genre’s best-selling
authors. This study examined challenges to sexism, heterosexism, and
racism in Brockmann’s 14-book Troubleshooters, Inc. series published
between 2000 and January, 2009. Allan Johnson’s (2006) lists of -isms
in everyday life provided the primary frameworks for analysis.
Challenges to most of the male and heterosexual privileges were evident,
but only six of 19 characteristics of White privilege were challenged.
Brockmann does challenge racism through inclusion of multiple
characters of color, interracial/interethnic couples, and two anti-racist
subplots. The potential impact of Brockmann’s challenges to injustice in
mainstream culture is discussed.
Keywords: Romance novels, gender, race, popular culture

R

omance novels comprise one of the largest categories of book sales in the United States.
At least half of all paperbacks are romance novels (Shepherd, 2007, para. 3), and 24.6% of
all Americans read at least one in 2008 (Romance Writers of America, 2009). Moreover,
romance readers are loyal to the genre and to authors: Over 90% are repeat readers of authors
they like (Romance Writers of America). The power of popular culture to define, maintain,
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and transform society is often attributed to the image-based media. But romance novels also
are substantial contributors to the “pluralistic public forum in which… new concepts of social
reality are negotiated and new boundary lines between various social worlds are drawn”
(Baran & Davis, 2006, p. 239).
Suzanne Brockmann is one popular romance author whose writing challenges
mainstream culture. Brockmann pioneered the subgenre of military-action romance, which
“combines romance, action, adventure, and mystery with frank, realistic examinations of
contemporary issues such as terrorism, sexism, racial profiling, interracial relationships,
divorce, rape, and homosexuality” (Frantz, 2008, p. 1). Although Brockmann (2005) says
she writes to entertain, she uses her medium to tackle injustices, including the “-isms” of
sexism, heterosexism, and racism. Brockmann says that she loves the diversity in America
and that “society gets too hung up on labels… .We’re so much more alike than we are
different” (p. 34). But as sociologist Allan Johnson (2006) points out, diversity is not the
problem; rather, the differences among us create privilege for some groups and oppression
for others. Brockmann’s books demonstrate that despite her claims that “bottom line, people
are people” (2005, p. 41), she is deeply aware of the social consequences of differences in
power among groups.
Author (Haefner, Colon, & Lizardo, 2008; Haefner, 2009b) recently completed
studies of 32 best-selling, contemporary, single-title romance novels that included five
Troubleshooters, Inc. novels. All of the authors are White, but Brockmann’s characters are
much more diverse than the others’. For example, she includes several interracial couples
as main and secondary characters. She also has “the first openly out gay character to have
not just a subplot of a romantic subplot in a mainstream American romance novel”
(Brockmann, 2005, p.33). Brockmann’s books appear regularly on The New York Times
best-seller list, and she is a recipient of multiple awards (Romance Writers of America,
2009). This study examines Brockmann’s challenges to sexism, heterosexism, and racism
in her 14-book Troubleshooters, Inc. series published between 2000 and January, 2009
(Appendix).

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Gender portrayals in romance novels have changed significantly over the past 30
years, but debate still continues about the genre’s legitimacy as a literary form and whether
it is “feminist enough.” Some second-wave feminists saw the novels as “trapping women in
their own subordination and as distracting women from more worthwhile pursuits” (Gill,
2007, p. 220). Regis (2003) argues that the same charges are leveled unjustly over thirty
years later
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Critics claim that the romance novel (a) extinguishes its own heroine, confining her with
a story that ignores the full range of her concerns and abilities… and denies her
independent goal-oriented action outside of love and marriage; and (b) binds readers in
their marriages or encourages them to get married; it equates marriage with success and
glorifies sexual difference. (p. 10)

Regis disagrees, as does Radway (1994), who contends that the romance novel is a
principal site for discussion of feminism, and that the authors have contributed to reenvisioning gender. Coddington (1997) claims that romance novelists enjoy playing with
gender relations, thus reinventing traditional roles. Among those who write for White,
heterosexual readers, few challenge heteronormativity as much as Brockmann with gay
romantic partners as main characters. But, as Radway (1994) asserts, other romance authors
have tried to “construct a feminist position for W hite, middle-class, heterosexual women that
would manage to envision for them autonomy and success as well as intimacy, relationality,
and the opportunity for a restorative, limited dependence upon a man” (p. 220).
Despite re-envisioning gender portrayals, best-selling romance novels are relentlessly
White (Taylor, 2007) and heterosexual (Burley, 2000). But the genre is diverse, meeting
demands from readers of color and queer readers for romance “that looks like them.” For
example, African American romance novels comprise an estimated ten to thirty percent of
industry sales (Osborne, 2003/2010). Novelist Barbara Jenkins recalls the time when “not
a one [of the romance novels] featured women who looked like us” (quoted in G. Osborne,
p. 64). More than any other medium, “they reflect the values of the Black
community….Readers seldom see these images reflected on the evening news or in the daily
paper" (E. Rodgers, quoted in G. Osborne, p. 67). Likewise, the queer romance novel genre
meets the unique interests of its readers. “For queers whose lives and loves have been too
often problematic…[the required happy ending] makes the gay romance novel not only a
satisfying read, but also a wildly radical demand for love lives without tragedy” (Gianoulis,
2006, Romance Novels, para. 4).
Clearly, diversity among romance novels is available to those who seek it. A concern,
though, is that the romance audience may be balkanized in the same ways television
audiences are. For example, except for NFL football, only one network program ranked in
the top ten for both African American and White audiences in October 2008 (Nielsen
Company, 2009, p. 8), a finding similar to ten years before (Entman & Rojecki, 2000, p.
144). White, heterosexual romance readers may not be exposed to diverse characters in
romance novels, thus missing alternative portrayals of race and gender that may not be found
in their romance selections.
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Concern about diverse portrayals recognizes that the media are powerful sources of
ideas about race and gender in mainstream culture (S. Hall, 1981/2003; Wood, 2007).
Entman and Rojecki (2000) define mainstream culture as “the set of schemas most widely
stored in the public’s mind and the core thematic frames that pervade media messages” (p.
49). The media are the primary purveyors of mainstream culture, and these authors argue that
when people lack repeated contact with Blacks, they may depend on mainstream culture for
the framing of race, basing their personal schemas on media portrayals of Blacks (Entman
& Rojecki, 2000). Stuart Hall (1981/2003) notes that few mainstream media portray overt
racism, such as the “clown” or the “native.” Rather, they present inferential racism, “those
apparently naturalized representations of events and situations relating to race, whether
“factual” or “fictional,” which have racist premises and propositions inscribed in them as
unquestioned assumptions” (pp. 91- 92). Entman (1992) calls this modern racism—less
overt, but perhaps more dangerous because it may reinforce stereotypes without conscious
recognition (p. 345). Entman and Rojecki claim that,
[E]xplicitly, media images deny W hite superiority and the legitimacy of W hite privilege.
In their most obvious dimensions, they promote tolerance, inclusiveness, and (limited)
acceptance by W hites of Blacks. At the same time, less overt media signals—and
equally important, systematic absences from media content— may work against the
development of greater interracial empathy and trust. (p. 57)

The same concern can be raised about heterosexism. For instance, GLAAD (2009)
found that at the launch of the 2008-2009 television season, 2.6% of regular characters on
the five major broadcast networks were lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender, double from
the year before. However, the images in prime time are non-sexualized co-optations meant
not to offend heterosexual viewers (Croteau & Hoynes, 2003; Media Awareness Network,
2009; Raymond, 2003/2010). It is not unreasonable to apply Entman and Rojecki’s (2000)
assertions about race to portrayals of lesbians, gay men, and bisexual individuals, although
whether overt heterosexism is absent is debatable when the audience is expected to laugh at
non-sexualized, stereotypical portrayals.
No research has investigated whether portrayals of race and gender in romance novels
help frame readers’ perceptions. One mediating factor may be readers’ perceived reality of
the portrayals (e.g., A. Hall, 2003). For example, Radway (1984) found that readers did
believe that some aspects of romance novels are factual even though they also recognized
the fantasy aspects. “Anything the readers learn about the fictional universe is automatically
coded as “fact” or “information” and mentally filed for later use….” (p. 109). It is not clear
whether race and gender portrayals are perceived as “real,” although romance novels, like
all media, “are places where certain ideas are circulated as truth…and draw on the
commonsensical views of the world that everyone knows” (Croteau & Hoynes, 2003, p.
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168). It is important to analyze the work of authors like Brockmann who appear to challenge
normalized views and who have the potential to reframe readers’ schemas, especially
regarding such essential social constructs as race and gender.
Earlier analyses of a sample of the Troubleshooters, Inc. series by the author (Haefner,
Colon, & Lizardo, 2008; Haefner, 2009b) revealed that Brockmann seemed to avoid overt
racism and to forcefully challenge racism, sexism, and heterosexism. However, the analyses
also raised questions about her portrayals of inferential -isms. For example, it appeared that
in trying to promote inclusiveness, the portrayals limited racial differences among characters,
such that they leaned toward an “I don’t see color” attitude. Educator Cheryl Curtis (1998)
understands the sentiment of pluralism and acceptance of those who claim not to see her
color, but she is “incensed by the casual denial of an essential part of who I am and I
interpret the statement as insensitive and potentially racist” (para. 1). Minimizing or ignoring
the -isms subtly suggests that the ways of doing things by privileged groups are the only or
best way, and that they are appropriate standards for everyone (Johnson, 2006, p. 95).
The purposes of this study are (a) to document Brockmann’s overt challenges to
sexism, heterosexism, and racism, and (b) to examine whether subtle indicators reinforce the
—isms, even as overt challenges are made.

ANALYSIS
This study analyzed several types of challenges to the —-isms observed in earlier
analyses of a subsample of the Troubleshooters, Inc. series (Haefner, Colon, & Lizardo,
2008; Haefner, 2009b). Two challenges to sexism found in those studies were portrayals of
beauty and body types, and male privilege in non-Western cultures. For heterosexism, the
challenges came in portrayals of gay romantic partners and an anti-heterosexist plot. For
racism, the challenges were portrayals of characters of color and the themes of two anti-racist
subplots.
Johnson’s (2006) lists of privilege in everyday life were used to analyze the less overt
occurrences of the —isms. He developed the lists of privilege for Whites, males, and
heterosexuals based on McIntosh’s classic list of White privilege in everyday life (McIntosh,
as cited in Johnson, p. 21).
This analysis is limited to challenges to the -isms that occurred (a) with the main
heroes and heroines of each book, (b) with secondary characters who appeared in significant
contemporary subplots spanning two or more books, and (c) recurring groups of characters
spanning two or more books (e.g., Navy SEALs). A challenge was defined as any portrayal
that presented sexism, heterosexism, or racism in a negative light. The readers made
judgments about the positive, neutral, or negative valence of the challenges. If one of the
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categories of an -ism in everyday life was missing or was presented neutrally or positively,
the lack of challenge was noted.
Following an initial analysis of the 14 books in the Troubleshooters, Inc. series by the
author (Author, 2009a), a second reader conducted the same analysis on all 14 books. Before
the second reader began, the author reviewed the lists of -isms in everyday life, and provided
examples not included in the initial analysis. After a detailed discussion to ensure common
understanding of the categories, the second reader worked independently. The readers talked
regularly to ensure that categories were applied consistently. Both readers found examples
that the other had not and they categorized some examples differently. Challenges to sexism
and heterosexism were prevalent, and the readers had few disagreements about categorizing
them. The second reader more often found additional examples that had been missed by the
first reader. Challenges to racism were fewer and more often overlooked by one of the
readers. For example, the second reader found evidence of two additional categories of
racism, as well as two more examples of racial harassment. A final discussion resolved
similar differences. The results represent the readers’ collective conclusions about the
evidence of each category.
The sections below on sexism and heterosexism include just a few examples that are
representative of far too many to present here. In the section on racism, the examples given
are among relatively few for most categories in comparison to the gender-related examples.

Challenges to Sexism
In this section, three types of Brockmann’s challenges to sexism are described: (a)
portrayals of body types and beauty, (b) male privilege in non-Western cultures, and (c)
sexism in everyday life (Johnson, 2006).
Body types and beauty. Among the most obvious challenges to sexism are the diverse
portrayals of women’s bodies and beauty and inclusion of some unattractive men.
Brockmann challenges cultural notions of women’s attractiveness residing in physical
appearance (see Kirk and Okazawa-Rey, 2010). Not all of the heroines are thin and beautiful.
For example, Flashpoint (2004) heroine Tess Bailey is “kind of pretty in an interesting way.
Her smile was crooked and her nose was oddly shaped and her face was too round” (p. 18).
Heroines Joan DaCosta (Into the Night, 2002b) and Annie Dugan (Force of Nature, 2007a)
both are full-figured (the villain refers to Annie as “the double wide bitch”), but their heroes
think they’re perfect. Force of Nature hero, Ric Alvarez says “… women who had that
creepy, tiny-waisted thing going on just didn’t do it for him” (p. 26). Men’s objectification
is less culturally entrenched, and the diversity in men’s attractiveness, though not extensive,
is more realistic—several heroes are either ugly or nondescript, though not in the heroines’
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eyes. Dark of Night (2009) heroine, Tracy Shapiro, thinks, “There were quite a few very
handsome men working at TSI, Inc., and anyone who didn’t know Lawrence Decker
probably wouldn’t have included him in that subset” (p. 73).
M ale privilege in non-Western cultures. Two stories demonstrate Brockmann’s
aversion for cultures that oppress women.
In Flashpoint (2004), Troubleshooters, Inc. operatives Jimmy Nash and Tess Bailey go
to the fictional country of Kazbekistan, ostensibly as part of an earthquake relief team.
The relief workers are rescuing quake victims buried in a school, almost all of whom
were girls. A reporter says: “Someone told me that out of nine hundred kids in this
school, only about sixty were girls… Their parents… considered themselves lucky that
their daughters were getting any kind of education at all. Lucky, yeah… The teachers
brought the boys into the basement and goddam locked the door on the girls” (p. 93).
In Breaking Point (2005b) heroines Gina Vitigliano and Molly Anderson meet as aid
workers in Kenya where clitoridectomies are common. They explain the procedure to
Molly’s lover. “It’s a purification ritual,” Molly explained. “Certain cultures believe
that female genitals are— that contact with an uncut woman can be dangerous to a
man.”… “But there’s not a lot of Grrl Power in this part of the world,” Gina added. “An
unscarred girl can’t prove her purity, so men don’t want to marry her. W hich means a
family will lose her bride price. A girl may say no, but when the family who feeds and
houses her says yes… .” (pp. 155-157)

Male privilege in everyday life. Ten of 13 characteristics of male privilege in
everyday life listed by Johnson (2006, pp. 27-29) were observed. They were grouped into
three themes: (a) work/careers, (b) harassment and disrespect, and (c) models for success,
admiration, and influence.
Work and careers. The work place is a common setting for the novels’ romantic
relationships.
Men are held to a lower standard of work…. Teri Howe is a Navy helicopter pilot
and Stan W olchonek is an officer in the SEAL Team 16. Brockmann uses Stan’s
thoughts to comment on higher standards of work to which women are held: “How
had she made it so far in the world where women had to be twice as strong as their
male counterparts?” (Over the Edge, 2001b, p. 81).
Men can assume that their gender won’t be used to determine whether they’ll fit in
at work or whether teammates will be comfortable working with them and men can
reasonably expect that if they work hard and ‘play by the rules,’ they’ll get what they
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deserve… . FBI agent Alyssa Locke left the Navy because women cannot be SEALs.
In The Unsung Hero (2000), she is the best sharpshooter in the Navy. She also “was
outspoken in her desire to be allowed into the male-only ranks of the SEALs… all
she wanted, she claimed, was a chance to prove herself” (p.108). In the next book,
The Defiant Hero (2001a), Alyssa has joined the FBI and expresses her frustration:
“Frustration caused by the knowledge that despite her talents and skills, despite the
fact that she was the best sharpshooter in the entire U.S. military… there was no
chance in hell that she’d ever be welcomed into the hallowed ranks of a spec-op
group like the U.S. Navy SEALs. Simply because she was born without a penis” (p.
9).
Men can succeed without others being surprised. Alyssa is practicing with others to
rescue of a hijacked airliner. A group of men admire her shooting skills, but are
clearly surprised that she is among the best they’ve seen (Over the Edge, 2001b,
p.179).
Men don’t find themselves slotted into occupations identified with their gender as
women are often slotted into…community relations, social work,… and secretarial
roles. Most of the heroines are not slotted into typically female occupations. Some
are as highly trained as the heroes, often partnering with them in dangerous
adventures. Careers include FBI agents, and government and private operatives,
pilot, language specialist, movie producer, lawyer, police officers, and percussionist.
Two heroines are international aid workers, which might be associated with the
“helping” professions often associated with women, but they are strong women.
Harassment and disrespect. Brockmann confronts the fact that sexual harassment,
hostile work environments, fears of quid pro quo, and unfair trade are common
experiences.
Men can generally assume that when they go out in public, they won’t be sexually
harassed or assaulted just because they’re male. In The Defiant Hero (2001a),
Alyssa had been running in extreme heat wearing sweat pants. Her then nemesis and
future lover, Sam Starrett, finds her overheated, gets her water, and insists she shed
her hot clothes, all the while almost drooling as he admires her body. It takes Sam
a few minutes to realize that she was covered up for that very reason— she hates
being ogled and dreads the thought of public harassment (pp. 180-182).
Standards used to evaluate women (e.g., in occupations) are often different from
those used to evaluate them in other roles. On Alyssa’s first day at the FBI, she
consciously avoids eye contact with male colleagues: “She’d give a nod if she knew
them on a first-name basis. But God forbid she smile… .She’d stopped smiling at a
man— unless he was a close friend— right about the time she’d turned fifteen” (The
Defiant Hero, 2001a, p. 10). Her professionalism earns her the nickname “ice bitch.”
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W hile they respect her skill, she is still evaluated for her sexual availability, and
professional distance is considered coldness.
Men don’t have to deal with an endless and exhausting stream of attention to their
gender. Alyssa speaks of her fear of quid pro quo after sleeping with Sam and
fearing he will tell his buddies. Sam calls her fear stupid. She responds: “You want
to hear stupid? Stupid is being the best sharpshooter in the entire U.S. military and
being assigned to work a desk. Stupid is dealing with goddammed innuendos and
thinly veiled sexual comments day in and day out, and getting so that you’re used to
it, so that you expect it. Stupid is being recruited for an FBI counterterrorist team and
still having to face comments about quotas and equal opportunity. Stupid is doing
a kickass job and having my supervisor congratulate me while he looks down my
shirt” (The Defiant Hero, 2001a, p. 299).
Men are more likely to control conversations and be allowed to get away with it… .
Miscommunication often drives the novels’ plots, and male conversational control
is a common theme. One example is Stan W olchonek believing a possible
relationship with Teri Howe is inappropriate. Despite Teri’s love for him, and
multiple attempts to get him to listen to her, Stan still tries to set her up with another
man. She finally undresses to get him to stop talking and start a relationship.
Men are charged lower prices for new and used cars. Little shopping occurs
throughout the series, but one instance demonstrates women’s disadvantage in the
automobile market. Mary Lou Starrett (Sam’s ex-wife) must trade in a car quickly
for the money. Sam gets angry when he learns how she was cheated— the old car
was priced at $2000 and she got only $175 for it (Gone Too Far, 2003, pp. 164-167).
Models of success, admiration, and influence. Brockmann’s challenges here are not as
evident. The three characteristics are: (a) National heroes, success models, and other
figures held up for general admiration will be men, (b) M ale representation in
government and the ruling circles of corporations is disproportionately high, and (c)
… Men can generally assume that people won’t attribute the failure to their gender.
Contrary to any challenge, the SEALs and front-line FBI characters are almost all male
and are presented as heroic characters. The Navy commanding officers all are men.
Troubleshooters, Inc. is owned by former SEAL, though Alyssa becomes his second-incommand. Some senior officer SEALs are portrayed as heroic in the eyes of their
subordinates— “Mighty Senior Chief Stan Wolchonek remained invincible, unstoppable,
immortal… [he could] damn near walk on water if he had to” (Over the Edge, 2001b, p.
35). Some secondary male leaders are portrayed as unfair or sexist, but they are personal
characteristics of those men, and not an indication of the shortcomings of their gender.

Challenges to Heterosexism
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In this section, three types of Brockmann’s challenges to heterosexism are described:
(a) a multi-book gay male romance, (b) an anti-heterosexist plot, including a positive gay
relationship, and (c) heterosexism in everyday life (Johnson, 2006).
Multi-book gay romance. The main gay story arc throughout the series is Jules
Cassidy’s relationship with Robin Chadwick. Their story begins in Hot Target (2005a) and
culminates in their marriage in All Through the Night (2007b). Brockmann uses the
characters to portray two very different gay men living in a world that is often prejudiced and
hostile. Jules is introduced early in the series (The Defiant Hero, 2001a) as an openly out,
confident gay man. Robin, an alcoholic, struggles deeply with his sexual identity. As he
gradually recognizes his love for Jules, he weighs the risks of coming out (e.g., losing his
career) and remaining closeted (e.g., losing Jules). Brockmann focuses not only on the gay
romance, but on the ways in which others respond to them. For example, one heterosexual
character, Sam Starrett, is transformed over several books from complete homophobia about
Jules to deep, abiding friendship with Jules and Robin.
Anti-heterosexist plot. The plot of Hot Target (2005a) revolves around threats by a
White supremacist group, The Freedom Network, to a movie producer for “outing” two
WWII heroes. The Freedom Network appears in Into the Fire (2008), and the group’s sexism
and racism are obvious, but it is primarily a challenge to homophobia.
Another minor story in Hot Target challenges stereotypes about gay promiscuity using
long-time, elderly partners, Jack and Scotty. Jules says to Robin
“Did you know that Jack and his partner, Scotty, have been together for almost fifty
years?”
W hoa. “You mean exclusively?”
“I mean, like, committed to each other. Completely. W hich includes fidelity. That’s not
a purely hetero concept, you know… ”
Heterosexual privilege in everyday life. Johnson (2006) lists 11 signs of heterosexual
privilege in everyday life, and there are challenges to all of them (pp. 29-30). They were grouped into
four themes: (a) work and careers, (b) marriage and intimate relationships, (c) identity and personal
choice, and (d) models for success, admiration, and influence.
Work and careers. Brockmann demonstrates that a hostile workplace is common for gay
men.
Heterosexuals can rest assured that whether they’re hired, promoted, or fired from
a job will have nothing to do with their sexual orientation. Jules is introduced in The
Defiant Hero (2001a) as Allysa’s FBI partner. The homophobia at work is presented
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through the thoughts of Sam Starrett: “Talk about a complete waste. Teaming Alyssa
Locke up with a guy who was gay? … Of course, maybe that was why he’d been
teamed up with Alyssa Locke. No male agent would be comfortable letting him
guard his ass— because they wouldn’t want the little fruit anywhere near their ass”
(p. 97).
Most heterosexuals can assume that their sexual orientation won’t be used to
determine whether they’ll fit in at work or whether teammates will feel comfortable
working with them. In Breaking Point (2005b) Jules must interview for a promotion
with team leader Peggy Ryan who hates him because he’s gay. “Peggy was one of
the people who dealt with her homophobia by pretending Jules simply didn’t exist.
In the past, Jules had cooperated by staying out of Peggy’s way as much as possible”
(p. 16).
Brockmann also uses Jules’ relationship with Ric to show how gay men must prove
themselves. After they’ve worked together in a dangerous situation, Ric admits that
he doesn’t understand “the whole gay thing.” Jules asks him when he decided to be
straight. Ric stared at him. “You’re kidding.”… [Jules said] “You didn’t decide. You
just were. It was the exactly same thing with me, except I’ve always been attracted
to men. It wasn’t a choice. It just was. I am who I am. And I like who I am— I
wouldn’t choose to be anyone else” (Force of Nature, 2007a, pp. 280-281).

Intimate relationships. Brockmann defends gay mens’ rights to live openly and
almost one entire book advocates for gay marriage, All Through the Night
(2007b).
Heterosexuals can marry as a way to commit to long-term relationships that are
socially recognized, supported, and legitimated. In the All Through the Night’s
Author’s Note, Brockmann expresses her advocacy for gay marriage. Robin— a
famous movie star— is talking to a reporter: “There’s no story here… I fell in love
with a terrific man… .We’re getting married for the same reason that everyone else
gets married— because we want our commitment to each other to be both publicly
known and legal” (p. 49).
Heterosexuals are free to reveal and live their intimate relationships openly and
heterosexuals don’t have to worry that their sexual orientation will be used as a
weapon against them, to undermine their achievements or power… . Brockmann
challenges these heterosexual privileges from the first moment openly gay Jules
Cassidy is introduced. The entire story arc of Jules and Robin shows the pain of gay
men having to hide their relationships for fear of losing their jobs or positions of
power. Jules is attracted to Robin, but refuses to enter a relationship in which both
partners are not out. In Hot Target (2005a), Robin begins the process of
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acknowledging that he’s gay. A rising movie star, he is terrified his career will be
over. At the end of Force of Nature (2007a), Robin decides to give up a multimillion dollar movie deal so his relationship with Jules can be open. In the opening
of the next book, All Through the Night (2007a), Robin has indeed lost the movie
deal now that he is openly gay.

Identity and personal choice. Apart from the workplace, the gay characters
contend with interpersonal hostility and limitations on where they live.
Heterosexuals don’t run the risk of being reduced to a single aspect of their
lives…instead they can be viewed and treated as complex human beings who happen
to be heterosexual. As noted, FBI team leader, Peggy Ryan, hates Jules. In Force of
Nature (2007a), Jules saves her life during a hostage shootout. She approaches him
afterward— “This doesn’t change anything,” she told him… her eyes were just as
they’d always been. Cold and distant. “Between us, I mean. I still don’t think you
belong in the Bureau” (p. 17). Peggy cannot see his compassion or his
courage— only that he is gay.
Brockmann also contrasts the ways in which family members confront gay men’s
identities. Jules’ mother supports him without question. Robin’s sister and her
husband, Cosmo Richter, support Robin as he comes out, particularly because
Cosmo’s adoptive father was gay. However, Robin’s father reduces his identity to
his being gay. His father accuses him of distorting marriage and refuses to attend the
wedding. Brockmann’s challenge is powerful because Robin’s father has “distorted
marriage” himself by being divorced multiple times.
Heterosexuals can live where they want without having to worry about neighbors
who disapprove of their sexual orientation. Two incidents are evidence of
Brockmann’s challenge. First, Cosmo’s gay adoptive father was whispered about,
because being gay “in Findlay, Ohio, in 1972 was worse than being a serial killer”
(Hot Target, 2005a, p. 93). Second, Jules and Robin live in Boston’s “gay
neighborhood,” and some Boston neighborhoods are not safe for them to walk hand
in hand (All Through the Night, 2007a, p. 219).
Models for success, admiration, and influence. Only three examples of this theme were
observed.
National heroes, success models, and other figures held up for general admiration
will be assumed to be heterosexual. The first example is Jules, who is presented as
a model of success. He is considered as a candidate to replace the FBI’s respected
senior terrorist negotiator, though he risks the promotion when he moves to Boston
to live with Robin. The second example is Robin who is admired as a movie and
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television star, though his being gay is a detriment to his career. The third supportive
challenge comes through fictional U.S. President Bryant who supports gay rights. In
Force of Nature (2007a), the President asks Jules where he got his Spongebob tie.
Jules thinks: “So okay. His President had asked him a question; he was just going to
have to answer it truthfully. “I was on vacation in Provincetown,” Jules admitted. “In
Massachusetts. Cape Cod. There’re stores there with… campy stuff.” To hell with
that. If he was really out, then he was out in the Oval Office, too. He explained.
“Gay-friendly stores… .” But Bryant was smiling. “Oh yeah,” he said… ”I’m familiar
with Provincetown. My favorite nephew and his partner— spouse now— have a
summer place there” (p. 29). President Bryant later agrees to attend Jules and
Robin’s wedding, a clear endorsement of equal marriage rights (All Through the
Night, 2007b, p. 199).
Heterosexuals can turn on the television or go to the movies and be assured of
seeing characters…that reflect the reality of their lives. Robin stars in an HBO series
as a gay man after losing his film career. Otherwise, the characters are not shown
using television and film, so there is no other evidence of this challenge.

Challenges to Racism
Brockmann challenges racism by writing racially diverse characters and two anti-racist
subplots. She does challenge racism in everyday life, but with less than half of the
characteristics presented by Johnson (2006), and with few examples of most of those.
Characters of color. There are eight interracial/interethnic couples in the series. Four
of them are the main heroines and heroes, two are in substantial sub-plots, and one is seen
rarely. Other characters of color include an African-American SEAL, Jazz Jaquette; Alyssa
Locke and Vinh Murphy, the hero of Into the Fire (2008), are of mixed race; the top FBI
counter-terrorism negotiator is Indian-American; the heroine of Into the Night (2006) is
Japanese-American; and Ric Alvarado is Cuban-American. Other minor characters of color
are present, notably Sam Starrett’s cousin, Mary Lou Starrett’s love interest, Ric’s attorney
friend, and Ric’s parents.
Anti-racist subplots. Two of Brockmann’s challenges to racism appear in subplots;
the first with Mary Lou and the second with Sam’s Uncle Walt and Aunt Dot. The subplot
with Mary Lou begins in Into the Night (2002b). Her thoughts about the possibility that Sam
was interested in Alyssa Locke reveal her racism: “[U]nlike her husband who was obviously
ruled by his dick rather than a sense of what was right or wrong, she’d never hook up with
someone who wasn’t white… Jesus himself could come down from heaven, and Mary Lou
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wouldn’t have to think twice about marrying him if he didn’t have the same skin color that
she had” (pp. 140-141).
In the subplot of Gone Too Far (2003), it becomes evident that Sam Starrett was
practically raised by his Black uncle. The subplot criticizes racism and sexism in the
U.S. military during W W II, and mid-20 th century segregation. Sam’s upbringing makes
him strongly anti-racist, and he is shocked to learn of Mary Lou’s racism after they’re
married— “And Mary Lou was a racist… She wasn’t a vicious racist… She never used
derogatory words… But she had a real ‘us’ and ‘them’ attitude that only worked to
perpetuate the racial divide” (Gone Too Far, pp. 339-340).

White privilege in everyday life. Johnson (2006) lists 19 characteristics of racism in
everyday life (pp. 25-27). Only six were present and they can be grouped into three
categories: (a) work/life success; (b) identity; and (c) harassment and inferior quality of life.
(a) Work and Life Success
Whites can reasonably expect that if they work hard and play by the rules, they’ll get
what they deserve… . Mary Lou thinks about a son that Sam and Alyssa might have,
“How is that Black child going to feel about being shut out of his father’s world? It’s
way harder for a young Black man to succeed in America than a young W hite man”
(Into the Night, 2002b, p. 339).
Whites don’t find themselves slotted into occupations identified with their race… .
The heroine of Into the Storm (2006), Lindsey Fontaine, is asked by the hero how
she learned to give massages. She responds, “W hat, you don’t assume that because
I’m Japanese American, it’s hereditary? Like there’s a geisha gene?” (p. 178).
Whites can generally assume that national heroes, success models, and other figures
held up for general admiration will be of their race and White representation in
government and the ruling circles of corporations, universities, and other
organizations will be disproportionately high. Only three major characters of color
represent these categories. Max Bhagat, the senior anti-terrorist negotiator for the
FBI, is Indian American. Alyssa eventually becomes a leader at Troubleshooters,
Inc., second to the W hite male owner of the company. Ric heads up the Florida
branch of Troubleshooters, Inc.
Challenges to the other categories of work and life success are not evident. There are
no occurrences of major characters of color encountering discrimination in career
advancement, and race is not used to predict whether they will get along with coworkers. People are not surprised when they succeed. Characters of color are not less
likely than W hites to be given early opportunities to prove themselves, to be
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promoted, to be mentored, to be given second chances when they fail, or to use
failure as a learning experience (Johnson, 2006, p. 27).
(b) Identity
Two of Johnson’s characteristics are evident but they function in opposite ways. On
one hand, racial identity is an important descriptor for the characters of color, but is
not addressed regularly with White characters, thus reinforcing racism. On the other
hand, characters of color express frustration with the stereotypes associated with
race, thus presenting a challenge.
Whites don’t have to deal with endless and exhausting attention to their race.
Brockmann does not challenge this because characters of color are consistently
described in terms of race and W hite characters are not. For example, Alyssa is often
described as having beautiful mocha-colored skin. Jazz Jaquette is commonly
described as big and Black. Vinh M urphy is a Troubleshooters, Inc. operative who
“was a good looking man, with his café-au-lait skin and dark brown eyes— eyes that
revealed his part-Vietnamese heritage with their exotically graceful shape” (Into the
Fire, 2008, p. 93). W hite characters are described physically, but usually without
notice of their skin color.
Whites can choose whether to be conscious of their racial identity or to ignore it and
regard themselves as simply human beings without a race and Whites are not
confused with other Whites, as if all Whites look alike… An example of the first
occurs with Lindsey, the Japanese-American heroine, who complains that people call
her a ninja when she does her job well: “It just feels wrong. Like people telling
Lopez that he’d pulled a Zorro or that Alyssa did an awesome Harriet Tubman… .
Kind of like when anyone has a question about sushi and everyone looks at me. I
hate sushi, and no, I don’t know how to use chopsticks or a wok either...I’m as
American as you are” (Into the Storm, 2006, p. 183).
Lindsey also challenges the idea that all Asians look alike. “[People] also assume
that I know all about acupuncture, too. Hello— they call it Chinese M edicine because
it’s Chinese. China and Japan— two very different countries” (Into the Storm, 2006,
p. 178).
(c) Harassment and Inferior Quality of Life
Whites can generally assume that when they go out in public, they won’t be
challenged or asked what they’re doing, nor will they be attacked by hate groups
simply because of their race. In The Defiant Hero (2001a), Sam asks Alyssa to meet
him at a bar: “This is really going to be funny, right, [Sam]?” Locke said... “W hen
I come all the way down to that shitty part of town, and walk into some biker bar,
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and you’re not there… As a person of color, I don’t appreciate being walked into a
potentially dangerous and volatile situation.” (p. 203)
Whites are less likely to be arrested; once arrested they are less likely to go to jail… .
Brockmann presents multiple examples of this category. In Into the Fire (2008),
Vinh Murphy is not arrested, but police bias is evident. The police come to
investigate a shooting at an apartment where Vinh was staying, and ask whether it
was gang related
“That was the question of the hour, asked not just by police but by hospital personnel
as well… Problem was, it was Murphy whom they looked at sideways, as if, had
there actually been gang violence, he was either the target or to blame” (p. 287).
Three incidents challenge racial profiling. In the first, two young Hispanic men are
killed by the police without provocation. An officer says, “W ho the fuck cares?
They’re just two more Hispanics who won’t grow up and go to jail” (Force of
Nature, 2007a, p. 20). In the second, Ric’s father is rounded up with other Hispanics
at a rally and assumed to be “an illegal.” Finally, in Into the Night (2002b),
Brockmann uses reverse racial profiling to demonstrate how W hite people can move
freely in public. A blonde, W hite man from Kansas joined Arab terrorists’
Presidential assassination plot. Using aliases, he is never a suspect. W hen the
assassination attempt occurs, he walks away after ensuring that Arabs are arrested,
at least one of whom is innocent.
The other categories of racism in everyday life were not evident. Characters of
color do not purchase cars or other goods for which they may need loans, so the runaround Black people often experience is not evident. Segregation is a part of Mary
Lou’s racist worldview, but the major characters of color do not contend with
segregation of jobs or community services, nor do they have less access to quality
education, health care, or quality goods at cheaper prices. Characters of color aren’t
viewed as potential shoplifters, nor are they hassled when cashing a check or using
a credit card.

CONCLUSION
This study affirms that Suzanne Brockmann is a powerful voice in popular culture
challenging normalized sexism, heterosexism, and racism. She adds to a long tradition of
romance novels portraying women as independent and strong (see Regis, 2003). But her
portrayals also challenge the less overt sexism that is still common in real life. The characters
describe the humiliation of being treated as a sex object or having one’s choices in life
limited by gender. The critical portrayals of women’s oppression in non-Western countries
may expand some readers’ knowledge about customs unknown in the United States.
Brockmann’s arguments for legalized gay marriage, both through her characters and her
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Author’s Note (All Through the Night, 2007a), challenge the hostility and ambivalence
toward same-sex couples still extant in the United States. The fact that almost all of the
categories of sexism and heterosexism were addressed critically demonstrates her sensitivity
to the frustration, embarrassment, and anger that result from less obvious, normalized -isms
in everyday life.
Brockmann’s portrayals of racism are also powerful, though less so than the genderrelated -isms. Her books are highly diverse racially and ethnically. Her anti-racist subplots
challenge entrenched racist worldviews. She expresses the fear people of color have of racial
attacks, and the pain associated with racial profiling. However, significant potential
challenges to racism are missing. The characters of color do not encounter common
difficulties of trying to function in a predominantly White world. For example, one main
interracial couple, Alyssa and Sam, buy a house in a suburb with no indication of problems
with loan approvals or complaints from neighbors. No eyebrows are raised in the White
world when characters of color interact with White counterparts, as if racial differences
didn’t exist; nor do they feel the harsh consequences of segregation, and the realities of
underemployment and glass ceilings. As noted by Entman and Rojecki (2000), limited overt
challenges to racism in the media may work against interracial understanding and trust,
especially among readers whose main source of racial schemas is the framing within
mainstream culture.
More research is needed on the -isms in romance novels. By focusing mostly on
individual characters, this study does not account for the fact that privilege is about power
among social groups, not just individuals. The danger is in thinking that if “bad” or
“misguided” people just changed their ways, the -isms would vanish. In fact, deep structural
changes are necessary and more research is needed about romance novels’ portrayals of
systemic injustices. More attention also is needed to the intersectionality of sexism,
heterosexism, racism, able-bodyism, etc. For example, Hannah Whitfield, in Into the Fire
(2008), is a White, hearing-impaired woman in an interracial relationship. A more
sophisticated analytical scheme is needed to discover whether Brockmann captures the
complexities of contending with multiple —-isms at once.
Suzanne Brockmann is a leader in challenging sexism, heterosexism, and racism in her
novels. If other White, heterosexual authors follow suit, future studies should compare their
portrayals of diversity with those written by and primarily for queer readers and readers of
color. A concern is that diverse characters might simply be injected into the traditional model
of W hite, heterosexual romance. This would perpetuate the injustice by giving the
appearance of accepting queer people and people of color, while only serving to make White
heterosexuals more comfortable. Regarding gender, Gill (2007) notes that new forms of the
romance are being developed that could inform future portrayals—forms that redefine “the
very binaries on which conventional romance depends (male/female, gay/straight,
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virgin/whore), as well as the premise of fixed identity, and the idea that a declaration of
monogamy represents narrative closure” (p. 225).
Although this study addressed only one voice in popular culture, Suzanne Brockmann
is a powerful contributor to cultural debates about the -isms. Her readers are legion and
loyal, consistently keeping her books on bestseller lists. Judging from their ready acceptance
of a gay romance, readers appreciate her straightforward challenges to injustice. She does
not confront inferential racism as strongly as sexism and heterosexism. However, her
personal courage, engaging stories, and her challenges to injustice have the potential to help
transform the way her readers see the world.
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Studies of communication and civic engagement note the importance of people’s
involvement in their communities through organizations and group interaction.
The social capital literature generally says that people develop trust in others
through their involvement in organizations, and this is important for civic life
in America at a time when voting and other forms of civic action have declined.
Media use is integrated into this scenario through its impact on community
attachment and news about organizations. The past couple of decades have seen
an explosion in research focusing on community attachment and civic
involvement, some of which draws on the concept of social capital and its
significance for political life. This approach lifts a set of relationships between
communication patterns and civic activities — political or local neighborhood
involvement — out of context, as if they were isolated rather than a reflection
of a larger process. We examine civic engagement and its predictors within
people’s position in the life cycle, using a national data set from 2005-2006.
Keywords: socialization, civic engagement, media use, communication, life
cycle, values, neighborhood and community communication patterns
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capital literature generally says that people develop trust in others through their involvement
in organizations, and this is important for civic life in America at a time when voting and
other forms of civic action have declined, with particular concern for younger people. Media
use is integrated into this scenario through its impact on community attachment and news
about organizations.
The past couple of decades have seen an explosion in research focusing on community
attachment and civic involvement, some of it drawing on the concept of social capital and
its significance for political life today (Hively & Eveland, 2009; Jeffres et al., 2002, 2007;
2009; Kenski & Stroud, 2006; Moy et al., 1999; Rothenbuhler, 1991; Scheufele et al., 2004;
Wellman, Hasse, Witte, & Hampton, 2001; Viswanath et al., 1990). This approach lifts a set
of relationships between communication patterns and civic activities—political or local
neighborhood involvement—out of context, as if they were isolated rather than a reflection
of larger processes.
People’s decisions to become involved in political or other community activities are
not spontaneous moments disconnected from other aspects of their lives. Citizens join
organizations, attend political events and read local newspapers because these activities fit
into their lives and reflect their values. Since our lives vary along a path that demands
attention to different goals at different times, we should expect people’s civic involvement
and communication patterns connecting them to their environment to vary accordingly.
However, most studies focus on adults as a group, failing to place them into a
community context. Researchers tend to control for such social categories as age and income
while ferreting out the significance of media use, interpersonal relationships, and
organizational membership on political activity and other forms of civic involvement (e.g.,
Ball-Rokeach et al., 1984; Forrest & Kearns, 2001; Joslyn & Cigler, 2002). This ignores
another long-standing literature that recognizes the importance of people’s position in life
and their attachment to community. Stamm et al. (1997) identified respondents in terms of
their community attachment—settled, relocating, drifting, or settling. Stamm’s model is
based on a combination of perceived attachment and time spent in the community. Drifters
are residents who have lived in the community fewer than five years and consider themselves
temporary residents, while settlers consider themselves permanent but have lived there less
than five years. Settled individuals are those who have more than five years tenure in the
community and are permanent, while re-locaters have lived in the area more than five years
but do not intend to remain there.
General overviews (e. g., Lin, 2001) suggest people who are younger and mobile are
not ready to settle down and show less attachment to place. This place is the site of civic
involvement, as people join local groups, vote in local elections, join local organizations,
work in local block clubs, and so forth. Younger adults tend to change jobs, often
necessitating changes in where they live. Certainly the values one maintains at any stage of
life dictates the significance and direction of various decisions concerning jobs,
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organizations, political preferences and life style. Thus, those for whom career is more
important than immediate family ties are more likely to move for job opportunities, while
those with strong attachment to family or to place will resist such a decision.
Stage of life also correlates with media use and communication patterns, which figure
prominently in social capital studies, e.g., Putnam (1995) blames television for declines in
group participation. Researchers have found people’s use of newspapers linked to their
integration into a community (Demers, 1996; Stamm, 1985, 2000; Stamm & Guest, 1991),
but media vary in their contribution to individual involvement (Hay, 2007; Stamm, Emig,
& Hesse, 1997). Reading community newspapers is related to attending community forums,
participating in local organizations, working for social change, and other measures of
community integration that include interpersonal communication patterns (McLeod et al.,
1996; Stamm, 2000). M obility, which is associated with youth, is certainly important.
Kasarda and Janowitz (1974) focused on the length of residence as a key factor affecting
attitudes and behavior toward the community; they found that length of residence was
positively related to local friendships, community sentiment and participation in local affairs.
The longer people live in a neighborhood or community, the stronger their affective
attachments with the area, regardless of other factors. Viswanath, Finnegan, Rooney and
Potter (1990) found civic and political involvement related to newspaper subscription. Emig
(1995) found a significant relationship between community ties-including voting in local
elections—and keeping up with local news and certain media use. Collins-Jarvis (1992)
found community identification predicted community newspaper use. In a long program
studying community involvement, Stamm (1985) has found people’s use of newspapers
linked to their integration into a community (Stamm & Guest, 1991). More than a generation
ago Janowitz (1952) linked participation in and identification with local facilities and
institutions to greater use of local newspapers. Interpersonal communication also is linked
to community, e.g., Blau (1977, p. 38) notes the importance of neighborhood for social
interaction. Reading community newspapers is related to attending community forums,
participating in local organizations, working for social change, and other measures of
community integration that include interpersonal communication patterns (McLeod et al.,
1996; Jeffres et al., 2007, 2009; Scheufele et al., 2004; Kwak et al., 2005; Stamm, 2000). 1

1

Stamm, Emig and Hesse (1997) combined four measures into a “community involvement” index that
was strongly related to media use and interpersonal communication, particularly among those who were settling
into the community (those who consider themselves permanent residents but who have lived there less than five
years); items in the index asked respondents to indicate how often they attended local government and public
affairs, thought of ideas for improving the community, got together with others to talk about the community’s
needs, and worked to bring about change in the community.
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Again, Putnam (1995; 2000) implicates the onset of some new media as culprits in the
depletion of social capital, alongside increasing levels of mobility and numbers of women
entering the workforce. He refers to this increasing trend—to engage in activities that are
‘privatizing’ and ‘individuating’— as the technological transformations of leisure time. In
particular, VCRs and TV were thought to be individuating leisure time, as time spent in
community settings was displaced by time spent watching programs tailored to narrow
interests.
Although the relative newness of the Internet limits the amount of empirical evidence
concerning its impact on social capital, commentators (e. g., Byrne, 2009; Dahlberg, 2001;
Nowak et al., 2009) point to it as a potential boon invigoration of public discourse and hence
social capital. Yet the limited empirical work addressing Web influences on social capital
points to conflicting views of its influence on social capital. Sanders, Field, Diego and
Kaplan (2000) concur with Putnam’s displacement perspective, finding that increased
Internet use was related to weaker social ties. Others report that the Internet has enhanced
the public sphere through blogs (Zuniga et al., 2009), online social networks (OSN’s) and
the like (e.g., Ellison et al., 2007). For instance, Byrne (2009) found that niche OSNs like
Blackplanet.com facilitate discussion of civic issues at a discursive level, but not at a
behavioral level.
In conclusion, the environment in which people are situated and their life cycle
position influence the relative importance of values they hold, and these impact decisions
concerning where they live, and people’s tenure in a community as well as their
communication patterns—mass and interpersonal—and civic engagement. Thus, we propose
to examine the relationships between these key variables within life cycle using data from
a national survey of adults.

THE LIFE CYCLE
The notion of life cycle or life span itself deserves attention (O’Rand & Krecker,
1990). According to the developmental literature in psychology and education, changes that
occur during the adult years are predictable and age linked (Gerstein & Papen-Daniel, 1981).
Erikson (1982, 1997) uses both physiological and societal factors in charting eight life stages
that move from childhood and adolescence to three adult stages— early, middle and late
adulthood. He sees each stage unfolding in sequence and being triggered by turning points
of increased personal vulnerability and potentiality that present issues the individual must
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confront and resolve.2 Erikson says the key issues move from intimacy to generativity
(becoming creative and committed at home and job) to an opportunity for integrity. 3 Two
major contributors to this literature are Levinson (1979) and Sheehy (1976, 1995), the former
focusing primarily on men in his largely qualitative study.
Levinson (1979, p. 49) says people move through a sequence of periods during which
they build a life structure, make key choices, form a structure around them and pursue goals
and values within the structure. He (1979, p. 42) further notes that the concept of life cycle
or stages is a biological metaphor, but that life structure may be considered in terms of three
perspectives; 1) the individual’s sociocultural world impinges upon the individual and has
meaning and consequences for him, thus the need to focus on how the social environment
and culture are relevant for people; 2) the individual’s “self,” which includes values, ideals,
talents, and character traits, part formed in the pre-adult era and influential throughout
adulthood; 3) transactions between the individual and the world. Levinson believes that the
eras of life are universal and sequential, and that certain developmental tasks and life issues
are specific to each period: pre-adult era occupies the first 15-20 years; early adulthood
extends until about age 40; middle adulthood lasts from 40 to 60; late adulthood starts at
about 60 (pp. 324-325).4
The influential and popular work by Sheehey (1976, 1998) drew public attention to
how people develop through life stages, from the trying twenties to facing marriage and
family issues in the 30s, to renewal or resignation in the 40s and 50s. Her later work tries to
make meaning of the mature years, in a second adulthood, as people live longer; her stages
have catchy labels such as the tryout twenties, the turbulent thirties, the flourishing forties,
the flaming fifties, and the serene sixties.
The academic and popular work on life cycle points to the importance of changes in
goals and challenges that people face. While most of these reflect personal choices that direct
one’s life, they also are connected to people’s civic involvement. If one is preoccupied with
family or career, then civic duties may take a back seat. In addition, as Levinson (1979)
suggests, we need to look at personal values and the interaction between self and

2

Significant relationships move from peer groups and out groups to partnerships in friendship, sex and
competition/cooperation, to divisions of household responsibilities and roles, to a more introspective examination
of life and finally a loss of community.
3
Levinson (1979) asserts that adults develop by periods lasting seven or eight years, with transitions
between. People move from childhood to an early adult transition running from age 17 to 22; this begins the early
adulthood period stretching to about age 40, when mid-life transition begins the middle adulthood period that
culminates in the late fifties; at age 60, late adult transition begins. Each of these is broken down into an entry
period, a transition, and a settling down or culmination period.
4
There is variation in when a period begins, usually within a few years. For example, the “settling down”
period usually starts at 33 but seldom before 30 or after 34. Levinson does not argue that the life cycle in its
present form is immutable but that it takes generations, not a few decades or centuries.
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environment across time; while some values, for example, religion may persist from
childhood through life, other values are more pertinent at one stage of life but not another,
e.g., valuing work vs. pleasure. Thus, we need to empirically examine how values affect our
civic engagement through life, as well as our relationships with the community and other
behaviors.
Here, we propose to examine relationship between the values people hold, their media
and community communication patterns, and civic engagements by stage of life. First, we
will examine relationships among values, communication and civic engagement for the
entire sample of adults, then break it down by life cycle. The following hypotheses and
research questions are posed to confirm or advance the literature
Hypothesis 1a: Civic engagement will be positively related to community relationships.
Hypothesis 1b: Civic engagement will be positively related to news media use.
Hypothesis 1c: Civic engagement will be positively related to neighborhood
communication.
Research Question 1a: W hat are the relationships between values and civic engagement?
Research Question 1b: W hat are the relationships between values and media use?
Research Question 1c: W hat are the relationships between values and neighborhood
relationships?
Research Question 1d: W hat are the relationships between values and neighborhood
communication patterns?
Research Question 2: Do values differ by age group/life cycle?
Research Question 3: Do the relationships in hypothesis 1 between civic engagement
and other variables differ by age group?
Research Question 4: W hat values are related to people’s patterns of media use and
neighborhood communication by and across age groups?

METHOD
A national telephone survey using a CATI system was conducted in late 2005 and
early 2006 using a probability sample of households that yielded 477 respondents.5 The
survey was introduced as the Civic Project, with an emphasis on communities and
technology. The 20-minute survey had a cooperation rate of about 27 percent, comparable
to that achieved by surveys of similar length. Following are the measures of concepts.

5

The sample representing the continental United States was purchased from a sampling firm.
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The two measures of civic engagement are political activity and organizational
involvement. These are the criterion variables examined in relationship to values, respondents
relationship with their neighborhood/community (tapped by two variables—neighborhood
attachment and neighborhood ties), mass media use and people’s involvement in their
neighborhood communication network (measured to reflect both interpersonal
communication and neighborhood newspaper use).
Political Activity. Items used to measure this concept correspond to the gladiatorial,
transitional and spectator activities in Milbraith’s (1965) political involvement
hierarchy. Respondents were asked whether they had participated in the past couple
years in each of a variety of ways people get involved in their community, government,
or politics, including: attending meetings of your town or city council, attending a
political meeting or rally; wearing a button or putting a sticker on your car; voting in the
2004 presidential election; participating in a march or rally; helping circulate or signing
a petition; soliciting political funds; contributing money to a party or candidate. An
additive scale of these items has an alpha of .74.
Organizational Involvement. Respondents were asked whether they belonged to each
of the following types of organizations, and a sum was computed: business or civic
groups like Kiwanis or Rotary; religious organizations; charity or volunteer
organizations; ethnic or racial organizations; PTA or other school related groups;
political clubs or organizations; social clubs such as card playing, music, hobbies, book
club, and so on; youth groups like scouts or children’s sports; professional or workrelated organizations; neighborhood associations such as block clubs; any other types
of organizations not mentioned. An alpha is an inappropriate statistic for measuring
reliability in this case because we are not measuring the “same” thing.
Values. Respondents were told, “Now, I’m going to list several things that give meaning
to people’s lives, and ask you to tell how significant each is to you using a 0-10 scale
where 0 is totally unimportant, 10 is extremely important and 5 is the midpoint.” The
values were: your family, your work, your friends, your neighborhood or community,
your religion, your ethnic or racial heritage, being an American, your hobbies and
leisure interests, organizations you belong to, and your personal or political philosophy.
The values were examined individually.
Neighborhood Attachment. Four items tapped the strength of one’s attachment to the
neighborhood in which they live, with respondents using a 0-10 scale where
0=completely agree, 5=neutral and 10=completely agree for the following statements:
I’d feel lost if I had to move from my neighborhood; I feel I’m a part of the community
in which I live; I feel a strong identification with my community; I enjoy living in my
neighborhood. All items were standardized and summed for a scale (alpha=.83).
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Strength of Neighborhood Ties. Neighborhood ties refer to the interpersonal connections
(relatives, friends, neighbors) and the nature of those links (e.g., interpersonal
communication). A couple of these items were taken from W allin’s scale for
neighborliness. One item asked how many of the homes of their 10 closest neighbors,
they had visited. A second item asked how many of the 10 closest neighbors they know
by name or well enough to say hello when they see them on the street, and a final item
asked what percentage of one’s closest friends live in the same community—almost all,
three fourths, about half, a fourth, less than that, or none. All items were standardized
and summed up for a scale (alpha=.65).
Media Use. Traditional items were used to tap people’s media use, including newspaper
reading, time spent watching television, frequency watch the news on television, time
listen to the radio and Internet use frequency.6
Neighborhood Communication Network. Involvement in a neighborhood communication
network is a concept that measures the extent to which a person is able to share
information and/or ideas with other persons in his neighborhood while also having the
opportunity to receive information and/or ideas from others in the same neighborhood.
The network may be very formal and structured or it may be informal and casual. It is
the process whereby various forms of verbal and non-verbal communication are used
to share and distribute ideas and information among and between residents of a given
neighborhood. Respondents were asked to use 0-10 scale where 0=completely disagree,
5=neutral and 10=completely agree to indicate how much they disagree/agree with the
following statements: I often talk with neighbors on the street or while I’m in my yard;
I spend more time talking with my neighbors than most people do; Outside my house
or walking down the street, I often greet people passing by even if they are not
neighbors that I recognize; I often hear about community problems by word-of-mouth
in my neighborhood. Items were standardized and summer up for a scale (alpha=.74).

6

Specific scales for items were: how often people read the newspaper (0-7 days last week), how often they
watch the news on television (6-several times a day; 5-about once a day; 4-five or 6 days a week; 3-three or 4
days a week; 2-one or 2 days a week; 1-less often than that; 0-never), the number of hours they spent watching
television “yesterday” ? (0- none; 1- some but an hour or less; 2- up to 2 hours; 3- up to 3 hours; 4- up to 4 hours;
5- up to 5 hours; 6- up to 6 hours; 7- up to 7 hours; 8- up to 8 hours; 9- up to 9 hours; 10- up to 10 ; 11-more than
10 hours), the amount of time spent listening to the radio yesterday ( 0- none; 1- some but an hour or less; 2- up
to 2 hours; 3- up to 3 hours; 4- up to 4 hours; 5- up to 5 hours; 6- up to 6 hours; 7- up to 7 hours; 8- up to 8 hours;
9- up to 9 hours; 10- up to 10; 11-more than 10 hours) and how often they read a community or neighborhood
newspaper if one were available (5=all the time; 4=most of the time; 3=sometimes; 2=seldom; 1=almost never;
0=Is no paper). In addition, respondents were asked how often they go on the Internet at home or at work (5several times a day; 4- about once a day; 3- several times a week; 2- about once a week; 1-less often than that;
0-have never gone on Internet).
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Two additional items tapped use of neighborhood media use. One item asked if there
is a community or neighborhood newspaper that covers the place where respondents
live, and, if so, how often they read it (5=all the time; 4=most of the time; 3=sometimes;
2=seldom; 1=almost never; 0=is no paper). Respondents also were asked to use a 0-10
scale to tell whether they agreed with the following item: I learn about community
activities and problems from the community newspaper. These two items were
standardized and summed up for a community mass communication scale (alpha=.70).
Items in both scales together yielded an overall neighborhood communication network
scale (alpha=.76).
Social Categories. Traditional items measured gender, ethnicity, marital status, age,
level of education, and household income.

RESULTS
Our sample is a reasonable cross section of American adults. Given the importance of
age as a variable, we compared our sample to the 2005 American community survey of the
U.S. Census Bureau. A breakdown of the sample by age shows a slight over representation
of older respondents and under representation of young adults but the shape of the
distribution is similar. 7
The first hypothesis predicted that civic engagement would be positively related to
community relationships, news media use and the neighborhood communication measures.
Product moment correlations were computed to examine bivariate relationships. As Table
1 shows, the relationship between political activity and organizational involvement is
moderately strong (r= .61, p<.001), and controlling for social categories (age, gender,
household income, level of education, married marital status, and Caucasian ethnicity) only
reduces it slightly (partial r= .57, p<.001). Both of our criterion variables also are correlated
with neighborhood ties, but not with the affective measure of neighborhood attachment.
Thus, hypothesis 1A receives some support.
Of the media use variables, newspaper readership and Internet use are positively
related and time spent watching television negatively associated with the two civic
engagement variables. There is no relationship between watching television news and civic
engagement. Thus, there is some support for hypothesis 1B. While organizational

7

Following is a comparison of the percentages of the entire sample by age group and comparable figure
in parentheses from the 2005 census data: age 18-30, 14.5% (age 20-29, 18.6%); age 31-40, 14.3% (30-39,
19.2%); age 41-50, 23.1% (age 40-49, 21.5%); age 51-60, 19.3% (age 50-59, 17.7%); age 61-70, 13.2% (age 6069, 11.1%); age 71+, 15.5% (age 70+, 11.8%).
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involvement is correlated with both the neighborhood interpersonal and neighborhood
newspaper use scale, only the latter is associated with political activity. Thus, there is
support for hypothesis 1C.
In summary, those who read the daily newspapers more often, go on the Internet more
frequently, spend less time watching television, read and learn about community events from
the community paper, and interact more often with neighbors are more active in politics and
organizations.
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Relating Values to Civic Engagement
The first research question (RQ1A) asked if there were any relationships between
values and civic engagement (see Table 2a). The values measured in the national study are
related to political activity in predictable ways for the most part. Those most active
politically value their personal-political philosophy (r=.17, p<.001) and organizations (r=.13,
p<.05) and are less likely to value: family (r=-.14, p<.05), religion (r=-.15, p<.05), their
ethnic heritage (r=-.16, p<.001), being an American (r=-.14, p<.05), and hobbies-leisure
interests (r=-.19, p<.003). Controlling for social categories (age, gender, education,
household income, white ethnicity, married marital status), we find political participation
positively related to valuing organizations (partial r=.09, p<.05) and valuing one’s personalpolitical philosophy (partial r=.16, p<.002) and negatively related to valuing the following:
family (partial r=-.19, p<.001), friends (partial r=-.11, p<.03), religion (partial r=-.12, p<.02),
hobbies-leisure interests (partial r=-.20, p<.001), being an American (partial r=-.10, p<.03).
Membership in organizations is positively related to valuing organizations (r=.24, p<.001;
controlling for social categories partial r=.22, p<.001) but negatively related to valuing
family (r=-.17, p<.001), work (r=-.14, p<.01), friends (r=-.10, p<.04), being an American
(r=-.20, p<.001), and hobbies-leisure (r=-.14, p<.003); controlling for social categories, we
find the following statistically-significant partial correlations (with family, partial r=-.22,
p<.001; with work, partial r=-.21, p<.001; with friends, partial r=-.11, p<.03; with being an
American, partial r=-.18, p<.001; and with hobbies-leisure interests, partial r=-.12, p<.02).
In summary, those more active in politics and organizations tend to place greater
value on their personal-political philosophy and organizations but less value on family,
religion, ethnic heritage, being an American and hobbies/leisure interests.

Relating Values to Media Use
Research Question 1B asked what values were related to media use. As Table 2b
shows, the amount of time spent watching television is correlated with only two values,
valuing religion (r=.13, p<.008) and valuing one’s ethnic heritage (r=.17, p<.001), but
controlling for social categories (age, gender, household income, education, white ethnicity,
married marital status) reduces both relationships so the partials only approach significance
(with valuing religion partial r=.09, p<.l0; with valuing ethnic heritage partial r=.10, p<.06).
The frequency one watches television news is correlated with all values except family and
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work.8 Controlling for social categories, only two relationships persist: valuing community,
partial r=.17, p<.001; and valuing being an American, partial r=.12, p<.03. Several others
approach significance (with valuing hobbies-leisure interests and with valuing ethnicityracial heritage, both partial r=.10, p<.10). How often one reads the newspaper is related to
many of the same values: friends (r=.17, p<.001), community (r=.22, p<.001), being an
American (r=.11, p<.02), hobbies-leisure interests (r=.11, p<.03), and organizations (r=.24,
p<.001); the correlation with valuing one’s personal-political philosophy (r=.09, p<.08)
approaches statistical significance. The relationship with community values (partial r=.12,
p<.03) and valuing organizations (partial r=.14, p<.01) persist with social categories

8

The bivariate correlations with values are: friends (r=.11, p<.01), community (r-=.24, p<.001), religion
(r=.13, p<.006), ethnic heritage (r=.16, p<.001), being an American (r=.20, p<.001), hobbies-leisure interests
(r=.15, p<.002), organizations (r=.12, p<.05) and personal-political philosophy (r=.10, p<.05).
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controlled. The amount of time spent listening to the radio is correlated with valuing one’s
hobbies-leisure interests (r=.13, p<.007) and valuing one’s personal-political philosophy
(r=.10, p<.04); the correlation with valuing organizations (r=.09, p<.07) approaches
statistical significance. The partial correlations with hobbies-leisure interests values (partial
r=.15, p<.01), valuing organizations (partial r=.14, p<.01), and valuing one’s personalpolitical philosophy are statistically significant controlling for social categories, and the
relationship with valuing neighborhood-community approaches significance (partial r=.10,
p<.062). Internet use is correlated with the valuing family (r=.15, p<.001) and work (r=.15,
p<.002) and not valuing ethnic heritage (r=-.15, p<.001); the negative correlation with being
an American (r=-..09, p<.051) approaches statistical significance. Controlling for social
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categories, Internet use is only related to valuing community and that correlation only
approaches statistical significance (r=-.10, p<.07); the other relationships drop out.
In summary, those exposed more to the news media (newspapers, TV news) place
greater value on neighborhood-community, friends, organizations, being an American and
personal-political philosophy.

Relating Values to Community-Neighborhood Activities & Attachment
Research Question 1C asked if there were any relationships between values and
neighborhood relationships. As Table 2c shows, the affective measure of neighborhood
attachment is correlated with all of the values except work.9 Controlling for social categories,
all relationships persist and a significant relationship with valuing work emerges (partial
r=.12, p<.03). The other measure of community relationships, neighborhood ties, is
correlated with several values: friends (r=.20, p<.001), community (r=.31, p<.001), religion
(r=.23, p<.001), ethnic heritage (r=.16, p<.001), being an American (r=.19, p<.001), hobbiesleisure interests (r=.15, p<.002), and organizations (r=.21, p<.001) but not family or work;
the relationship with personal-political philosophy (r=.09, p<.06) approaches statistical
significance. Controlling for social categories (age, gender, education, household income,
white ethnicity, married marital status), all relationships persist.
In summary, those with stronger neighborhood attachment and ties place greater
value on not only neighborhood and community but also family, friends, religion, ethnic
heritage, being an American, hobbies/leisure interests, organizations and personal-political
philosophy.

Relating Values to Neighborhood Communication
Research Question 1D asked what values were related to the measures of
neighborhood communication patterns. As Table 2d shows, the strength of one’s
neighborhood communication network is positively related to nine of the ten values, all
except work.10 All relationships persist controlling for social categories. The pattern is

9
The bivariate correlations with values are: family (r=.16, p<.001), friends (r=.33, p<.001), community
(r=.55, p<.001), religion (r=.29, p<.001), ethnic heritage (r=.26, p<.001), being an American (r=.42, p<.001),
hobbies-leisure interests (r=.29, p<.001), organizations (r=.32, p<.001) and personal-political philosophy (r=.22,
p<.001).
10
The bivariate correlations with values are: family (r=..15, p<.01), friends (r=.30, p<.001), neighborhoodcommunity (r=.42, p<.001), religion (r=.20, p<.001), ethnic heritage (r=.18, p<.001), being an American (r=.23,
p<.001), hobbies-leisure interests (r=.26, p<.001), organizations (r=.25, p<.001), and personal-political
philosophy (r=.14, p<.003).
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similar for the two sub scales tapping neighborhood interpersonal communication and
community newspaper use.
In summary, those with stronger neighborhood communication patterns value almost
everything other than work more strongly.

Age and Values
The second research question asked if values differ by age group/life cycle. Since age
was ascertained by categories (18-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-70, and 71+), the
number of respondents by category varied considerably, from only a handful in the 18-20
group to 100 in the middle group age 41-50. The breakdown was: age 18-20, N=14; age 2130, N=49; age 31-40, N=62; age 41-50, N=100; age 51-60, N=84; age 61-70, N=57; age 71
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or older, N=67. As Tables 3a and 3b show, there are considerable differences. The youngest
group is consistently lower in mean values across all the values but excluding that group
does not alter the pattern of statistical significance. Thus, for example, while family values
are lowest for the youngest age group and higher for those in the middle age groups, it ranks
highest for all but the oldest group. Work values decline for the oldest group, who are more
likely to be retired. Friendship as a value ranks third among among all but the oldest group,
where it drops a notch. The importance of neighborhood and community shows a steady
increase with age, absolutely and relatively. A similar linear pattern of increasing importance
is found for religious values, being an American, and valuing organizations. Personal-
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political philosophy also is more important among the older age groups. The importance of
ethnic-racial heritage is highest among the oldest group. 11

11

As O’Rand and Krecker (1990) note in their review of the literature on the concept, life cycle research
includes variations due to individual aging, to changes in cohort and to generational influences. Thus, people in
their forties and fifties may both be “middle aged” in terms of individual aging, but they also represent two
generations—the Vietnam group now in their 50s and the Me group in their 40s (Morton, 2001). While they’ve
both settled into middle age, the differences created by their life influences persist today. To examine such
generational differences and environmental influences on values, we computed t-tests on mean values between
these two groups, the largest in our national sample. The groups differed on only two of the 10 values: friends,
age 41-50, mean=8.07, age 51-60, mean=8.52, t=1.97, p<.05; and organizations, age 41-50, mean=5.13, age 5160, mean=6.0, t=1.98, p<.05). Thus, the older generation places greater value on friends and organizations.
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In summary,
• Family and being an American are the top two values across all age groups,
with friends not far behind.
• Work is more important for the youngest two groups, and neighborhoodcommunity for the oldest two age groups.
• Hobbies-leisure interests occupy the middle ground across all age groups,
with ethnicity and organizations ranking at the bottom.
• Religion and personal-political philosophy tend to grow in importance with
age.

Relationships by Stages of Life
Research Question 3 asked if the relationships between civic engagement and the other
variables in the first hypothesis (community relationships, news media use and neighborhood
communication) differed by age group. We know from the literature on civic attachment and
involvement that one’s position in the life cycle is a key predictor. However, life cycle also
influences the relative importance of various needs, one’s communication patterns, and even
one position on some status dimensions (e.g., income, education). Thus, people start to read
the newspaper more often, join organizations and vote more regularly when they move into
middle age. Mobility is a factor, though it’s not predetermined but reflects both values and
opportunities. Thus, someone who wants to stay near one’s family may settle for a less
lucrative job, while someone driven by achievement goals will move often and follow the
job. If one is in such a mobile situation, it makes no sense to become too attached to
community. For some, they stay in the same community where they were born, so
attachment is “given” rather than something developed through some contemplative
neighborhood selection from realtors’ offerings.
The breakdown of correlations between civic engagement and the other three sets of
variables (neighborhood-community relationships, media use, neighborhood communication)
by age group is found in Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c. The sample is broken into four larger age
groups: 18-30; 31-50; 51-70; 71 and older. Finer age distinctions were thought to be too
unreliable for further statistical analysis.12
In general, neighborhood ties promote civic engagement across all but the youngest
age group, where a negative relationship emerges. A similar pattern is found for

12

A breakdown within the following age groups can be obtained from the senior author or from the paper
on which this article is based: age 18-20, N=14; age 21-30, N=49; age 31-40, N=62; age 41-50, N=100; age 5160, N=84; age 61-70, N=57; age 71 or older, N=67.
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neighborhood attachment, but the correlation for the oldest age group drops out. It appears
that political activity among those under 30 has little to do with their involvement in the
neighborhood or community.
Newspaper readership is connected to both measures of civic engagement, but is
strongest in the middle and older age groups, not those under age 30. Watching television
appears to compete with civic engagement in this data set, and watching the news on
television may be a substitute for political activity among those under 30. Listening to the
radio is related to political activity among those 51 and older. And, while going on the
Internet more frequently is positively related to civic engagement for those 31 or older, a
negative relationship is noted for those 30 or younger, a discouraging note for those placing
hopes on the Internet. Again, positive relationships are found between civic engagement and
both the neighborhood interpersonal communication scale and the neighborhood newspaper
scale for the oldest three groups, while negative relationships are suggested for the youngest
adults.
In summary, while community ties, reading the newspaper, going on the Internet, and
involvement in the neighborhood communication network seem to stimulate civic
engagement among those 30 and older, time spent watching television is negatively related.
For those age 30 and younger, only negative relationships emerge—between civic
engagement and neighborhood ties, watching TV news, going on the internet and interaction
with neighbors.

Values Related to People’s Communication Patterns
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to radio*

The fourth research question asked what values are related to people’s patterns of
media use and neighborhood communication by and across age groups. 13 As Tables 5a and
5b note, most of the values measured are related to communication variables among the
youngest age group, with a general decline in numbers as we move up the age ladder. Since
younger people are more mobile and less established in their behavior patterns, the levels
with which such values are expressed seem to have more impact than is the case among older
groups, where values are more enduring and behavior patterns more routine, more habitual.

13

Contact the authors for a complete set of tables with relationships between values and other
variables—civic engagement, people’s community relationships, and social categories.
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Targeting these values among young adults would require segmentation of the audience
since these values also are less important among the youngest group, but it does suggest
there are opportunities if the relevance can be shown.
Newspaper readership is linked to the importance of neighborhoods and community,
and to organizations. Thus, while younger adults may place a lower value on the physical
community or neighborhood, when they do, it stimulates newspaper readership. The same
pattern is found for watching news on television, which is linked to the importance of
neighborhood and community among three of the four age groups. The pattern of values
related to radio listening is not consistent across groups; among the youngest adults, valuing
friends is linked, perhaps because of the relative importance of music in their lives. Radio
is a “local” medium, which may account for its relationship to neighborhood-community
values among those aged 31-50 and to organizational values among the older middle-age
group. Time spent on the Internet is related to the importance of work among the youngest
and advanced middle-age groups, likely because it’s used at work; however, the importance
of family values among those age 18-50 points to the use of the Internet by children during
these child-rearing and school years.
People’s interaction with neighbors is linked to the obvious importance of community
among all four age groups, as well as to the importance of friends or family. The importance
of ethnic heritage to neighborhood interaction probably is a result of the tendency of
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Americans to live in communities where people look like themselves. But there’s also a hint
that people who value organizations also interact more with neighbors, probably because
organizations are the site of much local conversation, as Putnam (1995) argues. Among a
couple of age groups, those who value hobbies and leisure interests interact more with
neighbors, perhaps because those interests stimulate such interpersonal communication.
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Readership of the community newspaper is also linked to the importance of neighborhood
and hobbies-and-leisure interests, but valuing organizations, being an American and religion
are important for readership among the younger age groups.
In summary, although younger adults assign less value to community and
organizations, when they do it seems to stimulate reading newspapers (daily and community)
and watching the news on television. The importance of neighborhood-community,
organizations and hobbies-leisure interests are linked to neighborhood communication
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patterns and some other media behaviors among all age groups. However, the gap between
the large number of values predicting communication behaviors among younger adults vs.
older groups, particular the most senior, points to the flexibility of communication patterns
and potential influences among the former vs. the fixed routine nature of behaviors among
the latter.

Additional Analysis
Following our analysis of bivariate relationships, we conducted hierarchical
regressions for each of the four age groups to identify key predictors of civic engagement
variables—political activity and organizational membership. For each regression, the social
categories were entered in the first block (education, household income, gender, Caucasian
ethnicity, and married marital status); this was followed by the variables identified as
significant in the bivariate analyses (values, neighborhood attachment and ties, media use
and neighborhood communication patterns). See Table 6 for a summary of these analyses.
Youngest Adults— Age 18-30. Using information from these analyses, we selected the
key predictors for a regression predicting the two criterion variables. Selected predictors
were: valuing family, neighborhood ties, neighborhood attachment, time spent watching
TV, frequency watch TV news, and the neighborhood newspaper scale. Valuing family
(beta =-.70, p<.001) and watching TV news frequently (beta = -.30, p<.01) are negative
predictors and the neighborhood newspaper scale is a positive predictor (beta = .39,
p<.001) of organizational membership (R Sq. = .61, F=12.5, p<.001, df=54). W hen
social categories (education, income, gender, Caucasian ethnicity, and married marital
status) are entered first, valuing family and watching TV news frequently drop out as
negative predictors, but time spent watching TV emerges as a negative predictor (beta
= -.46, p<.003) and neighborhood newspaper scale (beta = .51, p<.001) and
neighborhood attachment (beta = .28, p<.07) emerge as positive predictors (R Sq.=.64,
F=5.2, p<.001, df=43).
Similarly, the same three variables are predictors of political activity: valuing family
(beta = -.70, p<.001), watching TV news frequently (beta = -.21, p<.06), and
neighborhood newspaper scale (beta = .42, p<.001). T he negative betas for
neighborhood ties (beta = -.22, p<.09) and hours spent watching TV (beta = .18, p<.09)
approach significance (R Sq.=.57, F=10.7, p<.001, df=55). W hen social categories
(education, income, gender, Caucasian ethnicity, and married marital status) are entered
first, valuing family (beta= -.37, p<.03), neighborhood newspaper scale (beta = .47,
p<.006) and neighborhood ties (beta = -.32, p<.06) emerge as predictors, while the
negative relationships with TV viewing drop out (R Sq. =.52, F=3.22, p<.01, df=44).
In summary, we find that values and television variables are negative predictors,
neighborhood attachment, neighborhood ties and neighborhood newspaper use positive
predictors of one or the other measures of civic engagement.
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The Productive & Family Years—Age 31-50. Our second age group includes young
adults with growing families and early middle-age adults hitting the peak years of their
careers. This is a period of settling down and getting established in a community.
Using results from these analyses, we selected the key predictors for hierarchical
regression predicting the two criterion variables, with the social categories entered first.
In the equation predicting political activity, the following predictors are statistically
significant: valuing hobbies-leisure (beta = -.17 p<.03), valuing personal-political
philosophy (beta = .41, p<.001), Internet use (beta = .27, p<.001) and newspaper
readership (beta = .17, p<.03). In the final equation (R Sq.=.47, F=7.7, p<.001, df=5,9),
none of the social categories’ standardized betas are statistically significant. In the
equation predicting organizational membership, the following predictors emerge:
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valuing friends (beta = -.15, p<.06), valuing hobbies-leisure (beta = -.15, p<.05); valuing
organizations (beta = .24, p<.01), valuing personal-political philosophy (beta = .18,
p<.02), Internet use (beta = .15, p<.05).
Thus, for this age group, civic engagement seems to compete with leisure interests
and informal ties, while neighborhood attachment and Internet use are positive
influences for organizational involvement and newspaper readership joins the Internet
in stimulating political activity.
Empty Nesting and Moving toward Retirement—Age 51-70. Our third age group
includes those who are likely to be empty nesters and well into their careers, as well as
those nearing or just entering retirement. Using information from these analyses, we
selected the key predictors for a hierarchical regression predicting the two criterion
variables, controlling for social categories in the first block. In the equation predicting
political activity (R Sq.=.35, F=5.27, p<.001, df=8, 118), the three values are significant
predictors— hobbies-leisure (beta = -.25, p<.01), organizations (beta = .17, p<.05), and
personal-political philosophy (beta= .18, p<.03)— but only hours listened to the radio
yesterday emerges from the other variables in the equation (beta= .15, p<.07);
neighborhood communication scale, newspaper readership, community ties and
attachment drop out. In the equation predicting organizational membership (R Sq.=.44,
F=7.9, p<.001, df=8, 119), only valuing organizations (beta = .20, p<.01), neighborhood
ties (beta= .23, p<.01) and newspaper readership (beta= .16, p<.05) are significant
predictors.
Similar to the group age 31-50, these older adults also exhibit a pattern where
hobbies-leisure interests appear to be competitors to civic engagement and
organizational and personal-political philosophy values stimulate such involvement. W e
also see similar positive predictors among other variables, including community ties and
attachment and the neighborhood communication scale, but newspaper readership is
only a predictor of organizational membership, not political activity.
Retirees—Age 71 and Older. The oldest respondents represent a group that is known to
be more avid newspaper readers, more attached to their community by virtue of their
tenure there, but perhaps less involved in some cases because of health. Differences in
values also may occur. Thus, the same pattern among variables may differ. This is the
smallest age group, so identifying relationships is more difficult. Given our very small
sample for this age group, we limited the hierarchical regression to the social categories
and the strongest predictor from the other sets of variables: personal-political
philosophy, neighborhood ties, newspaper readership, and the neighborhood
communication scale. In the equation predicting political activity (R Sq.=.45, F=4.62,
p<.001, df=8, 45), only two variables are significant: valuing personal-political
philosophy (beta = .40, p<.001) and newspaper readership (beta= .34, p<.03). In the
equation predicting organizational membership (R Sq.=.32,F=2.7, p<.02), only the
social categories of marital status, being married (beta= .25, p<.07) and Caucasian
ethnicity (beta= -.24, p<.06) approached significance as predictors. It is likely that we
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can attribute the inability to detect significant predictors to the low power accompanying
our small sample size.
However, here again, we see from the pattern of bivariate relationships and partial
correlations that personal-political philosophy and newspaper readership are positive
predictors of civic engagement along with community ties and neighborhood
communication, particularly the community newspaper.

DISCUSSION
Study results confirm the predicted relationships in the first set of hypotheses, that
civic engagement is positively related to community relationships, news media use and
neighborhood communication. Thus, those who read the daily newspapers more often, go
on the Internet more frequently, spend less time watching television, read and learn about
community events from the community paper, and interact more often with neighbors are
more active in politics and organizations. This generally supports past work affirming the
importance of media use in stimulating public engagement (e.g., Stamm, 2000). Moreover,
the predictive role for Internet use suggests that online modalities may be able to “pick up
the slack” left by declining conventional outlets (e.g., newspapers) (see Salwen et al., 2005).
The importance of values is borne out in data responding to the first set of research
questions (RQ1A-D), where we learn that civic engagement is related to numerous values
that persist even with controls, that neighborhood attachment and ties are consistently and
positively correlated with virtually all values except work, that use of the news media
(newspapers and TV news broadcasts) is related to not only community-neighborhood and
organizational values but also such values as friendship, patriotism, hobbies-leisure and
personal-political philosophy, and that those with stronger neighborhood communication
patterns assign higher values to almost everything but work. This, too, confirms past work
outlining positive relationships between media use and values as well as behaviors consistent
with community involvement (e.g., Jeffres et al, 2002; 2007). Those with stronger
neighborhood communication patterns value almost everything other than work more
strongly.
As expected, we find significant differences in the importance of values by age groups,
although the top two values across all age groups are common—family and being an
American, with friends not far behind. Work is more important for the youngest age groups,
and neighborhood-community for the oldest age groups, while hobbies-leisure interests
occupy the middle ground across all age groups, and ethnicity and organizations rank at the
bottom. Religion and personal-political philosophy tend to grow in importance with age.
Furthermore, the impact of values on communication patterns varies by age group.
Although younger adults assign less value to community and organizations, when they do
it seems to stimulate reading newspapers (daily and community) and watching the news on
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television. The importance of neighborhood-community, organizations and hobbies-leisure
interests are linked to neighborhood communication patterns and some other media
behaviors among all age groups. However, the gap between the proportion of values
predicting communication behaviors among younger adults vs. older groups, particular the
most senior, points to the flexibility of communication patterns and potential influences
among the former vs. the fixed routine nature of behaviors among the latter. While
community ties, reading the newspaper, going on the Internet, and involvement in the
neighborhood communication network seem to stimulate civic engagement among those 30
and older, time spent watching television is negatively related. For those aged 30 and
younger, only negative relationships emerge—between civic engagement and neighborhood
ties, watching TV news, going on the internet and interaction with neighbors.
Thus, focusing in on the new media aspects of our posited relationship between civic
values and media use, we see support for optimistic online civic engagement conception, at
least for instrumental uses (e.g., Blumler & Gurevitch, 2001; Salwen et al., 2005; Nowak et
al., 2009). These relationships are consistent with findings (e.g., Byrne, 2009; Sanson, 2008;
Wellman et al., 2001; Williams & Gulati, 2008) of a link between Internet use and
participation in voluntary organizations and politics. But when the Web is used for
entertainment purposes, it may displace use of conventional public affairs media (e.g.,
newspapers), and ultimately discourage citizens from orienting towards civic involvement
(e.g., Althaus & Tewksbury, 2000; Bucy, Gantz, & Zhang, 2007; Mindich, 2004). While
time spent watching television is negatively correlated with civic engagement among middle
age groups (but not the oldest), Internet use not only fails to stimulate but may be a negative
influence on political participation among younger adults (age 18-30), contrary to
expectations (e.g., Althaus & Tewksbury, 2000; Mindich, 2004). Age also appears to not be
a factor for the relationship between civic engagement and the two scales tapping
interpersonal communication in the neighborhood and use of the community newspaper;
positive correlations appear across all but the youngest age groups, where a negative
relationship is suggested.
While the traditional treatment of people’s passages through life identifies young
adults as the most mobile and least committed to community, it is precisely this value which
is most influential in this study among those age 18-30. The neighborhood-community value
is related to newspaper readership, watching the news on television and involvement in the
neighborhood communication network. And it is neighborhood ties, attachment and
newspaper use that predict the youngest adults civic engagement. One might conclude that
this resurgence in youth involvement is spurred, in part, by online social networks and the
key role they played in enabling younger voters to interact, debate and support preferred
candidates (e.g., Sanson, 2008; Small, 2008). Although OSN’s like Facebook were a
relatively nascent phase at the time of this survey, such an interpretation is consistent with
the positive links between Internet use and involvement noted above. This, in concert with
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other factors like race, ethnicity and the economy, likely contributed to the dramatically
higher turnout among young as well as first-time voters from 2004 to 2008. Still, given that
people use OSN’s primarily for maintaining offline relationships (e.g., Ellison et al., 2007),
Facebook my not represent the most sustainable vehicle for civic engagement (Valenzuela
et al., 2004).
So while our research question assessing the influence of the Internet on social capital
can be answered in the affirmative, this invites the question of whether the nature of social
capital cultivated by new media is of a particularly high grade. That is, later will be needed
to settle the question of whether OSN’s are more adept at fostering social capital/ weak
ties—as opposed to the sina qua non of direct political participation. We can begin make a
few inferences based further lifecycle breakouts reported here, however. Given that new
media like the Internet are diffusing across all age groups, as it approaches the flat part of
its diffusion curve, we might expect to see that other factors will play a more prominent role
in building community commitment. In fact, the importance of organizations was a
significant predictor of civic engagement variables among the middle aged groups, and,
although this is the period when people are building families and moving full force into their
careers, work was seldom a predictor.
In our multivariate analyses of age cohorts, we find that newspaper readership is a
consistent predictor for either political activity or organizational involvement across age
groups, which confirms past work, e.g., Jeffres et al., 2002, 2009). But the values predicting
those measures of civic engagement vary. Stronger political activity is found among those
valuing family the least among young adults (age 18-30), among those valuing hobbies the
least among the two middle age groups (age 31-50, 51-70), and among those valuing
personal-political philosophy the most among all groups age 31 and older. Time spent
watching television competes with organizational involvement among young adults (age 1830) but Internet use joins newspaper reading as a positive influence on organizational
activities among those in the productive and family years (age 31-50). The later finding
mitigates against the more pessimistic displaced effects perspective for media influences on
civic engagement/ social capital (e.g., Bucy et al., 2007; Putnam , 1995).
Clearly, we need to ask questions about whether or not values and other influences
operate across the life span or vary by life stage. This study has demonstrated a fairly
consistent influence of neighborhood-community values and newspaper readership on civic
engagement across the life stages, but other values and other forces are at work too. The
importance of neighborhood-community values also suggests that we pay greater attention
to the environment, the context where civic engagement is played out, rather than focusing
only on national elections. A number of variables significant in analyses using the full
sample have largely disappeared in the examination among age groups. This likely means
that some variables are necessary but not sufficient conditions for civic engagement, and that
different paths or sequences of variables are important at different stages of life (see Hively
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& Eveland, 2009). Also, although political activity and organizational involvement go hand
in hand, they are not interchangeable, and we need to examine them independently if we are
to understand how people with different values and different life styles contribute to their
communities and allocate their time and resources in competition with other activities and
obligations.
Despite the use of a reasonable probability sample in this study, larger data sets that
can be segmented further for the study of influences on civic engagement among different
age cohorts and generations are needed. Even if Levinson (1979) is accurate that the general
path and character of the life cycle is slow to change, there is increasing evidence that
changes in technology and the environment are altering people’s expectations and options,
and, thus, the potential paths of influence as well as patterns of civic engagement.
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C OLLEGE M EDIA: SHAPING
GLOBAL C ITIZENSHIP THROUGH
STUDENT N EWSPAPERS
NELLY P. STROMQUIST14

Focusing on the university as a site of political socialization, this study
examines the international discourse of a campus newspaper and analyzes its
contribution to the development of a global citizenship among students. A
research university provides the context for a review of the entire set of its
student newspaper issued during one academic year. The study defines global
citizenship as comprising qualities that include critical judgment,
open-mindedness, respect for truth, and tolerance of diversity. Students were
exposed to messages that expressed concern for the lack of human rights in
other countries but were also critical of undemocratic practices of the US
toward its own citizens and toward other countries, particularly Iraq. Most of
the international coverage during the selected year referred to Asia and to a
lesser extent Africa, while there was an almost complete absence of reference
to Latin America. International debate focused on political and civic rights, not
on economic rights of countries. The developing world was depicted as
vulnerable, yet issues of power and international asymmetries were untouched.
The campus newspaper conveyed few messages that could promote the politics
of redistribution and recognition. On the other hand, the emerging self-criticism
of certain US policies provides hope for the development of a citizenship beyond
one’s own borders.
Keywords: college newspapers, peer-led socialization, political socialization,
global citizenship
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ontemporary globalization has widened American mental and physical horizons. In the
process, it has rendered many of our economic, social, and ethical agreements complex and
contradictory. As interdependencies grow in our contemporary world, the notion of global
citizenship has become not only part of our social consciousness but also a survival
imperative. It becomes important to change previous perceptions of the world as well to
understand to what extent we in the U.S. are changing: Do we see ourselves sufficiently
linked to other peoples and countries? Do we detect common problems and are we willing
to solve them? What standards of justice and fairness are we predisposed to apply to others?
Central to the understanding of citizenship has been the concept of nationality—the
belief that the citizens of a country deserve special ties and loyalties and that these ties and
loyalties generate special obligations among fellow citizens (Tan, 2005). However, a global
or cosmopolitan view challenges this notion with the argument that individuals are entitled
to equal consideration regardless of nationality. As Tan explains, “Cosmopolitans demand
national impartiality at the level of the global, but allow for co-national partiality within the
rules of a just global structure (2005: 165). Renowned educator Husen (1990: 160) observes
that “Global learning means a focus on global issues and the learning needs which are
associated with them.”
We begin our discussion of global citizenship by arguing that it requires a global
consciousness that “attends to matters of identity, awareness of cultural difference, and
transnational interconnectedness” (Mansilla & Gardner, 2007: 64). We also posit that the
concept of global citizenship has to be built first on an understanding and deep concern for
one’s own country’s democratic principles and practices (Dudley & Gitelson, 2002; LadsonBillings, 2005). Third, global citizenship should express concern and respect for other people
and countries in key social dimensions: political, cultural, and economic, which would
include considerations of poverty, social exclusion, racism, and sexism among other forms
of oppression or exploitation (Burrows, 2004; Stromquist, 2009) and include a commitment
to the peaceful resolution of conflict (Noddings, 2005). Prerequisites for such concern would
be not only that those countries be democratically ruled but also that they be treated
democratically and fairly by other countries (Tan, 2005). In considering global citizenship,
Young (2000) believes we should go beyond expressions of solidarity with other people and
develop specific mutual obligations and regulations encompassing seven critical areas: peace
and security, the environment, trade and finance, direct investment and capital utilization,
communication and transportation, human rights—including labor standards and welfare
rights, and citizenship and migration. Held (1995) is one of the few scholars who envisage
institutional mechanisms to ensure a citizenship on a global scale. He writes of a
“cosmopolitan” citizenship, one that would involve participation in new international
organizations as well as in one’s own national government.
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Not everyone agrees with what is required for global citizenship. Kachur (2008) is
critical of the emphasis on human rights in definitions of global citizenship, arguing that this
discourse invokes normative principles but pushes aside issues of socioeconomic inequality
and redistribution. Indeed, the discussion on human rights centers on performance of national
governments mostly along the lines of political and civil rights, while not giving sufficient
salience to issues of relations between states or to pragmatic issues such as wealth creation
and distribution. To make the concern for others a real proposition, it ought to address issues
of power; thus, we should educate people on the uneven distribution of material and social
goods as well as on the markers that influence differential outcomes in our social world, such
as race and gender (Bettie, 2003; Sherrod et al., 2002).

POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION AND THE PRINT MEDIA
Research on socialization indicates that political attitudes and behaviors are learned
(Hyman, 1959). Political socialization, as other forms of socialization, is a multidimensional
process with multiple agents and contexts. Education has long been identified as a predictor
of political participation. Schools are crucial venues because they reach almost all children
and adolescents and have substantial resources that can be used either to promote or to
frustrate civic development (Levine, 2007; Unterhalter, 2000). Schools socialize through
their interpretation of society as presented in courses and programs, in the organization and
regulation of school life (patterns of authority, hierarchy, awards, punishment, resolution of
conflict), and in the events and symbols used to represent political action (Szabó, c1989). At
the same time, education remains a setting for the process of political socialization whose
facets we do not fully understand: is it the opportunities that it provides for the development
of civil skills, the political interest and political information that lead to voting, the formation
of social networks, or the fostering of a civic identity? (Jarvis et al., 2005).
In his notion of “imagined communities,” Anderson (1996) assigns a critical role to
newspapers in the development of an historical imagined community, a process that ensues
though reading as a shared act, which creates a collective of people who become informed
of each other’s existence and opinions. Given today’s technological advancements, the
communication media have become a key player in political socialization, producing
multiple and constant messages and representations. As Thompson (1990: 266) observes,
“The development of mass communications greatly expands the scope for the operation of
ideology in modern societies, for it enables symbolic forms to be transmitted to extended and
potentially vast audiences which are dispersed in time and space.” From entertainment media
to newspapers, from Internet social networks to other websites, it is here that individuals
obtain much of their information about the local and the global.
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College is a period of profound intellectual and character maturation as students make
a transition from adolescence into adulthood. Many universities today purposefully seek to
create global citizens and, together with internationalization efforts, this is a goal typically
stated in their strategic plans. Universities are important sites for the construction of global
citizenship given their role in the creation of political and cultural elites. Further, these
settings contribute to the expansion and solidification of political beliefs. Spending time on
a college campus has been associated with positive outcomes on numerous variables
predicting voting, from political resources (knowledge and skills), to motivations and values
that favor democracy, and to social behaviors (spending time with other college students)
(Jarvis et al., 2005). College students, especially at the undergraduate levels, spend
considerable amount of time with peers, thus making the college experience more intensive
than the family as a source of political socialization messages. There is evidence that the
concept of citizenship among those of college age is more extensive than that of children,
whose interpretation is usually limited to obedience and support for the status quo (Sherrod
et al., 2002). The university operates in several ways in the construction of a global
citizenship, the most important being the courses and programs it offers. These, however,
vary substantially by field and department, so that one would need to conduct a massive
aggregation of programs and courses to understand the full array of political socialization
messages.
To understand the impact of the college experience on political socialization an
alternative might be to examine their commentary in college-wide publications, specifically
student newspapers. Literature on socialization reveals that young people’s behaviors are
significantly influenced by peers (Berdnt, 1979) and, since college newspapers are written
predominantly by peers, these students function as a significant referent. This is yet another
reason to consider the voices and representations contained in student newspapers. They
appear daily, are free, and are quite ubiquitous on campus. At the student union and
cafeterias, one can see students sitting at the table reading the campus newspaper and
socializing with friends, sometimes for long periods of time. Existing research on college
newspapers is sparse. A recent national survey of college newspapers found that students
read them often, with 44 percent of students having read at least three of the most recent five
printed issues (Skomial, 2002). Students are said to prefer the “old-time medium” to the
Internet, as they can take the campus newspaper to class and “read it when there is a lull”
(Skomial, 2002). Another survey, comprising more than 7,000 college undergraduates,
graduates, and recent alumni, found that 77 percent of the undergraduates reported reading
the print edition of the college newspaper at least once a month, and that 99 percent do so
for local and campus news (College Publisher, 2006). Undergraduates were found to prefer
reading online versions of national news sources, with 49 percent reading CNN.com and 35
percent reading NYT.com at least once a month (College Publisher, 2006). A more recent
survey, based on 1,000 students from 550 universities across 50 states, found that 82 percent
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report reading the campus newspaper in the last three months and 55 percent had read it in
the previous week (Marketing VOX, 2004). Pass-along rates are high, with an average of 3.2
students sharing an issue. In terms of information-seeking practices, 90 percent look at
campus news and 73 percent look at the advertisements (Marketing VOX, 2004). There is
little information reporting on the use of college newspapers for international news.
Since we are interested in the political engagement of college students, it is pertinent
to review briefly their political organization in the U.S. context. Overall student interest in
politics has been mild. It was at its height during the 1960s, with the emergence of Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) and the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC). The first was concerned with welfare issues and struggled against poverty; on the
international front, it challenged the Cold War foreign policy and questioned the threat of
nuclear war and the arms race. The second group was concerned with racism and the racial
integration of public schools. The SDS dissolved in 1969 and SNCC in the early 1970s. In
2006 SDS became active again and reported having “hundred of chapters and thousands of
members.” Its international agenda includes being against the Iraq war and Israeli forms of
apartheid. It favors “global justice” and the passage of an immigrant policy. A third group,
the Campus Antiwar Network (CAN), founded in 2003 and having 12 university chapters,
is against US military intervention in Iraq and Afghanistan, “all forms of military and
economic imperialism, and the Israeli occupation of the W est Bank and the Gaza Strip.”
CAN’s more visible activities these days involve walkouts to protest the Iraq invasion. A
recent review of the college student politics (Longo & Meyer, 2006) indicates a shift in the
conception of politics among college students, with many believing that it is not engaged in
“solving problems” but is “individualistic, negative, and often counterproductive to acting
on the ills of society” (p. 6). Consequently, college students are reportedly looking for
“alternative politics,” in which volunteering and community service receive priority. At the
time the Longo and Meyer study was made, they reported limited international interest,
except for pressure by college students to have their universities divest from companies
doing business in Sudan (because of the genocide in Darfur) and organizing campaigns to
demand fair labor practices from transnational corporations such as Coca Cola, Taco Bell,
Nike, among others.

STUDY PURPOSE
This study examines one college newspaper in terms of its potential influence in
shaping a global citizenship. We propose a look into student voices, as reflected in their daily
newspaper, which by its ubiquity and easy access provides a common language and frame
of reference for conversations among peers. This study focuses on the messages and
representations developed by students and for students at the university level. Messages can
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influence cognition, affection, and behaviors (Atkin, 1981). We argue that these messages
and the ensuing debates can offer informal learning about global citizenship. Specific
questions to be answered are: What values are manifested that could be considered pertinent
to the formation of a global citizenship? What attitudes are expressed when referring to other
countries? How are citizens of other countries portrayed? How are international issues and
problems framed? What arguments are made for the inclusion or exclusion of individuals
and groups of different cultures?
What is global citizenship? Among the many definitions, we subscribe to that
proposed by Olssen et al., who assert that educating for democratic citizenship is “education
that places high value on the qualities of open-mindedness, tolerance of diversity, fairness,
rational understanding, respect for truth, and critical judgment” (2004: 269). In terms of the
knowledge that would be required at the individual level, Reimers (2009) invokes the need
for “international competence,” which is said to comprise three complementary dimensions:
(1) a positive approach towards cultural differences and a willingness to engage in a
commitment to basic equity and the right of all persons, (2) the ability to speak, understand,
and think in a foreign language, (3) and a broad and deep knowledge of world history,
geography, and world aspects of health care, climate change, economics, politics,
international relations.
The selected university (which we call Pacific Rim University or PRU) is a large
institution, operating on the west coast of the U.S. The university is committed to the policy
of internationalization and seeks to position itself among the top 20 universities of the
country in a very near future. Approximately 60 percent of its enrollment are undergraduate
students, an estimated 18 percent of whom are admitted through “legacy” preferences. PRU
also enrolls the largest number of international students at the university level. However, it
should be noted that less than a quarter of its undergraduates study in overseas programs in
comparison with half the undergraduates in peer universities (Institute of International
Education, 2007). The official ethnic breakdown of its undergraduate enrollment is 47
percent white, 21 percent Asian, 14 percent Hispanic, 6 percent Black, and (curiously listed
as an additional ethnic category), 9 percent international. PRU has many international
alumni, and in recent years has invested considerable effort to develop and expand those
connections. International students have their respective country association and they plan
annual events; in so doing, they bring international awareness to campus.
This study focused on PRU’s daily student newspaper, which we will call here the
Student Voice (or SV). We take the SV as the source of ideas and opinions regarding issues
of an international nature but also as a window into the events that comprise life outside the
classroom. Its self-description, posted on the Internet, states that the newspaper is
“continuously and constantly providing an atmosphere of free and responsible discussion and
intellectual exploration.” While the SV is managed by students, it is not an independent
newspaper and thus falls under the monitoring of the Unit of Student Publications within the
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Department of Student Affairs. The SV has a daily circulation of about 9,000 copies, in a
university that enrolls about 35,000 students. Each issue on the average comprises 16 pages,
although in times of abundant advertisements, it can reach 20 pages. Students can also see
the SV on the Internet and engage in feedback and exchanges of views through this means.
Reflecting the students’ voices are the editorials and articles written by the staff of the SV,
but also opinion letters, often written by students in international relations and political
science. The academic year 2007-08 was selected and the entire set of printed issues,
comprising 110 over the fall and spring semesters, was analyzed. That year was one of
intense and growing U.S. military involvement; revisiting the current events of that period
(August 2007 to June 2008), reports of suicide bombings and air strikes in Iraq and
Afghanistan dominated the international news.

METHODOLOGY
The study relies on content analysis. We examined editorials, articles written by PRU
students, unsigned commentary, articles written by syndicated columnists, opinion and news
articles, and letters to the editor. Also considered were advertisements for cultural events,
including movies, since they turned out to have significant international content. Individual
entries in the form of articles, editorials, letters to the editor, or ads served as the unit of
analysis; the entire text of the entries was analyzed. The aim was to report on all messages
that appeared in the student newspaper, although we considered most important those written
by current students, whether on the SV staff or not.
Content analysis of the entries included both quantitative and qualitative aspects: the
former involved the counting of articles containing key words such as “global” “world,” and
“international”; the latter meant reading the statements and coding their core meanings. Since
“the study of symbolic forms is fundamentally and inescapably a matter of understanding
and interpretation” (Thompson, 1990: 274), the coding procedure was carried out twice by
the researcher in order to ensure reliability of meaning extraction and occurrence of terms.
The study involved a combination of deductive and inductive qualitative approaches. We
adopted the following criteria in examining the written statements: (1) A very preliminary
step toward development of a global citizenship is coverage (and thus knowledge) of events
and situations in the various countries and regions of the world. (2) After identifying texts
with an international referent, we examined whether the issue is framed in such a way that
it reflects either concern for the welfare of other countries and their inhabitants or concern
for one’s actions vis-à-vis other countries. The range of issues was left open, although the
expectation was that economic, political, and social dimensions would be addressed. (3)
Last, we looked at how the writer expressed national or global responsibilities, rights, and
duties. Deductively, therefore, we examined whether international issues are framed in a way
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that expresses some form of solidarity with citizens of other countries and reflects a
consciousness that the world is one. Echoing Olssen’s criteria, we sought evidence of openmindedness, tolerance of diversity, and critical judgment in the texts; and consonant with
Reimers’s admonitions, we sought discussions of world history, geography, and international
relations. Also investigated was the regional and national coverage of the articles.
Inductively, we identified the key themes that emerged in the content analysis of the SV
articles. We were also sensitive to salient issues and problems about which silence was
expressed (i.e., nothing was said about them), since the erasure of some issues implies that
they are not considered important, which would affect the emergence (or not) of global
citizenship.

FINDINGS
Information with an international content is modest, accounting for approximately 5
percent of the total articles. International information is present in the student newspaper
through a diverse set of sources. International news comes to campus primarily through
nationally syndicated columns, which account for 27 percent of all international entries. Text
written by the students themselves appears in the form of country-focused articles, editorials,
and opinion letters; these account for 20 percent of the international entries. The countryfocused articles and opinion pieces presented a variety of facets: happenings or
developments in other nations, those relating to the U.S. abroad, and those taking place
within the university. Another significant source of international themes covered by students
is events on campus organized around a diverse set of issues (14 percent). Important, albeit
indirect, sources of international awareness are reviews of books and movies with an
international component, also written by students (8 percent). These reviews contribute a
cosmopolitan dimension that is probably absorbed less consciously than all other sources.
Ads for study abroad comprised 11 percent of the international entries and student reports
regarding study abroad represented another 11 percent. Ads with an international referent
accounted for 9 percent of the international entries. The number of articles with some
international reference per issue (including the syndicated articles) was 4.7. Since the body
of international data produced by the students was not very extensive, we use each entry in
its entirety to construct the narrative of this study.
The term “global” appeared rarely in the discussion, accounting for less than one
percent of the international entries. When the term was used, it was in phrases such as
“global warming.” One mention of “global” appeared in an article noting that Craigslist
enables us to “go global” by expanding access to many international posts who sell a large
variety of goods and services.
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Concern for Other Countries: The Primacy of Human Rights
At the beginning of the academic year, one article pondered the state of the world. It
observed that we no longer have a cold war, computers continue to improve communication,
and global warming is becoming an important issue. In that context, the article stated,
“Nobody can afford apathy toward any aspect of our underlying society or toward our
culture, ethics, government, relations at home and abroad” (September 12, 2007). The article
spoke of the need for a “responsible citizenship,” which it said should begin at home: “It
begins with wanting to know what’s going on and when, and why; with thinking for
yourself; with refusing to be manipulated by slogans and official handouts; with demanding
that political candidates concentrate on attacking problems instead of opponents; with
rejecting the types who offer nothing by charisma; and, above all, with abandoning the
notion that you as an individual can’t make a difference, that you don’t count.” This article,
of considerable depth, was not written by a student but by a writer-in-residence at PRU’s
School of Journalism. Later in the year, the same writer produced another article, which
came closest to a reflection on “global citizenship.” He was asked to respond to the question,
“What can we do about Myanmar and Darfur?” His essay reviewed many actions taken by
the U.S. government, and concluded: “Many of our fellow countrymen—and
women—believe that being 100 percent American means ‘Our Country Right or Wrong,’
whereas you and I prefer the motto to read ‘May Our country Never Be Wrong, but if she
is, let’s try to correct her.’” These two articles are the only ones that addressed directly the
concept of global citizenship and concomitant responsibilities. Although they were not
written by a student, they provided important arguments that, largely by virtue of their
appearance in the student newspaper, might well have affected some students.
Over the academic year, attention given to Africa considered problems in four
countries: Kenya, Zimbabwe, and Rwanda, (tragic events in Darfur were also covered, but
no mention was made of Sudan, the country in which it is located). Latin America was the
focus of only one article, dealing with Colombia.
Most student concern was focused on Asia, with considerable attention to China. First,
there were student opinions condemning its censorship of the Internet. China was described
as a “bona fide police state” and the U.S. was criticized for contributing hedge money to
fund Chinese surveillance companies. One article called this an instance of “corporate
irresponsibility,” noting that one company, China Security and Surveillance Technology, had
been approved for a listing on the New York Stock Exchange. The author of the article
stated, “Americans have a tendency to look the other way. Granted, it is not practical or even
possible for us to try and solve every country’s problems. After all, we have enough to deal
with on our own soil. But the least we can do is to make sure that we are not making
situations worse” (September 14, 2007). Concern was also expressed with China’s one-child
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policy, of which it was said: “The extreme measures that China has adopted should not be
treated as an ethical solution to the problem.”
Intense exchange among students occurred regarding the forthcoming Olympics in
China, a controversy that generated 12 student comments. One article advocated using the
Olympics to condemn China’s crackdown on Tibetan protestors advocating self-rule and
more democratic freedoms. The article reminded readers that when China bid for the
Olympics, it pledged to “advance the social agenda of China, including human rights.” The
debate that appeared in the SV was mostly among Chinese students, some apparently
international Chinese students, who argued that Tibet is actually protected by China, as
Tibetans “don’t need to pay income tax, have right to be educated free, from kindergarten
to college, free health insurance, and low-rate loans. China covers 93 percent of the Tibet
district fiscal expenditures.” Most voices called for boycotting the 2008 Olympics.
“Americans must send a clear message to China that cultural oppression and the denial of
religious freedom are not acceptable,” argued one student (April 17, 2008). Another
remarked that leaders of the UK, Germany, and the UN would not be attending the opening
ceremonies. A third one stated, “Do not compromise moral principles,” adding, “Our
hesitance shows that America will take no public moral stance. It shows that America is
apprehensive of the tensions to arise from a public reprimand to China. That American can
no longer stand on its own two feet. That America pathetically leans on China’s shoulders.
That we are leaders no more” (April 17, 2008). Other views held that the Olympic Games
should not be politicized and that there are many other places in the world to protest. A
Chinese student stated, “Mind your own business. U.S. has killed many civilians in Iraq and
has not signed Kyoto and has taken away lands from Indians.” A letter by a Chinese person,
possibly a PRU alum, labeled irresponsible the articles calling for boycotting the Beijing
Olympics: “If we care about human rights why reject the Kyoto Protocol, Iraqi people dying,
taking lands from Indians. What about Guantanamo Bay and secret financing of terrorist
groups in attempts to overthrow certain governments, double standards in dealing with
international human rights.”
Several articles appeared on Pakistan, primarily on its state of emergency. One article
argued that the U.S. “should stop pouring American taxpayers’ money down the throat of
military officials in Pakistan, both corrupt and otherwise.” Another article expressed distrust
of then Pt. Musharraf in respecting human rights, and reminded readers that he had been a
consistent recipient of U.S. arms deals (purchasing more than $5 billion in arms). The article
called for U.S. foreign policy to “step out of Cold War-era methodology and reorient its
priorities,” explaining thus: “When the White House says it seeks a ‘long-term relationship’
with a country by quenching its thirst for weaponry, we ought to recall the long-term
relationship the U.S. forged with Saddam Hussein after showering him with arms in the
1980s. We also shouldn’t forget our long-term relation with the Shah of Iran who was
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violently dethroned by his own people in 1979 only to give birth to the most vehement antiU.S. sentiments that persist to this day” (February 21, 2008).
Preoccupation with human rights in Myanmar was present in the SV. Articles on this
country deplored the government’s repression of Buddhist monks, observing that the military
regime benefited from investment by western oil companies, most notably Total and
Chevron. Similar concern with human rights was expressed in the case of Israel’s use of
collective punishment in Gaza. One article considered that ordering an end to all border
crossing into the Gaza Strip as a response to militant rocket attacks originating from the area
amounted to inhumane treatment of thousands of Palestinian civilians who are unaffiliated
with the groups responsible for the attack. References to Zimbabwe also expressed concern
with irregularities in the presidential election process and accused its current president of
political mismanagement and oppression.
Artistic expressions, such as film, theater, and art exhibits, were often used to convey
concern for conditions in other countries. The student newspaper critiqued a film on Darfur
by an assistant professor of screenwriting, who had produced “powerful sights of ruined
villages, all ash and dust.” The student who watched the film and reported on it wrote, “Our
media, like our government has failed us. In ‘Darfur Now,’ for all its flaws we see the
tragedy anew.” Another film, “Toward Darkness,” portrayed a kidnapping in Colombia. The
student reporting on it praised its depiction of the kidnapping in “a complex way, weaving
between characters to follow the emotional and physical complications that arise as the
viewer learns that every character has a crucial secret” (April 14, 2008).
In all, coverage of other countries expressed concern for their ability to ensure human
rights, defined as rights to free expression, physical protection, and civil protest, including
those of minority groups. W ider meanings of human rights, such as economic and social
rights, were not included. Some links between the ethnicity of the writer and the international
country of interest could be detected; often, it was students with non-Anglo last names who
expressed views on defense of Islam and China’s internal politics.

Criticism of the U.S. Government: The Need for Democratic Practices
We consider that a critique of one’s own government must be taken into account as
we examine the construction of a global citizenship. If one’s own government displays
features that are not democratic toward its own citizens, these behaviors are not conducive
to the emergence of a democratic citizenship on a global scale. In this regard, a number of
SV articles expressed criticism of the current U.S. government regarding both internal and
international affairs.
Critique of Domestic Practices. Frequent among the articles having an international
dimension were opinion pieces critical of domestic U.S. behaviors abridging freedoms or
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fostering corruption. The issue was raised when the House of Representatives, by a vote of
404 to 6, passed and sent to the Senate the Violent Radicalization and Homegrown Terrorism
Prevention Act of 2007, which, as the article reported, would investigate Americans who
“adopt or promote an extremist belief system” for the purpose of “planning or threatening
the use of force” in order to advance “political, religious or social change.” The article
deplored the Act, noting that it does not define what an “extremist belief system” is or what
it would mean to use “force,” thus giving the courts enormous leeway in applying it. The
article noted that it was currently under consideration in the Senate.
Another article critical of U.S. anti-democratic behaviors concerned the potential
government censorship of Wikileaks, a Website designed to enable whistleblowers to post
potentially incriminating government and corporate documents in a public online forum. The
article noted that Wikileaks has published more than 1.2 million documents, including the
“Standard Operating Procedures for Guantanamo Bay” and the U.S. “Rules of Engagement
for Iraq.” It also noted that the U.S. is the second country, after China, to censor Wikileaks.
This Internet site was described as seeking to “assist people of all regions who wish to reveal
unethical behavior in their governments and corporations. Free speech is the heart of
America, the lifeblood that defines real freedom. If Wikileaks is censored, it will taint the
whole notion of American freedom and the memories of all those who have preserved this
right for the last two centuries” (February 21, 2008).
A critique of U.S. behaviors toward the Japanese came through a review of a play
called “Okinawa,” a Japanese island that has hosted U.S. military bases since the end of
WWII. The play explored two cultures, and the points of divergence between whites and
Asians.” Also on the subject of Japan, the SV produced articles on the internment camp
Manzanar used in WWII for U.S. citizens of Japanese descent. In reply to this article, a
student argued that not only had Japanese Americans been interned but also German
Americans and Italian Americans, but did not elaborate.
Student voices were supportive of then presidential candidate Obama’s willingness to
hold bilateral talks with U.S. enemies, particularly Iran. An article stated, “If anything, it’s
naive to think that continuing to shun our enemies and refuse reasonable deliberation over
differences is beneficial to our country and the world community. It’s illogical, immature
and extremely counterproductive” (March 4, 2008). This article expressed shame about the
U.S. “current policy of selfish unilateralism.” “If you don’t want to live in a militarized
world, it’d be a good idea to take a closer look at your candidate’s view on world affairs and
the military—or at least who’s whispering in his or her ear.” Several readers responded to
this article, which was attacked for quoting something “from the looney left” and “not
understanding history.” This reply added, “You cannot talk or negotiate with some leaders.
We were trying to negotiate with Japan when they bomb[ed] Pearl Harbor.” Another student
rebuttal to the same article stated, “You think like a person who lives in a small, insignificant
country that no one really cares about. But the reality is, you live in the richest, most
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successful, hard working country in the world. You live in a country that many groups would
like to see destroyed, and its people slaughtered.”
Humorous yet sound was the debate that arose around an Absolut vodka commercial
that, in referring to “an Absolute World, depicted the Mexican border extending to the
Pacific Northwest and through the Southwest. The initial article of the debate stated,
It was a time before the U.S. claimed that Mexico invaded our territory and shed
American blood. In fact, the territory in question was very much in dispute because no
one had ever agreed on where M exico ended and Texas began. 1 5 W hen Mexico refused
to sell its North American territory, President James Polk sent troops hoping there might
be a skirmish that would give the U.S. a justification for war… . In the end, the Absolut
ad only reminded Mexicans of what everyone already knows: America has a long
history of taking land from the people who were there first… . The real issue with the
advertisement wasn’t the implication that Mexico wants to take military control of the
land but that Mexico has already started to do this by populating us with its emigrants
(April 9, 2008).

This article drew five extensive student comments. One called the article, “a far more
bigoted piece than most of the people it snidely attacks.” Another observed, “actually the
Indians were there first. U.S. bought the land from Mexico. If Mexicans are upset, they
should direct their anger at their government.” A third argued that, “At least parts of the
‘reconquest’ movement are known to be very racist, and advocate genocide of all non-brown
people.”
One article expressed criticism of U.S. individuals vis-à-vis the world, noting the
ecological footprint of the average Chinese citizen is 0.7 footprint compared with the average
American of 4.7.16 The article argued, “The simple fact that we consume so much more than
other nations makes us exceptionally large contributors to the global environmental deficit”
(March 10, 2008).
An issue that generated some exchange took aim at the U.S. border policy toward
Mexico. A student opinion stated that there was a need for a fair immigration policy. It
deplored that legislation had sped up the deportation process, meaning that it would not be
unusual for children to come home from school and find out they no longer have parents.
The article concluded: “The U.S. is faced with a choice: deport every illegal immigrant or
make legal immigration more accessible.” Following this article was another on the
increased presence of immigrants, remarking that one in every four American children is

15

The author erroneously draws a distinction between Mexico and Texas, failing to recognized that Texas
(colonized in 1982) was part of New Spain and thus, upon independence, Mexico.
16
The ecological footprint is a measure of human use of natural resources. It compares human demand
on nature with the earth’s ability to regenerate resources.
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being born for a foreign-born mother. The writer of this article stated, “Assimilation of
second-generation Americans is growing as a critical issue in American culture, as the nation
becomes dominated by immigrants and children raised in two cultures” (November 7, 2007).
The article called for sensitivity for cultural differences, stating, “This new America is
adjusting to its changing citizens, the children of multiple backgrounds. Embracing this new
society will ultimately lift us above our previous struggles and allow us to more efficiently
connect with foreign nations.” However, another student view argued that the U.S. is losing
its competitive age due to non-enforcement of immigration laws.
Critique of International Policies. A number of articles criticized the U.S. policies
toward four countries, three in the Middle East and one in Africa. Iraq was the object of
several articles. One article deplored the “pursuit of oil in Iraq at the expense of soldiers” and
argued, “we should instead use our taxes to find alternative fuels.” Another article expressed
support for current demonstrations against the American invasion and occupation of Iraq,
but was critical of the way “demonstrators are putting on white masks and loitering in front
of the White House” while some 500 protesters in San Francisco appeared in full costume.
The article recognized the need to protest the war but advised, “When average Americans
see protesters, they often dismiss them as wild radicals. They don’t see the issue—they see
a young adult who is passionate about nothing more than making noise and disrupting the
peace” (March 25, 2008).
Also on the Iraq war was an article that quoted a Pew Research Center report that “as
news coverage of the war has diminished, so too has public interest in news about Iraq.” The
article added,
It is disingenuous now to suggest the press is simply following the public’s lead
regarding the war. Yet, it’s hard for Americans to continue caring about a war when it’s
not affecting them and they’re not hearing about it. It’s impossible for the media to
claim innocence on the part of Americans’ apathy toward the war. It’s part of a larger
issue that concerns a country fighting a war that, for the most part, doesn’t affect its
citizens. It’s no wonder that this war has no end in sight— Americans have no reason to
confront its atrocities when it’s barely touching their daily lives. To the majority, it’s not
even newsworthy (April 8, 2008).

This article drew sharp rebuttal as another student charged that the comments were
“trying to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory,” adding:
Just keep following the left’s example of letting the UN and European Union negotiate
with Iran and eventually a small military attack that we could carry out now will be a
huge undertaking costing many more lives. At least the right is trying to do something
and actually killing terrorists. The left is completely incompetent, has accomplished
nothing and killed not one terrorist.
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Another article observed that the presence of the U.S. in Iraq feeds the aggression of
radical sentiments and that al-Qaeda has little to do with these developments: “So long as
U.S. forces remain in Iraq, we’ll continue to embolden Islamic extremists with our
occupation. On the other hand, as many have noted, the U.S. forces are the glue that’s
holding the nation together.… But that’s not to say that the U.S. continued military presence
is by any means justified. It never was and never will be.” The article accused the U.S.
government of not serving “the needs of the Iraqi people.”
The SV also had criticism of U.S. involvement in Iran. An article reminded the reader
that the U.S. was instrumental years ago in setting up a Western-friendly leader on the
Iranian throne and that, to do so, it had replaced a democratically elected administration with
Reza Shah Pahlavi (April 15, 2008). One article on Saudi Arabia reported that Pt. Bush was
now visiting Saudi King Abdullah, who was considered a close U.S. ally even though the
Saudi government is the ninth most authoritarian regime in the world. It mentioned that
Amnesty International and the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights have
been critical of the Saudi legal system and its past human rights record. The article argued
that Bush was hypocritical in calling Saddam Hussein a brutal dictator with ties to terrorism
but then signing a $20 billions dollars arms deal with the Saudis.
Another article in the SV was critical of U.S. non-intervention in Rwanda, arguing that
American intervention could have prevented the genocide in that country: “The U.S. was
aware [the Rwanda genocide] was going on and didn’t do anything to try to help. So in some
way, we in our country are implicated in this, and I think that makes it very important for us
to learn about how we might have responded differently, and saved lives potentially” (March
6, 2008).
The critique of international policies deplored both action and inaction on the part of
the U.S. government. Most of the attention was placed on Middle East countries, where the
U.S. government was charged with having abandoned democratic principles to pursue
instead a narrow self-interest. Articles critical of U.S. policies were not frequent but they did
invoke a wider application of democratic practices. They deplored the absence or twisted
nature of a number of U.S. policies; they also criticized the U.S. government for being unfair
to other countries. Some of the articles connected undemocratic practices to national selfinterest but the tension between self-interest and respecting/treating others fairly was out of
the debate.

Democratic Life at PRU
During the academic year, four university-based political issues were covered by the
SV. These events mobilized narrow sectors of the community and, although they created a
good deal of debate, they did not last very long.
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The first issue concerned a decision by PRU administrators to subject all unscheduled
demonstrations of 10 or more persons to disciplinary action against the organization and/or
individuals organizing it. The administrators’ decision also eliminated a central space in the
university as an area for free speech. Student voices in favor of demonstrations argued that
students had a right to protest and compared the restricted speech at PRU with dictatorial
regimes in Zimbabwe and Burma.
The second issue concerned a controversy about the Vietnamese flag. This event
generated by far the largest number of exchanges during the year, totaling 24 entries.
Vietnamese-American students had observed that among the international flags at PRU was
the flag of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and wanted to bring it down because “it did not
represent them.” Various student positions were printed, with the Vietnamese Americans
decrying the Vietnamese flag choice and the international students from Vietnam arguing
for its legitimacy. Students from various ethnicities used this event to interject their concern
about campus life. The university position was that the flags being flown in that area of
campus represented flags of the countries and territories where international students come
from. A meeting between students, faculty, and administrators took place several weeks
later. At that time, it was agreed that both cultural and political representations were valid.
The Vietnamese flag remained; it was not clear where the Vietnamese-American
flag—which was described as a community flag—would be displayed. This event was
essentially a clash between Vietnamese and Vietnamese-American students.
The third issue concerned written protests, mostly by German faculty and alumni,
about the closing of the German Department without the knowledge of its own faculty (April
14, 2008). Article’s authors deplored that “despite German being an official language in the
European Union, NATO, and other international institutions,” it would no longer be taught
at PRU. One author held that PRU is “an entity that thinks only of the bottom line and little
else.” The last controversy of the year concerned events organized by the Armenian
Graduate Student Association and the Armenian Student Association in April, honoring the
Armenian genocide victims. Some students—possibly Turkish—disrupted a memorial that
consisted of 1,500 carnations in honor of the estimated 1.5 million victims of the genocide.
Students, scholars, and musicians participated in the one-hour ceremony, the culmination of
a weeklong effort to raise awareness about the Armenian culture’s past. Students from the
PRU Turkish Student Association were also at this event, claiming that it was all Armenian
propaganda. The written debate posted in the SV, which involved four but very extensive
comments, pitted Armenian against Turkish students, with the latter arguing that everybody
suffered after WWII and there was no proof the Turkish government had the intent of
exterminating Armenians.
These internal political issues were brief in duration and characterized by exchanges
only between the most directly involved persons. They also took place without clear
resolution because the protests around them did not culminate in success for the organizers.
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The underlying lesson regarding these events would seem to be that political mobilization,
although an attribute of active citizenship, does not necessarily end in goal attainment.
In addition to the political issues cited above, university life comprised a number of
events with an international dimension, for which three main organizers could be identified:
students, faculty, and administrators. Various artistic expressions characterized these events,
including poetry, songs, photographic exhibits, and movies. All this suggests the importance
of indirect methods in the production of images, representations, and notions of global
citizenship.
Events organized by student groups. The SV reflected student group involvement in
a number of events throughout the year. These PRU groups included: the College
Republicans, Students for Justice in Palestine, the Political Student Assembly (non partisan),
the International Coalition against Genocide, and the Association of Public Scholars, which
provides a general forum on public democracy.
Early in the academic year one such event was on microfinancing sponsored by PRU’s
Program Board (the programming branch of PRU’s undergraduate student government) and
Globus (a business student organization), who sponsored the event because they “want[ed]
students to be more informed about international business practices and the cultures that
influence them” (October 8, 2007). This event brought to campus a movie actress, Natalie
Portman, who spoke to an unusually large audience—more than 1,200 students and faculty.
Portman argued that micro-loans are a way to increase economic and social mobility and
empower their mostly female recipients.
Students demonstrated significant concern for the environment, especially the dangers
of global warming. A rather large group of students celebrated Earth Hour by turning off
lights in students’ dorms, apartments, and houses, an event designed to promote global
warming awareness and unite environmental activists across the world. The article
announcing the event noted that students today use a lot more energy than their counterparts
20 years ago.
The College Republicans organized the Islamo-Fascism [sic] Awareness week, stating
that the objective was “to promote awareness of a radical, politicized sect of Islam that has
perverted the teachings and principles of their religion into a breeding ground for terrorism,
violence, and oppression.” The event generated discussion in the SV, with some students
observing that the event rather “promotes intolerance and draws suspicion” and the
organizers replying that it promotes democracy by noting such issues as the treatment of
women in patriarchal societies like the Middle East. Ann Coulter, a conservative Republic
commentator, appeared as part of Islamo-Fascism Awareness week.
Another event, co-organized by the Levantine Cultural Center, based in Los Angeles,
and Students for Justice in Palestine and the Political Student Assembly, made it possible to
bring to campus a Palestinian Hip Hop group, DAM, author of a hit single, “Who’s the
Terrorist?” This group performed in The Poetry of Peace, the final event for Middle East
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Awareness Week. A characteristic of DAM was reported to be its lyrics “controversial and
always upfront and honest.” An example of these lyrics that appeared in the corresponding
article said: “I am not against peace. Peace is against me. It’s going to destroy me.”
An example of how music was utilized to bring about consciousness of the Other
appears in the work of a musical band of PRU graduates, class of 2005, who had created a
group to produce an iTunes album, “Band Together: To Fight Measles.” This album sought
to make a contribution to the Measles Initiative, a consortium of international organizations
that have partnered with the Red Cross and are committed to fighting and preventing measles
worldwide. The news coverage about this musical group remarked on the vulnerability of
Third World countries, particularly Asia and Africa, to malnutrition, poverty, and lack of
access to health care, making measles one of the highest rates of preventable childhood
mortality. The article, therefore, expressed concern for the welfare of people all over the
world, with a definition of welfare focused on the health dimension.
Events organized by faculty. Several activities organized by faculty members were
reported in the SV. These events had the objective of raising consciousness about problems
and conditions in the world. The Academic Culture Assembly hosted a forum to discuss the
genocide in Darfur as part of “Fight On for Darfur” week. At this forum, a panelist
recognized Darfur’s resources in water, oil, and natural gas as crucial to the current conflict.
Another panelist asked for consociational federalism as a form by which to organize
representation of all groups (April 16, 2008). No major consensual views were drawn from
this event.
The academic unit that emerges most active in international issues is the School of
Communication, organizing two events during the academic year. First, it arranged an
exhibit comprising winning photographs from World Press Photo, the world’s largest and
most prestigious photojournalism competition. Images of diverse subjects, ranging from the
catastrophic reality of war to the beauty and violence of nature. Although the university was
one of three locations in the U.S. selected for the exhibit, the SV reported that an audience
of only 22 persons showed up at the opening ceremony. Participants had the opportunity to
ask questions and comment on what they saw. Students present at the exhibition said looking
at the features images “made them more aware of domestic and international affairs, and
helped them see past their own stable, comfortable lifestyle.” The second event organized
by School of Communication was an exhibit of Life magazine, covering the period 19201970. The exhibit was organized in collaboration with the University of Erfurt, Germany.
Regarding its content, it was said to have “marked a new era of reporting news, with pictures
accompanying words and vice versa.”
Events organized by administrators. Judging from the prevalence of these events, all
reported in SV, it would seem that administrators play a very active role in organizing events
with an international component covering a diverse set of issues.
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PRU received an award for establishing the first graduate degree program in public
diplomacy in the country (combining communication and international relations). For this,
the Center on Public Diplomacy, created in response to the Sept. 11 attacks, received one of
four Benjamin Franklin awards given by the U.S. government. PRU’s Center on Public
Diplomacy and its Center for International Studies organized a conference on the purpose
and intent of the U.S. Africa Command or AFRICOM—a military headquarters to assist 53
African countries to create stability within their societies and promote their economic and
political growth established one year ago by Pt. Bush. Several panelists expressed fear that
AFRICOM may promote U.S. self-interests and draw Africa into the U.S. War on Terror.
With the collaboration of the university, the British Embassy organized a contest
entitled “Click for Change. Educate Africa.” The purpose of the contest was to gather
“student ideas to inspire global change” and to manipulate the media to convince people and
their governments to meet the Millennium Development Goals.
Reading the various events at PRU, one could observe the role of music, film, and
theater in the portrayal of international issues. At the beginning of the spring semester, the
university arranged for a concert by Ladysmith Black Mambazo, an all-male Zulu choral
group from South Africa that performs traditional music. According to the article
announcing the concert, “The group’s message transcends race and nationality, and its basic
and elemental vocal style is what makes the musicians so universally appealing” (February
25, 2008). PRU also celebrated a Nikkei’s Week of Remembrance. An article reviewed the
film Pilgrimage, shown during that week, characterizing it as a powerful film that showed
the experiences of survivors and other Japanese Americans in establishing the annual
tradition of traveling to Manzanar (one of 11 relocation camps) on the last Saturday of April.
Its filmmaker was quoted as saying: “The [U.S.] government knew it was wrong; otherwise
they wouldn’t have put these camps in these remote places. Just like people know what’s
going on in Guantanamo Bay right now is wrong” (February 26, 2008). As part of the
President’s Distinguished Lecture Series, broadcaster Tom Brokaw was invited. He
reminded his audience that,
When we were fighting in Vietnam, people were conscious of it everyday. Now here,
at this hour, we’re not aware of what’s going on in Afghanistan…. We need to let [the
current college generation] know that life is not virtual. They need to learn to take their
hands off the keyboard, and learn that problems cannot be solved by hitting delete. Global
warming cannot be solved by hitting backspace (April 18, 2008).

Gender Issues
We argued at the beginning of this paper that respect for the Other would have to
include positions that are against sexism and racism. While we did not find positions against
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racism, several did address gender issues. Several articles covered aspects that can be linked
to the development and defense of citizenship among women. First among these was the
reporting of “Take Back the Night,” an annual event. This event seems to have been
coordinated by the Office of Women but with substantial support from women student
groups. As part of this event, students collected signatures for a petition urging Congress to
pass the International Violence Against Women Act, which would provide funding for local
women’s organizations overseas and help end violence against women in foreign countries.
According to the article, such an act would be the first time the U.S. passed a gender-based
international initiative, which could integrate programs concerned with ending domestic and
sexual violence against women into foreign support packages. A student who signed the
petition was quoted as saying, “It’s something that gets overlooked a lot, and should be seen
as basic human rights, not just women’s rights” (April 2, 2008). Another article depicted the
existence of a women’s group in India, the Pink Ladies, who are struggling to fight
corruption and protect women. Active in Bada, one of the poorest regions of India, the Pink
Ladies were said to defend untouchables and women by marching in protest and beating
those who commit injustices. The article observed, “As Americans, it seems we would be
applauding these people; after all, this is exactly what we stand for: life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. Or has that become a concept we’re willing only to apply within our
own borders?”
Another article reported on a woman poet, known as the “lyrical terrorist,” who had
been convicted and sentenced under Britain’s Terrorism Act of 2000. According to the court
that sentenced her, her poems were “documents likely to be used for terrorism, the
possession of which is prohibited in the United Kingdom.” The article deplored that forms
of poetry can now be considered a terrorist act. The student newspaper also had articles
criticizing Saudi Arabia for being the only country in the world where women were not
allowed to drive. This article included some discussion of how education, economic
independence, and health care enable women to decide to have fewer children.
Finally, there was an article reporting on the “emo” revolution in Mexico. This
revolution was described as being led by men who use eyeliner and mascara. The article
protested the violence against emo activities, which were characterized as “vicious acts of
macho stupidity” representing deep homophobia.
While several articles deplored the attacks on human rights in several countries, only
one article actually called for action. This was an article reporting on women in Myanmar
who were using their panties to intimidate the military government. Reportedly the generals
in power are very superstitious and believe women’s underwear drains men of their power.
The article reported on the movement “Panties for Peace,” which, by using humor and satire,
was helping to create political change. The article asked PRU students to ship undergarments
to Myanmar embassies, observing that this campaign was already in effect in Australia,
Singapore, Thailand, and across Europe. Students were invited to sign petitions to Congress
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and the president urging the U.S. to take action, and to attend rallies and sit-ins in connection
to Myanmar’s conditions: “The U.S. and its people are envied all over the world for the
freedom that is theirs to exercise, as well as for the power they hold to influence world
politics. We must use this power now to correct an injustice we have committed, and to
attain a position worthy of respect” (November 5, 2007).

Discursive Absences
While the various articles with an international component refer to Asia and to a lesser
degree to Africa, there is almost a complete absence of reference to Latin America, except
for the film that dealt with kidnappings in Colombia and the article dealing with the border
problem with Mexico cited above. The concern for Asia and Africa were about human rights
violations. In the context of a global citizenship, it can certainly be argued that regard for the
Other is essential. Human rights are important attributes of democratic daily life;
consequently, the SV’s coverage could be said to include a crucial dimension of citizenship.
However, other dimensions of citizenship are also important—those pertaining to the
economic and political arenas.
SV coverage of conditions in developing countries, particularly those in Africa, often
highlighted the vulnerability of such countries to poverty, child nutrition, infant mortality,
and disease. The image of the Third World that was constantly depicted was of a helpless
region with little future. The voices expressed in the SV did not address questions of
economic exploitation of developing countries or asymmetries among countries and world
regions. By highlighting human rights, the implicit messages were that other aspects are less
crucial components of citizenship and that, at least in terms of human rights, the U.S. is a
model country. Frequent criticism of the U.S. government was noted. Such criticism,
however, centered on U.S. links with undemocratic countries. In very few instances were
economic aspects of those relationships underscored; this this was the case in some
discussions of Iraq and Burma. The environmental problems, particularly global warming,
received attention; yet the contribution of the U.S. to such conditions was not examined, with
the exception of two articles during the year.

CONCLUSIONS
Taking the student newspaper as a source of political socialization about citizenship
values and as a reflection of PRU’s activities with an international component, it can be said
that the students did show concerns linked to a global citizenship. Views oscillated between
progressive and conservative, usually with the progressive voice expressed by the
newspaper’s own writers and the conservative position manifested in the letters to the editor.
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The fact that many of the students writing articles with an international component were
majoring in international relations and political science suggests the use of the campus
newspaper as a testing ground for the development of communication skills and the
expression of one’s political views.
The issues that received the most international attention can be categorized under
human rights. These rights focused on freedom, particularly the freedom of expression and
to lesser extent the rights to free determination by minority groups. By implication, it could
be argued that the articles recognized only the political and civic rights of citizenship; in
contrast, economic rights of other countries and the responsibility of the U.S. in ensuring
those rights did not come up for discussion. Since reference to other countries tended to be
in the context of their poor human rights performance or the deplorable condition of their
population, particularly in terms of health, the SV articles do not present the idea of the Other
as countries or citizens with positive traits or capabilities. The depiction of a world with
many vulnerable and needy countries would not seem to foster a comprehensive global
citizenship on the basis of which a community of equals could be built. The various articles
on international issues seldom addressed concerns of power, hierarchy, and asymmetric
relations. Moreover, the discussion of human rights usually took the form of rights that other
governments were denying to their citizens. Discussion of rights that deemed insignificant
by central powers, such as those regarding international migration or fairer terms of trade,
were relatively absent; thus, the development of shared responsibilities and the necessity to
relinquish some of our advantages were not being promoted by the student newspaper.
On the other hand, the student voices expressed concern about any measures that
would reduce freedom within the U.S. and tended to be critical of U.S. military interventions
in various parts of the world. This could be taken as the emergence of a more reflective
attitude among students that may eventually lead to the development of a critical
consciousness about one’s own country—an attribute that may serve to delink citizenship
from a particular state and move individuals to recognize the need for greater and fairer
connections among countries.
Through the SV, PRU students were made aware of international issues since these
came to the fore for discussion; yet, most news articles were presented without debate. The
debate that did occur is relatively minimal and seldom carried across consecutive issues.
Significantly, events that had specific enactment objectives were described without closure;
following an SV report on a specific issue of that sort there was seldom any follow-up. The
case that sparked the most debate concerned internal university affairs: the controversy about
the Vietnamese flag, which drew 24 comments. Second in attention was the debate about the
Olympics to be held in China, which drew 12 comments. The war in Iraq, important as it is
to U.S. reputation and as a fledgling democratic state, was brought to the attention of the
students four times during the year in the form of editorial opinions but did not generate any
significant debate among students. Issues dealing with the environment attracted equal
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attention as those dealing with Iraq— also four articles. Coincidentally, a study in the UK on
representations of student teachers (Ivinson, 2000) also found an emphasis on the ecology
and environmental issues. This would suggest that issues of direct relevance to industrialized
countries but which do not involve a major controversy regarding one’s own nation are
preferred. Thus, again, there seemed to be little consciousness of the role of economics and
power relationships in affecting global outcomes.
In the development of the global citizenship culture within PRU, three sets of actors
participate: students, university administrators, and faculty. The student newspaper expresses
the views of students but it also describes activities sponsored by administrators, and to a
much lesser degree also by faculty. The latter two are responsible for some significant
initiatives in which students participate and about which students report.
As a whole, major international issues, unfortunately, tended to be superficially
touched, without discussion of how the U.S.—and other central powers—are implicated in
their existence and maintenance. The scattered set of topics addressed and their brief analysis
were not entirely conducive to the emergence of a larger or coherent representation of the
world and the demands that a global society would make on the international status quo. This
is a strong reminder that globalization, and particularly global citizenship, poses challenges
to political theory as it demands the development of a new politics of redistribution and
recognition (Andersen & Siim, 2004). The coverage of gender issues did suggest solidarity
with the plight of women in some parts of the world, and the debate about the environment
reflected a similar preoccupation. Nonetheless, on aggregate, it could be asserted that global
citizenship in terms of mutual responsibilities was not significantly fostered by the student
newspaper’s messages. While important issues were touched indirectly through the reviews
of films, theater, and art exhibits, it is unclear how many of these may have expanded the
students’ mindsets. Although PRU students may be able to draw connections that lead to
notions and feelings of global citizenship, the process seems too amorphous and weak to
ensure such a development. On the other hand, student voices and some events reflected
considerable criticism of the U.S. government policies toward several countries in the world.
We consider that self-criticism, especially when the country involved is a major world
power, is a precursor to the development of a global citizenship. The question is: will this
be channeled into a new world vision?
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TWO O NLINE N EWSROOMS
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This study examines online news production through a cross-national
comparative ethnography of two newsrooms: The Chicago Tribune in Chicago,
Illinois and El Norte in Monterrey, Mexico. The researcher looks specifically
at the extent of collaborative group work in the online newsroom among
journalists in their daily news tasks. In particular, the study investigates the
collaborative behavior of the journalists to show how this helps the online
newsroom operate efficiently, assists in the communication processes among
staff, and results in a different form of journalism production.
Keywords: workgroups, online journalism, collaboration, news production,
newsroom

T

oday’s journalism industry is undergoing many changes. In recent years, newspaper
organizations in particular have been hit hard in terms of losing resources, staff and revenue.
In particular, losses can be directly seen from the content and organizational side.
From the content side, newspapers are reducing the number of pages or amount of
space devoted to the news, spending less effort to cover specific topics or issues and
eliminating beats. From the organizational side, news operations are converging or
combining their departments to help reduce costs and improve news production processes.
All of this can impact the quality of the journalism produced and presented to the public.
Despite these changes, newsrooms are becoming collaborative environments where
journalists are working with multiple resources, artifacts, and people during the course of a
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day. In this collaborative environment, the informal and/or formal group structure of work
can potentially arise. If a group structure can succeed in the newsroom, the quality and
production of the journalism may turn out to be different in these challenging times for the
industry. In addition, it may demonstrate new forms of work and communication among the
journalists.
This is a case study of the online newsrooms at The Chicago Tribune and El Norte to
show how the group work structure helps the newsrooms to operate efficiently, assist in the
communication process among staff, and result in a different form of journalism production.
Through an ethnographic approach with participant observation and interviews, the
researcher identified how The Chicago Tribune’s and El Norte’s online newsrooms do
support an informal group work structure that facilitates collaboration among the journalists
when they produce news for the website.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Before addressing the results, it is necessary to review the macro and micro approaches
to the study of organizational theory and newsroom structure accordingly. The combination
of reviewing the literature from these two perspectives helps us to formulate the argument
for the need to focus on the workgroup structure in the newsroom operation since this study
focuses on two online newsrooms from two different countries that base their operations on
a western model of journalism and business model. These two macro and micro approaches
discussed in this section have universal appeal and application to the newsrooms under
examination.
Organizational theory has consisted of several schools of thought which range from
“classical” to “cultural.” During the last century, another school of thought emphasized the
behavior of individuals in the organization or “human relations.” Not until the 1930s did the
human relations aspect of the equation become a field of study. This change was attributed
to Mayo (1933) and his colleagues of the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric Company.
His work examined the relations between work conditions and the incidents of fatigue in
workers and recognized a larger influence, particularly in the social organization of the
workgroup. His study later influenced Drucker (1959) and McGregor (1960). Thus,
organizational behavior “is the actual behavior of individuals and groups in and around
purposeful organizations” (p.1) and “is one of several frameworks or perspectives on what
makes an organization work” (Ott, Parkes & Simpson, 2003, p.2).
When investigating the news organization, many scholars have examined the routines
of journalists revealed that news production relies on a process that is individually led and
hierarchical in structure. By hierarchical, they mean a top-down management structure of
editors who instruct reporters on what news to cover and on how it will be presented. This
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structure has its roots in gatekeeping, defined as an individual or an editor having the control
over what goes in the news (White, 1950; Geiber 1956; Snider, 1967). This form of work,
particularly from the standpoint of how and what news is published, helps to describe a part
of the culture that has an individualistic versus a collective focus of work. For example,
White (1950) showed the influences of the gatekeeper function were based on his or her
experiences, attitudes, and expectations he or she brought to the job and how this impacted
the selected news (White, 1950; Snider, 1967).
In addition, scholars also identified an assembly-line process in the newsroom, an
important discovery because previous research did not enumerate a news production process
in this manner. This also proved to be an important finding for newsroom culture because
it demonstrates the organizational “systems” approach to a workplace that ignores the
“human” element that contributes to the culture in an organization. Bantz, McCorkle, and
Baade (1977) identified an assembly-line process. The newswork was categorized into five
steps: story ideation, task assignment, gather and structure materials, assemble materials, and
presentation (Bantz, McCorkle, & Baade, 1977). This assembly line process created a neverending and stale cycle of media content (Gans, 1979) as well as limited content diversity (i.e.
the same kinds of stories were being covered and published) and created issues (i.e. quick
turn-over of employees in the company due to lack of opportunities among employees) with
staff retention and loyalty.
In revisiting organizational theory, aside from the individual or hierarchical-led
approach mentioned earlier, the behavior of the individual became an area of study when
scholars began to look at group structure and its dynamics in the organization through the
contributions of Lewin (1947) in the 1930s and the others. Drucker (1959) and McGregor
(1960) stated that the notion of organizations functioning by individual contributions was
no longer applicable. Cartwright and Zander (1953, 1960, 1968) in Group Dynamics,
identified several perspectives to studying groups. According to Cartwright and Zander
(1953, 1960, 1968) the notion of group dynamics was a contribution by Lewin (1947) as
well as several others — including the development of social group work, group
psychotherapy, education, and administration (the management of large organizations).
These works established the importance of groups in the workplace and how they could be
analyzed.
Hackman and Oldham (1980) identified that in some cases the tasks required in the
workplace had to be done by a group. They acknowledged groups can combine contributions
to make a product better than if completed alone. They focused particularly on the task,
composition and norms of the group and creating the conditions that will lead to team
effectiveness (p.189). Over time this focus would shift. One contribution came from Janis
(1971), who extensively studied the concept of groupthink and how a group that seeks to be
non-conflictive and cohesive may make decisions hastily, without considering consequences.
This can then lead to poor decisions, lowered performance or mistakes. This landmark study
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influenced others to investigate the performance of decisions and tasks within the team
structure.
Katzenbach and Smith (1993) helped to define the structure and purpose of a team as
“a small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a common
purpose, performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually
accountable” (p.45).
Over time, various perspectives on teams in the overall organization were proposed.
These proposals included the works by Galegher, Kraut and Egido (1990), who focused on
the knowledge sharing between individuals in teams, whereas Osburn, Moran, Musselwhite,
Zenger and Perrin (1990) centered on the self-directed work team and self-managing teams
(Wageman, 1997) that could operate and run on their own without additional supervision in
the performance and completion of tasks. Others (Fischer & Boynton, 2005) identified the
role of the virtuoso team and how this kind of team plays by different rules. These virtuoso
teams focus on the individual versus collective contribution, and the team focuses on ideas
instead of tasks. These virtuoso teams have to work together in close proximity, and seek to
exceed expectations of the customer and/or market (p.121). Many of these findings
contradicted the notions of the traditional team. However, these studies all articulated the
differences in the use of a team and its ability to help organizations complete tasks.
Revisiting the scholarship of news organizations, the concept of using teams and team
reporting in the U.S. print newsroom began to spread in the latter part of the last century.
This team approach was introduced by the work of Buck Ryan and Mario Garcia in the
1990s (Reason, 1997). By 1995, several U.S. newsrooms used teams and team reporting
(Stepp, 1995) in restructuring their news production processes. These processes aimed to
flatten hierarchies with less middle management, to decentralize power away from
departments and sections, and to reorganize news and copy desks (Stepp, 1995, pp.29-30).
Scholars then began to investigate the implications, particularly from the perspective of
autonomy, performance, and quality of the news product. For example, once part of a team,
the level of autonomy that journalists experience can affect the individual journalist and the
news production process, particularly the power and autonomy in the kind of work done and
the stories covered (Hansen, Neuzil & Ward,1999), the harm to the individual journalist’s
creativity (Neuzil, Hansen & Ward, 1999), and teamwork’s effectiveness and rewards
(Thornton, 2006). One might think that the number of additional journalists involved would
impact communication and the quality of the news story, but scholars surprisingly have not
found negative effects, including the lack of communication among team members,
journalists being unaware of their team responsibilities (Hansen, Neuzil & Ward, 1999) and
the negative influence of management on the news product (Endres, Schierhorn &
Schierhorn, 1999).
Despite this approach of the team by both journalism and organization communication
scholars, the notion of the workgroup would regain importance. By 1997, Bennis published
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an article about the notion of groups’ ability to perform better at tasks than individuals, a
notion that once again would place the structure of the group at the forefront of scholarly
study of the organization (p. 29).
Thus, the workgroup originally studied by Lewin (1947) in the 1930s resurfaced as a
structure requiring analysis of the performance and the completion of multiple tasks. This
led to the natural progression of how scholars would understand how people worked in an
organization and how collaboration became a logical part of how tasks could be done in the
workplace. Collaboration was not necessarily called as such in previous studies instead, as
the concepts of “cooperation” and “collective work.”
Deutsch (1949) identified in his study of psychology students the effects of
cooperation and of competition and its relation to dependency. He found that group
productivity can result when the members are cooperative rather than competitive (See
Deutsch in Cartwright & Zander, 1968, p. 482). Drucker (1959) also proposed, but did not
directly define, collaboration in that he stated the individual working alone for the
organization is no longer the norm” (p.xi). McGregor (1960) also alluded to collaboration
in discussing how it can be achieved between individuals and the potentials of teamwork in
completion of tasks.
Despite the implicit identification of collaboration by Drucker (1959) and McGregor
(1960), we can consider the definition of the collaborative work environment by Kraus
(1984) that has similar aims of Drucker (1959) and McGregor (1960). “Collaboration is a
cooperative venture based on shared power and authority. It is nonhierarchical in nature. It
assumes power based on a knowledge or expertise as opposed to power based on role or role
function” (Kraus, 1984, p. 19). A collaborative organization utilizes shared power,
participative decision-making, is nonhierarchical, focuses on functions not roles, operates
as an open system, recognizes ongoing processes for feedback, evaluation and modification,
and fosters interdependence (Kraus, 1984, pp.20-21)
Workplace collaboration has been defined by some (Cross, Martin, & Weiss, 2006)
as a way of managing the networks of individuals in the organization more effectively from
an economic perspective by the relationships, the costs and the benefits of the interactions
between these networks and how value can be created as a result of these networks of
individuals. A recent report (Bryan, Matson & Weiss, 2007) proposed that informal social
networks of individuals in the workplace can contribute to more knowledge and to more
information sharing and make it a more collaborative work environment.
However, a work environment is not without problems and conflict. In a noncollaborative environment, conflict arises from a top-down management structure where
employees compete for status, prestige and power (via a different position, more
responsibility or recognition in their job) in the organization. Whereas in a collaborative
work environment, conflict arises from legitimate differences where employees relinquish
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control of others in the workplace and both commit and invest in the organization, not the
self (Kraus, 1984, p.193).
Evans and Wolf (2005) argued that high-performance organizations can achieve
collaboration with a combination of managerial techniques and a community of sharing
information. They suggested collaboration can be achieved by deploying collaborative
technology, by keeping work visible to everyone, by building communities of trust within
the organization, by thinking modularly instead of linearly, and by encouraging group versus
individual structures within the organization (p. 99). Recently, Gratton and Erickson (2007)
found that collaboration among teams can be achieved but often the characteristics of the
team such as size, location of participation (virtual or not), diversity, and the specialized
skills and knowledge of the team members actually can hinder the team’s working
collaboratively. In their analysis of 55 large teams of multinational companies that included
two media companies (BBC and Reuters) they identified eight factors that can facilitate
successful collaboration that include open floor plans, management reflecting collaborative
behavior that is visible to others in the organization as well as supporting mentoring and
coaching within the organization among some of the key factors (p. 104).
As mentioned earlier, the macro approach of reviewing organizational theory helps to
show how organizational communication and behavior suggest that collaboration consists
of a horizontal line of authority; it focuses on functions versus roles, and decision-making
as well as responsibilities that are shared. This collaboration can be achieved and can help
an organization to perform better and more efficiently. On the other hand, it also can cause
more conflict and confusion. The scholarship also suggests collaboration can be
implemented within a team structure, but this may not be ideal for the workgroup. In
addition, the micro approach of examining the gatekeeper routinization, assembly-line
format and team reporting structures at news organizations suggest the narrow perspective
of how newsrooms have been investigated from the perspective of the individual in a
hierarchical system. As mentioned earlier, these two approaches have universal application
to the two newsrooms in this study because of the common western model of journalism and
business operations they practice. It is then necessary to identify whether these connections
between the workgroup and collaboration can be identified in the two newsrooms. Thus, this
study will ask the following question:
How does a group structure serve as a facilitator in collaboration in the workplace
in the online newsroom when members work and communicate on tasks together rather than
acting individually?
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OPERATIONALIZATION OF CONCEPTS
Before addressing the specifics of the study, it is necessary to define the concepts in
this article. In the online newsroom there are journalists who include editors, designers,
producers and reporters. In this study, the journalists are analyzed as an organizational
workgroup. An organizational workgroup can be defined as a set of three or more people
who are working together on a task for completion (Greenbaum & Query 1999, p.540). In
this study, the group of journalists will be identified as online news workgroups. Online
news workgroups can be identified as a set of three or more individuals that produce news
content for the website.
In addition to workgroups, collaboration is another key concept of this study.
Collaboration can be defined as two or more people working together on a task. The use of
the word collaboration, as yet, does not occur very frequently in journalism scholarship
(Chan, 2002; Bruns, 2005). However, Bruns uses the concept of collaborative publishing
models to describe open-source, peer-to-peer journalism, and collaborative news websites
(Bruns, 2005, p.28). Whereas Chan (2002) has used the concept of collaborative news
networks to describe non-traditional news organizations such as Slashdot that decentralize
the news production process to include the reader. These two definitions are fairly similar
in describing collaboration outside of the news organization and with the reader. This article
will focus on the collaboration within the news organizations among the online news
workgroup. As mentioned earlier by Kraus (1984), a collaborative workplace utilizes shared
power, participative decision-making, is nonhierarchical, focuses on functions not roles,
operates as an open system, recognizes ongoing processes for feedback, evaluation and
modification, and fosters interdependence (pp.20-21).

METHODOLOGY
Case study. The researcher conducted a cross-national comparative ethnography of
two newsrooms (The Chicago Tribune in Chicago, Illinois and El Norte in Monterrey,
Mexico) in 2007 as part of a larger project on the evolution of online journalism (Schmitz
Weiss, 2008). The researcher conducted both formal and informal interviews with the staff
in addition to being a participant-observer and collected a variety of newsroom
documentation.
For this study, the researcher chose to play the role of participant-as-observer (See
Gold, 1958, in Adler & Adler, 1995, p. 379). During observations, the researcher first and
foremost held the role of observer. She used a strategy of the active listener in paying
attention, taking notes, and listening to all that transpired. Her ability to take this activelistener role allowed her to ask follow-up questions about details that closely tied to the
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observations she made. Depending on circumstances, the researcher also had the flexibility
to participate in the surrounding environment. In some situations, she did assist the staff in
news production. By providing this support, it contributed to the rapport she built with the
staff at both newsrooms.1
The two newspapers serve as two case studies. A case study in ethnography is
“characterized by researchers spending extended time on site, personally in contact with
activities and operations of the case, reflecting, and revising descriptions and meanings of
what is going on” (Stake, 2005, p.450).
The researcher spent 352 hours in both newsrooms in 2007. She spent 169 hours in the
newsroom in Chicago and 183 hours in the newsroom in Mexico across a four-month
timeframe. The length of time spent has varied in studies on online newsrooms. Some have
made visits stretching four to six months (Boczkowski, 2005) while others have done 15
days (Domingo, 2006) and others have made visits for just a week (Singer, 2006).
Although some ethnographic studies have lasted months or years, this study was
limited to four months because of finite time and resources. The researcher took account for
this and spent 10 to 12 hours a day in the newsroom making observations. This significant
amount of time can help the participant-observer become more embedded into the field site
and can result in a higher level of observation data. However, this amount of time far
transcends the typical four to five hours a day recommended for ethnographies. This can
exhaust the researcher, who might fail to recognize data in the field site; or the researcher
can become so embedded into the culture so as to miss details. The researcher kept these
concerns in mind and took breaks throughout the day to refresh her mind and to avoid
exhaustion.
Selection. The researcher decided to select these two newspapers because the
researcher wanted papers located in cities that shared similar characteristics based on their
geography, representative industries in their cities, and their literacy rate. The researcher also
wanted to select newspapers based on the form of journalism they practice and their use of
technology in newsroom production. In addition, the two newspapers had to be part of
prominent news organizations in the world (Reforma Group for El Norte; Tribune Company
for The Chicago Tribune); the first news organizations to go on the Web in their respective
countries and to have received several accolades and awards. More importantly, these news
organizations also reflect a dedication to the preservation of journalism and its principles.
They are not only the best news organizations in their local/regional areas but also
internationally in journalism because of their ability to innovate and adapt to a dynamic
media landscape.
The Chicago Tribune is part of the parent media company, Tribune Company. The
Tribune Company owns 11 metro 7-day newspapers and 23 broadcast stations. As a private
company, it has 20,000 employees and operating revenues of $5.5 billion as of 2006 (Oneal,
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2007).2 The staff of 12 observed in this study had journalism backgrounds from a variety of
media, other newspapers and from other departments within the Tribune Company. The
length of time the staff members have been with the online operation range from less than
a year to more than 12 years.
El Norte (which means “The North”), is part of the parent media company, Reforma
Group. The Reforma Group, a private company in Mexico with more than 700 employees,
owns El Norte and three other newspapers (Reforma, Mural, Palabra) and is run by the
Alejandro Junco de la Vega family.3 The staff of 13 observed in this study have varied
backgrounds ranging from journalism to business administration to political communication.
The length of time the staff members have been with the online operation range from one
year to more than a decade. In this case study, the newsrooms were part of larger news
organizations that varied in size (20,000 to 700 employees). Despite this difference, both
newsrooms had a similar number of staff members observed in the online operation only (12
at The Chicago Tribune, 13 at El Norte).
Data Analysis. The data collected in this study were analyzed according to a
framework of data management, data reduction, and conceptual development (Lindlof &
Taylor, 2002). The researcher analyzed the information through the phenomenological
technique by reviewing the experiences and routines in the environment (Lindlof & Taylor,
2002, p.237). This technique involved reviewing the jottings and field reports into individual
codable pieces that was done manually and through the assistance of a qualitative software
program called NVivo 7 (formerly called *nudist). Integrative memos were created followed
by the development of themes that arose from the excerpts and commentary on the
observations and interviews the researcher conducted (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). The
researcher also looked for patterns in the data including declaration, frequency, omission,
similarity, co-occurrence, corroboration, sequence and/or a priori hypothesizing (LeCompte
& Schensul, 1999).
Limitations. This study focuses on two newsrooms with different levels of integration
between their online and print operations. At the time of the study, the El Norte online
newsroom was integrated and placed within the print operations, whereas The Chicago
Tribune online newsroom was placed within the print operations but not fully integrated with
them. This difference in integration can influence how collaboration is facilitated when both
operations are joined together versus separate. The researcher kept this news structure in
mind during the time of observation and made the focus of her study on just the online news
unit of both the print and online news units to avoid any issues of integration and its
influence on the collaborative news process. Also, this study is limited in its ability to fully
capture the cultural differences among the journalists and their newsrooms in their respective
culture. Some cultural differences that may have been missed include beliefs and attitudes
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of the staff members, as well as the symbolic meaning of some forms of communication and
interactions unique to that newsroom and the Mexican culture. The researcher is not a native
of Mexico and may not have grasped all of the implicit verbal and nonverbal communication
understood by an individual native to Mexico. However, the researcher’s 15 years of
Spanish-language training as well as her previous career and academic experiences with
Mexican and Latin American culture helped her identify several cultural nuances in the
Mexican culture. The cultural assumptions and nuances were kept in mind when she visited
each newsroom to make sure that the findings were contextualized in their appropriate
culture without bias.

RESULTS
The workgroup in the online newsroom of The Chicago Tribune and El Norte was not
explicit or clearly visible when in the newsroom. There was no formal recognition or
structure to show that the group existed among the staff, almost as if it was invisible and it
occurred naturally.
During observations, group members were intertwined simultaneously in other groups.
The researcher identified at The Chicago Tribune online newsroom six variations of
workgroups (six groupings of three or more online journalists working together such as
producers, designers and reporters) in the online newsroom during the daily production
process. At the El Norte online newsroom, the researcher identified nine variations of
workgroups.
Since the journalists were in several groups at the same time, this allowed for a group
structure to change often at both newsrooms demonstrating how flexible and invisible it was
in both locations.
The online news workgroups in The Chicago Tribune and El Norte can be described
by a combination of readily observed factors in the newsroom that included: (1) the physical
location of the group work in news production, (2) the form of communication used in the
group work, (3) the virtual or online location and access of where the group work was saved
and worked on, and (4) the time the news production occurred. Each of these factors will
now be addressed.

Physical Location
First, the physical location of the group work in news production demonstrates how
the physical place plays a role in the formation of an informal and formal group. In addition
to formal groups constructed by management, informal groups also develop naturally
because of their proximity to each other in their working environment.
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The online staff at The Chicago Tribune moved in April 2007 from a separate and
remote area of the floor to the midst of the news-editorial section on the same floor. Online
staffers had cubicles of the same height (about 4 feet tall) in vicinity to each other,
demonstrating a physical structure that showed each staff member had an equal space in the
office and (implicit) power among the staff.
Moving the online newsroom to another side of the floor earlier in the year allowed
the online staff the opportunity to continue its normal production routines but also to have
more access to other resources (i.e. designers, reporters, copy editors, etc.) in the newsroom
and to share in the activity (i.e. newsgathering or reporting) of news production with the
print publication. This move also meant the online news staff members would have a
different cubicle and new cubicle neighbors from different sections of the print operation.
This location of where the online news group work was done also defines an online news
workgroup because the members are close in vicinity to each other and to the print staff as
part of the larger news production process.
At El Norte, the online newsroom staff was positioned in staggered cubicles of three
to four alongside of each other amongst the print newspaper staff, integrating two staffs. The
physical spacing of the cubicles for the online staff was different from the other cubicles in
the newsroom because the cubicles were positioned diagonally where staffers could easily
communicate and see each other, yet still maintain some privacy. In some areas of the
newsroom, the cubicle walls were five- to six-foot tall, so journalists on the other side
couldn’t see what was happening but still could walk around to the other side and
communicate. Upper management, including the directors and section editors, had offices
along the walls of the newsroom. They had glass-walled offices, allowing anyone at anytime
to openly see the editor or the director, making their work “transparent” to all in the
newsroom, as well as fostering a sense of availability to their staff. The online staff members
were compartmentalized by section that corresponded to a newspaper section, so the sports
online staff was grouped with the sports journalists and editors of the print newspaper. The
local, state and national sections of the print newspaper worked close to the homepage online
staff. This grouping by sections allowed the online news workgroups to work closely with
each other and with the print staff as they worked on the website.
Another unique aspect of the physical space at El Norte involved the online staff that
managed the homepage. They shared cubicles throughout the day and rotated using the same
cubicle amongst each other. For example, as online editors completed their shifts, the next
online editor came in to start his or her shift and sat in the same cubicle and used the same
computer and the same equipment. Many times, the cubicles of the homepage staff were not
owned by one particular person but shared amongst the online news workgroup. These
examples demonstrated how physical location and vicinity of the El Norte online news
workgroup members to each other contributed to a shared space for facilitation of the news
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production process. The closeness allowed for communication to easily flow and fostered
the formation of groups, both formally and informally.
The two online newsrooms demonstrate that the physical location of their group work
allowed them to focus more on function versus roles, contributing to a form of group work
that was physically shared, flexible and horizontal in decision-making processes.
Communication
The next factor that facilitates in explaining the online news workgroup is the form of
communication used by the staff members.
The use of in-person, email and instant messenger communication among the staff in
The Chicago Tribune online newsroom also contributed to defining the online news
workgroup. The online news workgroup utilized these various methods of communication
to interact when they performed their daily activities. In the process, they created and
developed their own language, acknowledged by the group members.
For seven years, the online staff used the instant messenger tool. The producers logged
in when they arrived to work and entered a private, interoffice chat room. Each had a unique
username recognized by each group member. Throughout the day, they used this tool to
joke; interact; share slugs of stories that needed to posted, updated or edited; shared ideas;
and made decisions. This platform helped the online news workgroup to interact throughout
the day and also to establish connections with the print staff when the online staff members
were in different locations of the building or the newsroom. By sharing a common language
and similar methods to communicate, The Chicago Tribune online news workgroup shared
a common way to converse, interact and work together in the online newsroom.
The form of communication used in the group work in the El Norte newsroom was
unique. The staff members shared a specific language and set of terms. The form of
communication included in-person, instant messenger and the telephone. The staff used a
specific language during the daily news production process. It included terms such as
“stories (notas),” “meetings(juntas),” “investigations (coberturas),” “photogalleries
(fotogalerias),” “videos,” “forums (foros),” “video notes (videonotas),” and “audio stories
(sonidos)”. These are just some of the words the researcher heard in the office and saw on
the website.
The researcher also heard the terms “tell me (mande),” “order me (anda),” spoken
between colleagues on the phone which means, “to tell me,” or “explain to me what you
want.” The staff members also say “check (cheque)” for stories when they needed to be
reviewed.
They also used a special content management system to access stories. Particularly for
the online news workgroup for the homepage, they used the word “zones” to refer to the
eight different zones they had on the homepage for moving content around. They also used
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“preview (prevista),” so the editors could preview a story or a page before they published
it. The online news workgroup rarely used these terms in the print newspaper or with the
print staff.
Throughout the day, the online staff members communicated across email, in person
or via instant messenger. They used these communication vehicles to ask each other to
check, to rewrite or to verify stories before posting. Uniquely, the online staff frequently
used instant messenger to communicate more than any other method. The print newsroom
staff did not have the same access to or use of this tool, thus making this communication
vehicle special for the online news workgroup.
By sharing a common language and similar methods to communicate, the online news
workgroup of El Norte and The Chicago Tribune had a universal way to converse, to interact
and to work with each other that facilitated horizontal lines of communication among the
workgroup members.

Virtual Area for News Production
Fourth, another factor that facilitates to explain the online news workgroup is the
virtual or online area where the news artifacts are built and saved in the online newsroom.
The Chicago Tribune online news workgroup worked with several forms of content.
They worked with content from the print staff; they use news budgets for scheduling content
for the site; they reviewed emails of news and other information; they accessed a content
management system to upload and change content for the site; they used tools to create
and/or upload videos and photos; they reviewed instructions from a guide to know how to
make changes or to use the content management system; and they used a whiteboard in the
online newsroom for scheduling the news content for the site. These various forms of
materials (except the whiteboard) were accessible via an intranet to the online newsroom
staff. This virtual area created a common workspace to build and save daily work unique to
their group.
The El Norte online staff also shared a common virtual workspace area. They received
a story in the system from one of the agencies (internal or national), selected it, and sent it
to the intranet. The online editor then ran a search on the article or by headline or keyword.
The story was found and revised by its headline, summary, et cetera. The online editors then
moved the story to a zone on the page and approved it for the web. A similar process
occurred for the other content management systems that handle photos or videos as well as
user-generated content. Throughout the process, the online editors accessed these news
artifacts and checked them for standardization. There was a shared understanding that once
the content was in its location for access by the online staff, specific guidelines that had to
be met for photos, images and other media on the site. For example, there were character
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restrictions for headlines, sub headlines and briefs. Throughout the process, the online
editors of El Norte could access the content via an intranet system at the same time as their
peers and colleagues, allowing the sharing and contributions by the online news workgroup
to be more collaborative.
The two online newsrooms’ virtual workspace was flexible, always changing and
shared among the members. Again, the workgroup’s focus on functions versus roles
facilitated a different form of news production that was less hierarchical in nature.

News Production Schedule
The last factor that helps to facilitate explaining an online news workgroup is the
scheduling of news production. It is a shared activity with a specific timeframe set by the
management but also by the nature of the medium (since it’s a 24/7 medium).
The Chicago Tribune online staff worked on building the site from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
daily because that was when their Internet traffic to the site was at its highest. Overall, the
online staff have several shifts of producers and editors to manage the site with the following
work shifts beginning at 5 a.m., 8 a.m., 10 a.m., 3 p.m., 5 p.m., and 11 p.m. This scheduling
of the news production process daily allowed the staff to orient its work and to have a shared
notion of time and deadlines.
During observations of the newsroom, The Chicago Tribune online staff rotated twohour schedules for the homepage maintenance. This information was posted for staff to
access on a webpage so all parties knew who was updating the homepage when, a
responsibility taken quite seriously by the staff. When the online staff was on “the front,”
and there was a switch of responsibility from one member to the other, many times the staff
members would mention this to each other in-person and also via IM to inform others in the
online news workgroup of the “changing of the guard.” The online editors and producers
communicated by asking or by delegating the responsibility of covering the “front” to the
next staff member, depending on the assigned scheduling timetable for homepage
maintenance for that week.
With a common and shared schedule, the homepage and other areas of the site became
an area collaboratively built throughout the day by the online staff. No one individual owned
the “front”, but rather the workgroup did. The scheduling of the staff in this online
newsroom contributed to a shared notion of time that helped to unite the members of The
Chicago Tribune online news workgroup and helped them in a collaborative news
production process.
At El Norte, they worked on building the site from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily since that was
their peak of Internet traffic. Overall, the paper has several shifts of editors to manage the
site with the following work shifts beginning at 6 a.m., 10 a.m., 3 p.m., 4 p.m. and 11 p.m.
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This scheduling allowed the staff to orient its work and its shared notion of time and
deadlines.
Overall, the online staff members of El Norte worked in their various sections of the
site from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. daily. This included editors, designers, videographers, and
reporters. There were usually sets of two or more people who were assigned to each section
of the website throughout the day in some capacity. This timing sets the schedule of when
and how content was posted. There was a shared understanding of these schedules and how
this contributed to the collaborative news production process. The scheduling of the online
news workgroup helped define them as a group within El Norte.
The two online newsrooms demonstrate their common ties to a 24/7 work schedule
that by its nature requires flexibility and understanding to make responsibilities and decisionmaking shared, facilitating the workgroup to function collaboratively.

Collaboration through Workgroups
These four factors help to characterize the workgroup in the online newsroom, they
also demonstrate how collaboration is facilitated through the workgroup tasks and activities
they complete on a minute-by-minute basis. Collaboration was facilitated when there was
a horizontal line of authority, the focus was on functions versus roles, and decision-making
as well as responsibilities were shared (Kraus, 1984; Evans & Wolf, 2005; Gratton &
Erickson, 2007) as identified in these two newsrooms. Each factor described how this
contributed to the collaborative behavior among the journalists. It showed the flexibility
among the workgroup members in their daily tasks, a shared venue for communication, and
that news artifacts were not owned by one particular individual but shared among the group.
They demonstrate a form of collaboration between each member of the group and the group
as a whole in the news production process. These findings contribute to the argument
mentioned earlier that the hierarchical structure of the gatekeeper can be removed from the
news process to a gatewatcher in the newsroom where collaborative processes are more
likely to receive support (Bruns, 2005).

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, each of the four factors helped in creating the environment needed for
group work to occur that helped to facilitate collaboration in the news production process
for The Chicago Tribune and El Norte online newsrooms.
The findings from this article may be enlightened by perspectives from the
organizational management field. McGregor (1960) stated that today’s workplace cannot
function by individual contributions alone. In this post-industrial and complex world, a new
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organizational structure is needed to support multiple people and resources for the
completion of tasks and services in the workplace. Perhaps Drucker (1959) and McGregor
(1960) were ahead of their time in proposing this concept because it makes perfect sense
today when multiple resources, people and artifacts must work together as demonstrated by
The Chicago Tribune and El Norte online newsrooms.
In particular, this study identified that the journalists in The Chicago Tribune and El
Norte online newsrooms can be placed into a structure of a workgroup that can complete
multiple tasks as part of the news production process. The structure demonstrated that the
news produced by the online news workgroup members was a collaborative effort synchronous tasks by the group were completed, quality control standards were raised, and
communication was paramount throughout the process, making the news production process
different. Yet, this is just a case study and does not state all newsrooms will follow this
similar organizational structure.
However, this study may shed light on previous work that has been limited to studying
only the individual or team structure in newsrooms addressed earlier. Albeit it is a case
study, this research can create the opening for more investigation of how workgroups may
influence power and autonomy, communication and performance in the newsroom.

ENDNOTES
1. The researcher established a long-standing rapport with the online editors of both newsrooms in years
prior to the study. The researcher knew the online editor of the El Norte online newsroom for several years and
also knew the online editor of The Chicago Tribune for several years and also had past work experiences at that
particular operation.
2. The Chicago Tribune newspaper began publishing June 10, 1847, and its online operation,
Chicagotribune.com launched on March 14, 1996. The print newspaper has a daily readership of 1.8 million and
the website has 2.4 million visitors a month. There are more than 600 journalists working for the print newspaper
and 30 who work separately for the online operation (This includes news editorial, sports, entertainment,
advertising/marketing group, and senior management. This format of the online operation working separate from
the print operation is a common format in most U.S. newsrooms).
3. El Norte newspaper began publishing on September 15, 1938, and its online operation, ElNorte.com,
started experimenting with delivering news online in 1996. The daily print newspaper circulation is 150,000 and
its online operation has 51,253 active registered users with an average of 34,925,874 monthly pageviews (Online
director, personal communication, March 2008). The print newspaper and online operation combined to form
a staff of 200 (Information about the integration of staffs at other Mexican news organizations is not readily
available, as many are privately owned.)
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This project explores the U.S. prestige presses' reporting of the Iraq War,
particularly the tone and content of the reporting (the media frame), and the
types and frequency of sources cited, all of which collectively act to "filter" the
information presented to the news-consuming public. The findings suggest that
the New York Times and the Washington Post may have engaged in the practice
of stenography – an ethos of professional journalism that relies on
self-interested sources for information and context – and presents only those
ideas which fall within the boundaries of elite discourse.
Keywords: United States, Iraq War, media, newspapers, prestige press,
framing, elite sources

T

his study examines the issues and voices that have passed through the news media
“filters,” leading to very specific frames in presentation during a particular point of time in
history, 1 when the U.S. had completed its stated mission of invasion (and the removal of a
sovereign government) but remained in Iraq as an occupying force. Regardless of ideological
positions, most experts agree that the U.S. is fading in its status as “The” global economic
superpower. The arguments, by U.S. foreign policy pundits, as to how to proceed typically
fell between two diametrically-opposed positions – interventionist versus antiinterventionist.2 It is against this backdrop that a historical discussion of the mass news
media, particularly the prestige press, proceeds.
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Newspapers are “the historical backbone of American journalism,” according to
McChesney & Scott (2004, p. 6), and they continue to provide the most in-depth and
substantive news and information. Additionally, American broadcasting obtains much of the
news and information they provide their viewers and listeners directly from newspapers
(Downie, Jr. & Kaiser 2002, 64). Finally, politicians, government officials, and economic
elites (collectively understood here as official sources) regularly access newspaper
journalists first for policy issues they want to present in the news media. All in all, it would
seem that newspapers define what is important and newsworthy to not only their readers, but
to other news media as well.
Mainstream American newspapers remain the best place for the U.S. news consuming
public to find thoughtful, explanative, and sometimes contextualized discussions of the
important issues of the day. Broadcast coverage of war (or any other issue) has the capability
to bring instantaneous coverage with spectacular visuals, but it does not provide in-depth
examinations of the issues at hand (Croteau & Hoynes 2005; Seib 2004; Downie, Jr. &
Kaiser 2002; Carruthers 2000; Dobkin 1992).
For this study, the New York Times was selected both for its national distribution and
for its coverage of national issues. The Washington Post was selected for its national
distribution and its coverage of the government, military, and industry decision-makers at
the highest levels. Both newspapers are among the highest ranked in terms of both
circulation and prestige, and are considered papers of record in the United States. In addition
to circulation and prestige, both papers were selected because neither has changed hands in
over 70 years,3 thus, there has been minimal shifting of editorial policy. Finally, both
newspapers serve what C. W. Mills would call the U.S. power elite. In the case of
newspapers serving these power elite, service in this sense means a literal and figurative
space for elites and officials to inform one another about issues of concern (Sigal 1973;
McChesney & Scott 2004).4
Objective reporting of information is a journalistic norm that has been developed
through the professionalization of journalism, and been transformed via institutional changes
such as the increased emphasis on bottom line issues. In attempting to uphold this core value
in the face of the realities of bottom-line constraints, journalists, especially those on a “beat,”
must rely on official sources. 5 The end result is that such reliance on official sources, in
accordance with the norms of “objective” journalism, leads to a transmission of a very
narrow range of information to the news consuming public. This narrow range of
information consists primarily of the government’s perspective (i.e. establishment ideology).
Importantly, the government perspective most often presented is generally that of the
executive branch of the U.S. government (Hallin 1980 & 1984, Sigal 1973, Gans 1979 &
2004, McChesney 2000, 2004, 2006, Alterman 2003).
Bernard Cohen (1963), in The Press and Foreign Policy, points out a significant
problem in the press’ attempt at neutrality. That through the transformation of modern
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journalism (in its attempt to become more objective), the news media leaves itself open to
manipulation. He says, The more “neutral” the press is – that is, the more it tries faithfully
to transmit a record of “what transpires” (including therein the policy statements of officials)
and the more constrained it feels about making judgments on the meaning or importance of
“what transpires” – the more easily it lends itself to the uses of others, and particularly to
public officials whom reporters have come to regard as prime sources of news merely by
virtue of their positions in government (p. 28).
Partially agreeing with Cohen, Hallin’s (1980) research of media presentations of the
Vietnam War suggests that while the reporting from the battlefield did not change in tone
and content, as public officials began to debate the veracity of the war the news media
presentation began to change and became more critical. However, this change in tone came
not from journalistic agency or from anti-war dissenters, but from the voices of public
officials (i.e. official sources) themselves. Hallin (1984) argues the reason for the press’
reliance on political elites is because it
is an important symbolic recognition of their legitimacy: it is an affirmation both of their
claim to superior knowledge (“trust us – we have access to information you don’t have”)
and of their right to be considered representative of the community as a whole and thus
above politics. (p. 16)

While Cohen’s assessment focused on the relationship between official sources and
journalists, Hallin’s argument is that this over-reliance on sources comes from the norms of
professional journalism, rather than from an undue influence on the part of government
officials. W hile this is splitting hairs on a certain level, it is still an important distinction
because it reminds us that, generally, journalists attempt to adhere to not only an idealized
code of professional conduct, but to institutional norms of conduct as well, without regard
to self-interested sources who might manipulate those norms and use them for their own
benefit. Wicker (1978) also note about the New York Times, “objective journalism almost
always favors Establishment positions and exists not least to avoid offense to them” (pp. 3637).
The result is that the information presented in the mass news media ultimately reflects
only the perspectives of official sources. Furthermore, the government official is most often
the source presenting information in a seemingly non-political manner and, thus, appears to
be more credible than the critic because the critic is generally seen as presenting a partisan
position against the government status quo (Hovland, Janice, and Kelly 1953). Additionally,
as Sigal (1986) and Hallin (1980) point out, journalistic norms dictate government news
briefings to be considered mandatory news. Thus, there is already a built-in bias favoring
establishment positions.
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In fact, criticism of U.S. foreign policy is not well presented in the U.S. news media
unless that criticism takes place amongst official sources (Bennett1990; Bennett and
Manheim1993). Mermin also argues that the press tends to engage in stenographic behavior.
He explains that the U.S. press
does not offer critical analysis of W hite House policy decisions unless actors inside the
government (most often in Congress) have done so first. This means the media act, for
the most part, as a vehicle for government officials to criticize each other, reporting
criticism of U.S. policy that has been expressed inside the government, but declining to
report critical perspectives expressed outside of W ashington. (1999, p. 7)

The news media rely on sources to provide information that can be easily transformed
into news articles. The sources, as discussed above and elsewhere, are generally government
officials (most often associated with the executive branch of the U.S. Government) and
economic elites who have an interest in presenting information to journalists from a
perspective that benefits themselves and their foreign policy decisions. The importance, here,
lies in what some might consider surrender, by the most important guardian of freedom, the
mass media, with little more than a whimper.
Summarizing and building on Goffman’s (1973) work, Gitlin points out that frames
“are principles of selection, emphasis and presentation composed of little tacit theories about
what exists, what happens, and what matters” (1980, p. 6). Entman has been particularly
compelling in his argument that there is deliberate action in the formation of frames. He
contends that this act of framing is to “select some aspects of a perceived reality and make
them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem
definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation” (1993,
p. 52).
The “Butcher of Baghdad,” “torture centers,” and “rape rooms,” the emotive language
frequently presented to the news consuming public, is part of a consistent presentation
coming from the executive and congressional branches of the U.S. government. These
carefully constructed phrases, written in news articles, are part of what is called a media
“frame.” Gitlin describes media frames as “persistent patterns of cognition, interpretation,
and presentation, of selection, emphasis, and exclusion, by which symbol handlers routinely
organize discourse” (1980, p. 7). Such framing results in the promotion and maintenance of
the dominant ideology.
Entman and Page point out that the dominant media frame comes from an overreliance on the executive branch of the U.S. government (1993). In other words, the U.S.
press relies on the frames presented by the President, U.S. State Department officials, and
Pentagon officials, because, by their status in the government hierarchy, they have greater
legitimacy. In the case of the current invasion and occupation of Iraq, the United States
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President is privileged over all others, and he privileges invasion and occupation. By default,
then, the U.S. mass news media privileges the President’s perspectives on war and
occupation in their presentation of information to the news consuming public. The reverse,
then, would also be an important issue to consider. The “Butcher of Baghdad,” having been
framed as such, is not considered a legitimate source, and, as such, would not be found
framing issues to American journalists for presentation in news articles. In fact, Linsky
(1986) points to omission as itself a frame saying that equal importance should be given to
how a press frames an issue, as well as whether or not the issue is even covered in the news
media.
Golding and Murdock (1991) point out that news serves to regulate the public
discourse by way of limiting the range of discourse through its use of official sources, and
similarly, by the hierarchical arrangement of legitimacy (or, newsworthiness) of information
and sources. They say that a “clearly marked hierarchy of credibility which urges the
audience to prefer one over the others …” (1991, p. 27; Martin 2004, p. 8). Journalists on
a beat develop relationships of trust with their sources which comes from not just a
professional relationship, but through the development of increasing self-disclosure during
social interaction. This mutually beneficial relationship acts as a spiral in which both parties
find themselves increasing their “liking” of one another which increases their self-disclosure
(see Wheeless and Grotz 1997, pp. 250-257; see also Sigal 1973, Hallin 1980 & 1984,
Turner 1985, Gans 1979 & 2004).
Additional researchers point out that the journalist, as audience of the source, may
develop a particular frame because the source has stressed “specific values, facts and other
considerations, endowing them with greater apparent relevance to the issue…” (Nelson et
al. 1997, p. 569), and that frame may transcend the mind of the journalist into a news article
that he or she writes – especially given the intensity of the relationship of trust between the
journalist and source. What this suggests, then, is that official sources ultimately play a
significant role in defining newsworthiness and how the topic is treated in the pages of the
newspaper. These sources, during times of war, tend to privilege invasion and/or
participation in war, and thus the news media privilege invasion and war.
The kinds of language reporters use to convey a story is one of the most important
considerations researchers must take into account when examining media presentation.
Bernard Cohen’s adage that the press doesn’t tell us what to think, it tells us what to think
about, misses the mark. When journalists frame the subject, the frame tells the news
consuming public of not only what to think about, but, more importantly, what to think.
Framing is about the choices journalists, editors, and sources make when presenting news
and information for public consumption. Price and Tewksbury (1997) explain that the story
frame “systematically affect[s] how political events are perceived by the public. [Frames]
alter the … considerations people use in forming their opinions” (p. 175). In other words,
the frame creates the boundaries that define what is important or unimportant – what is
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newsworthy, or to be ignored – and the context with which to think about the subjects that
fall within those boundaries.
A combination of emergent and a priori coding techniques was employed for coding
the data. For emergent coding, initial categories were created following a cursory
examination of the sample subset. These initial categories included the range of messages
employed in the mainstream mass newspaper portrayals of the U.S. invasion and occupation
of Iraq. The coding process was guided by an assessment of manifest content. In coding the
manifest content, the focus was on the recurrent aspects of media characterizations – what
terms are used to describe the issues of war and occupation; who is used as a news source
(i.e., types of source or sources a reporter relied on for information and perspective for each
article), how often that source was presented, how often were quotes attributed to a source
presented, etc.
Researchers who examine the ways in which language is used to construct frames
contend that such framing results in the promotion and maintenance of the dominant
ideology (Iyengar 1991 & 1996, Nelson, Clawson, and Oxley 1997, Nelson and Kinder
1996). In that regard, the author coded for five types of frames that were found in the
sampled news articles: Propagandistic, language in an article that included slogans, jargon,
and catchphrases that tap into readers emotions; Stories, the inclusion of language that were
vivid and memorable, myths, and legends; Metaphors, when an article likens a subject to
something else; Contrast, whether a story describes a subject in terms of what it is not; and
Spin, where the subject matter is interpreted in a positive or negative connotation for the
purposes of swaying public opinion.
To best illustrate these descriptions of news media frames, an example of each type
of frame follows:
Propaganda: “News of M r. Hussein's arrest, announced Sunday after being kept secret
for 18 hours, electrified Iraq and much of the world, sending joyous Iraqis into the
streets with the first real catharsis of liberation since the invasion toppled him in April.”
… “But many simply stayed home as the news spread and darkness fell over the city.” 6

What is fascinating about this is that the first quote shown here makes up the entirety
of the article’s second paragraph, while the second quote shown is the very last sentence of
the article. The reader of this article, if he or she only read the first portion of the 1,617-word
front-page article, would be left with the understanding that the nation of Iraq was
“electrified” and “joyous” at the news of Hussein’s capture. In fact, it would not be until the
reader read the final sentence of the article that he or she might have an inkling that not all
Iraqi’s were celebrating in the streets.
Stories: “The din of destruction filled the streets of the working-class neighborhood of
Shaab. Sirens of ambulances carrying the dead and wounded wailed past barbed wire,
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glass shoveled from gutted shops clanged on sidewalks smeared with blood, helicopter
rotors beat against the air, and cries of despair erupted from confused crowds trapped
between war and peace. ‘This is the work of bin Laden!’ one man shouted to no one in
particular. A teenager glared at a U.S. soldier passing him. ‘W here were you, mister?’
he asked in Arabic. The soldier, not understanding, looked straight ahead. Another man,
his face red and his eyes swollen, ran toward the neighborhood’s police station, which
at 8:55 a.m. had been devastated by a bomb packed in a white Land Cruiser. ‘W here's
my brother? W here's my brother?’ he screamed, before a crowd pulled him back from
nervous-looking troops. O n the first day of Ramadan, Islam's most sacred month that
once marked a time of truce, Baghdad's residents awoke Monday to a city reeling from
destruction visited more heavily on Iraqis than on their occupiers. In neighborhood after
neighborhood -- from Shaab in the north to Bayaa in the south -- 45 minutes of carnage
unleashed sentiments festering for seven months of invasion, war and then occupation.
The refrain was familiar: confusion, anger, helplessness in a city whose destiny seems
in others’ hands.” 7

This example is self-explanatory. Here we see the journalist’s use of descriptive
language of a traumatic event interspersed with quotes of people dramatically affected by
the event. The language used is vivid, capturing a snapshot of a moment in time, and through
that descriptive language, creates a memorable image that is difficult to forget.
Metaphor: “In places, graves rise in rows like the knobs of a spine.” 8

The dominant discussion of this article is about masses of unmarked graves in an Iraqi
cemetery. The story contends that many of those unmarked graves contain people executed
by Hussein or his secret police. The metaphoric language in which grave mounds are
compared to “knobs of a spine,” allow the reader to conjure multiple visuals – one that
connects the dead in a cemetery with images one would see in popular horror films or
television shows; or since the human spine, when looking at it from the most external view,
contains 33 vertebrae that are “knobby” on three sides, gives the reader a sense of largeness
and connectivity. The language used also reminds the reader that buried beneath the many
mounds of dirt lie very real victims of Hussein.
Contrast: “American officials displayed the corpses of Uday and Qusay Hussein for a
group of journalists today, acknowledging that American morticians had reconstructed
their faces with putty and cosmetically repaired wounds the men had sustained in a
shootout on Tuesday. The purpose of displaying the cleaned-up bodies, which were
shown on Iraqi television, was to help convince a skeptical Iraqi public that the men
killed were indeed the Hussein brothers.” “Mr. Emara [an Egyptian scholar] pointed out
the outrage expressed earlier this year when captured American soldiers were filmed and
shown on television. ‘America said during its war on Iraq that displaying pictures of its
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soldiers who were alive was against the Geneva Convention,’ he said. ‘So what about
pictures showing disfigured bodies?’” 9

Aside from the potential double standard in which the exhibition of Uday & Qusay
Hussein’s corpses in the international mass news media was an acceptable action on the part
of the U.S. military, while the footage of the four burned bodies of US contractors being
dragged and hung from a bridge in the same style of mass media presentation was worthy
of retributive military action, the language in this article contrasts the acceptability of the
treatment of the Hussein brothers with the treatment of captured U.S. military personnel in
Iraq for purposes of government propaganda.
Spin: “The chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff said Thursday that the deadly
insurgency that flared this month is ‘a symptom of the success that we're having here in
Iraq’ and an effort to undermine the country's transition to self-government.” 1 0

The purpose of “spin” is to sway public opinion through interpretation. Here we see
the chairman of the United States military suggest that the ever-increasing level of resistance
to the U.S. occupation of Iraq is itself a symbol of successful nation-building.

FINDINGS
As shown in the examples above, the words used in news articles have the power to
define who is a victim, who is an aggressor; who is worthy or unworthy; what is important
and what is marginal. Of the 228 articles in the sample 33 percent (76/228) contained
propagandistic frames, 32 percent (74/228) included stories within the article, nine percent
(18/228) included the use of metaphors, 21 percent (49/228) contained contrasting
descriptions of the subject at hand, and 72 percent (165/228) contained spin.11
Because nearly three-fourths of the articles in the sample contained some form of spin,
a series of crosstabs were performed to see if there was a relationship between the inclusion
of particular sources in an article and the incidence of spin (see Table 1).
The first such crosstab, in which U.S. government news sources were included with
the variable spin (see Table 1), suggests that the inclusion of an official government source
is correlated with the use of spin, with 43 percent (97/228) of all articles in the sample
containing both a U.S. government news source and spin. Examining only those articles
which contain this type of source the percentage jumps to 85 percent of the articles in the
model (97/114). Performing a binary regression analysis for these two dichotomous
variables, findings suggest that the inclusion of U.S. government sources increases the
likelihood of spin at the significance level of .000.
Thirty-two percent of all sampled articles that include an elite source also contain
spin (see Table 1), while that percentage increases to 86 percent (74/86) for those articles in
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the model for U.S. elite sources. W ith a significance of .001 we can see that the inclusion of
elites impacts the amount of spin in a news article, when analyzed in a binary regression
model. The findings suggest that the Washington Post and the New York Times, through their
use of official sources, reinforced the Bush administration’s stance on issues of war and
occupation in Iraq.
The New York Times and the Washington Post cited sources a total of 2,437 times,
and quoted those sources a total of 1,359 times in the 228 article sample. 12 Of those total
citations, elite news sources13 account for 41% of all news sources, regardless of their stance
toward the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq. Further, regardless of their position on the
Iraq war/occupation, elite news sources account for 37% of all quotes in the sample. The fact
that elite news sources make up over one-third of all citations and quotes in the sample’s 228
articles is certainly suggestive that elite voices have a great deal more access to, as well as
the proverbial “ear” of, the press. This point is made clearer when one takes into account that
elite news sources make up only 18% of all individuals cited or quoted in these two
newspapers. Additionally, examining the frequency distribution of elite versus citizen
sources in the study, 37.7 percent of all articles contained elite sources, while at the same
time only 10.1 percent contained citizen voices (see Table 2).
While elites13 are a numerical minority of news sources in the sample, as a category,
they are a majority in terms of the number of times their collective voices are heard. Given
the importance of this group to the framing of the U.S. invasion of Iraq in the news articles
being researched, they were divided into categories of: support for the invasion of Iraq,
neutral on the issue (meaning they made no explicit statements in support of or opposition
to the invasion of Iraq), or showing no support for the Iraq war.
Fourteen out of 105 elite sources had no indication of personal stance for or against
the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq, and 18 out of 105 elite sources did not support the
invasion and occupation of Iraq. The vast majority, however, of elite sources cited and
quoted in the study supported the Bush administration’s policies toward invasion and
occupation of Iraq. According to the data collected, 73 out of 105 (70%) elite sources
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supported the United States’ invasion and subsequent occupation of Iraq. While these figures
are important, they must be understood in relation to all news sources included in the
Washington Post and the New York Times. While the above-stated figure offers compelling
evidence that these elite sources made up a super-majority of war and occupation support,
the ideological and informational reinforcement of the Bush administration’s policies toward
Iraq, via such supportive elites, is made even more manifest by the fact that this group
accounted for 34% of all news source citations and 32% of all quotes in the New York Times
and Washington Post, even though this group was only 13% of the total number of
individuals cited and quoted.
Little difference can be found between the two papers when examined for an
incorporation of elite news sources supportive of the Iraq war and occupation (see Figure 1).
For example, elite supporters of the war and occupation made up 88% of all elite news
source citations and 88% of all elite news source quotes in the New York Times. Similarly,
in the Washington Post the elite news sources that supported the Iraq war and occupation
consisted of 81% of all elite news source citations and 87% of all elite news source quotes.
Finally, this group accounted for 86% of all articles in the sample that include elite news
sources. This is very important because the model tells us that this very small segment of the
sample’s population accounted for over one-third of all voices in the articles under study –
made more compelling by the fact that this one-third of voices presented in the media were
consistently supportive of the Bush administration’s stance on issues of war and occupation
in Iraq. This suggests that the New York Times and the Washington Post collectively turned
to elites, who were supportive of the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq, more than any
other single group of sources. This, in turn, suggests that the information presented to readers
consisted of a dominant, hegemonic frame that was ideologically reinforcing of the Bush
administration’s policies regarding the invasion and occupation of Iraq.
Interestingly, the largest category of elites who did not openly express any opinion
regarding the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq were located in the category of
political/ideological elites – specifically the policy planning group – in which 64% (nine
members) can be located. While the individuals located in this category did not express
personal perspectives for or against invasion and occupation of Iraq, the policy planning
groups of which many of them were affiliated, have foreign policy goals that were in near
perfect lock-step with Bush administration Iraq policies. Thus, while individual people in
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this group might have been coy as to personal stance, the research being done at the policy
planning groups they are affiliated with ultimately leaned in the same ideological direction
as the Bush administration. This list includes: Center for Strategic and International Studies,
Rand Corporation, Center for Strategic & Budgetary Assessments, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Brookings Institute, and Council on Foreign Relations. The funding 14
these organizations received during the time of the study is in the millions ($6,693,677 from
2002-2004), with the largesse coming mostly from the Smith Richardson Foundation (one
of the largest funders of politically conservative organizations), who provided $3,445,277
to all six center-right organizations between the years of 2002-2004. In other words, the
individual elite news sources presented themselves as neutral when it came to issues
surrounding the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq, but the very organizations that they
worked for, or were affiliated with, had a distinct ideological bent and were funded by
organizations with similar ideological leanings. This suggests then, that at the end of the day,
these elite news sources who presented themselves as neutral ultimately reinforced the
ideology of the Bush administration through informational reinforcement because their
research and arguments presupposed U.S. foreign policy directives.
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The organization most effectively represented by the largest category of elites who
supported the U.S. war and occupation of Iraq was the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR).
The CFR represented 59% of all organizational affiliations in this group (also representing
26% of all pro-war elites15 ). The CFR is arguably the most important foreign policy planning
organization in the U.S. and throughout the world. According to Michael Useem, the Council
on Foreign Relations “is the unrivaled vehicle for private discussion of foreign affairs among
those who count” (1984, p.73) whose main purpose is to provide the physical and intellectual
space that allows for a building of consensus amongst political economic elites in an effort
to uphold U.S. foreign policy (see also Dye 2001, p. 57-59; Parenti 1986, p. 205-206).
What the above-discussed findings suggest is that the New York Times and the
Washington Post relied substantively on official news sources. These sources provided a
consistent frame for both journalists and readers of these newspapers (and, it is safe to say,
news consuming citizens exposed to these stories through broadcast media, internet
broadcasts and stories, and other newspapers who picked up the stories from the papers’
newsfeeds). These consistent frames promoted a status-quo vision of the war and occupation,
ensuring that perspectives supportive of the war were given primacy.
These findings raise some fundamental issues in which news sources who are not the
official variety (i.e. high-ranking government officials and elites) appear less likely to be
allowed to present their issues or concerns. Instead, the reporters typically turn to official
news sources for interpretation of not only the message offered by the non-legitimate source,
but to frame the issues in their own, possibly contrary, perspectives as well. Also, as
evidenced by the data, it is official news sources that have greater impact on how the
information is framed in the prestige press.
Of the 228 articles in the sample (see Table 3) the ones including U.S. government
sources contained the highest frequency of propaganda, at 21 percent (47/228). Following
that, we see 15 percent (35/228) of articles including one or more U.S. elite source and 14
percent (33/228) including U.S. military sources containing propaganda. Articles that
included Iraqi citizen and U.S. citizen news sources incorporated propaganda in nine percent
and four percent of the sample, respectively. Given the low-frequency of articles that contain
U.S. citizen and Iraqi citizen sources, it is important to compare the percentage of sources
and incidences of propaganda to the number of articles in the model. The U.S. government
sources are found in 114 articles, of which 41 percent (47/114) also contain propaganda. In
terms of U.S. elites, 41 percent (35/86) include propaganda; and 46 percent (33/71) contain
both U.S. military and propaganda. Propaganda is included in 47 percent (20/43) of articles
that feature Iraqi citizen sources; while 43 percent (10/23) of articles including U.S. citizen
sources also contain propaganda.
Intuitively the frequency with which propaganda appears in articles that include Iraqi
citizen and U.S. citizen sources seems odd given that there were consistently greater levels
of skeptical discourse regarding the Iraq war with the inclusion of these sources. Running
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a crosstab for propaganda x U.S. citizen source in which U.S. government sources are
filtered out, we find that there are just six articles with propaganda that contain only U.S.
citizen sources. The data in this model suggest, then, that the inclusion of U.S. government
sources in articles with U.S. citizen sources increases the likelihood of propagandistic
framing. Given the frequency of U.S. military sources that are incorporated in articles that
include Iraqi citizens, it seemed reasonable to hypothesize that articles containing
propaganda and Iraqi citizen sources would most likely contain a preponderance of U.S.
military sources.
Performing a crosstab for “propaganda x Iraqi citizen sources,” filtering out U.S.
military sources shows that six articles contained propaganda and Iraqi citizen sources
without U.S. military sources. Since the original percentages, discussed above, showed 20
articles in which both Iraqi citizen sources and the propaganda frame appeared, it appears
that the inclusion of U.S. military sources increases the likelihood of propaganda frames in
a news article. Running a binary regression we see that this assessment holds given that Iraqi
civilians are significant at the .05 level (.044), but not at the .01 level; but the U.S. military
is significant at the .01 level (.005), thus suggesting that it is U.S. military news sources
having a greater influence on whether an article has a propagandistic frame.
In an effort to better understand contrast frames (where the journalist includes
descriptions of subject matter in terms of what it is not), the outcomes of a crosstab in which
the researcher modeled the inclusion of contrast frames in articles suggest that the inclusion
of elite sources garnered the highest frequency of contrast in a story (see Table 4). Twentysix percent (22/86) of articles in the model that included elite news sources also contained
contrast. While this study was not devised to present the exact phrasing correlated between
elites and the variable “contrast,” nonetheless, the following provides an excellent example
of the ways in which some of the sample’s elite news sources frame the issue of invasion and
occupation:
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The U.S.-led occupation authority here has ordered the overhaul of fundamental
elements of Iraq's socialist economy and instituted wide-ranging free-market reforms
that will allow full foreign ownership in every sector except oil, U.S. and Iraqi officials
said today… Although the sale of businesses to foreigners could prove controversial in
this fiercely nationalistic country, U.S. Treasury Secretary John W . Snow said the plan
offered a "real promise" of economic revival in Iraq, which is struggling to cope with
rampant unemployment, crumbling infrastructure and unproductive state-run
industries .16

The frame created through this paragraph is that Iraq had a socialist economy (bad),
but the new capitalist economy (good) offers the promise of revival in place of struggle.
Thus, the contrast frame tells the reader, even though the changes may seem unpalatable to
Iraqis, the American occupation is ultimately in the Iraqi nation’s best interest. Omitted from
this frame is the 12-plus years of U.S. bombardment that may be a factor in Iraq’s economic
“struggles.”

CONCLUSION
James Rosenau in Public Opinion and Foreign Policy (1961) pointed out that
“American foreign policy acquires strength to the extent that is derived from competitive
discussion in front of a critical audience capable of judgment and discrimination” (145-146,
emphasis added). He contends that it is elites who engage in this “competitive discussion”
in the mass media as the way to inform citizens about foreign policy. Thus, Rosenau is
suggesting that the public’s understanding of foreign policy is directly related to the opinions
filtered down, through the mass news media, from the frame-makers. Carruthers (2000)
suggests that “political elites, fond of representing themselves as led by powerful mass
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media, actually tend to play a determining role in the communication process, as routine
initiators of news stories and often as primary ‘definers’ or ‘framers’ of those stories” (p. 8).
This study provides evidence of larger structural forces working together to create a
complex interplay between media institutions, journalists and their professional norms, and
elite news sources – ultimately ending up as a news article that is framed for the American
news consuming public. The framing of the Iraq war and occupation, and the content
conveyed by the Washington Post and the New York Times, is highly problematic thanks to
their unquestioning over-reliance on official sources. The American news consuming public
is left with a confused understanding of Iraq, the Middle East, terrorism, and their own
country’s concepts of freedom and democracy.
None of the findings in this project bode well for a democracy that requires a wellinformed public. With the day to day attacks on troops and citizens; the spectacular events
such as suicide bombers and gruesome killings of contractors; and the consistent anger of
the Iraqi people (who had already suffered 12 years of economic sanctions, and an eight-year
war against Iran), and because of the inability (or lack of willingness) on the part of the U.S.
to provide access to adequate electricity, water, food, and jobs, many Iraqi civilians appeared
to be drawn into support of a rebellion; and with a U.S. military unable to communicate in
the language of the land they occupied, the time was ripe for disaster. Americans, however,
would have difficulty developing a holistic understanding of these events in Iraq from
reading the New York Times or the Washington Post.
Media critic Michael Ledeen complained that “[m]ost journalists these days consider
it beneath their dignity to simply report the words of government officials – and let it go at
that” (1985, p. 11), but the reality appears to be exactly as he complains it is not – that the
two most prestigious papers in the U.S., whose newsfeeds supply nearly every single news
outlet in the United States (and many more around the world), appeared to engage in the
same journalistic practices as they did during the Vietnam W ar era and every U.S. invasion
since – the practice of stenography – an ethos of professional journalism that relies on selfinterested sources and presents little else than the information that those sources wish to
publicize and which falls within the boundaries of legitimacy. In other words, official
sources framed the issues for the press, who in turn, presented the public with those prepackaged frames as unbiased and neutral “facts.”

ENDNOTES
1. The period between the declared end of major combat (1 May 2003) and the official transfer of
sovereignty to Iraq (28 June 2004). While the handover of sovereignty took place on June 28, this project
extended the time frame three additional days to accommodate any potential information lag.
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2. Interventionists include political conservatives (i.e. Republicans and Democrats), neo-conservatives,
neo-liberals, and transnational capitalists who argue openly that the U.S. must assert its “legitimate” rights as
an imperialist force if it is to maintain its rightful position as the lone hegemon (Democrats and “moderate”
Republicans argue it is for the benefit of U.S. citizens). Further, they collectively articulate a concept of Manifest
Destiny – if the United States cannot maintain itself as the global economic hegemonic force, then it certainly
can maintain its global power through two important means: 1) it can remain the global police force, and 2) it
can use that force to maintain control over scarce resources, forcing other economies of scale and nation-states
to get their much-needed resources from areas under the control of the United States – thus, maintaining some
level of power, influence, and importance in the global political economy. Those taking the opposite position
include anti-interventionist – social democrats and socialists, some traditional conservatives and paleoconservatives, and people who are opposed to warfare because of religious, moral, and/or ethical considerations,
are too diverse in their political and ideological stances, and lack adequate access to resources (such as mass
media) to be able to put forward a collective oppositional force against the global tsunami that is the U.S. “right.”
3. The New York Times and the Washington Post have not changed ownership since 1896 and 1933
respectively.
4. The New York Times has a News Services Division, which provides 650 U.S. newspapers and
magazines with articles, graphics and photographs (Annual Report 2004, 3), while the Washington Post, in
conjunction with the Los Angeles Times, has a wire service that feeds articles, graphics, and photographs to 300
U.S. publication and broadcast outlets, as well as to 300 international media outlets (http://www.news
service.com/clientlist).
5. Official sources / primary definers are those who are defined as such due to their importance on the
political stage (i.e. high-ranking government officials, think tank representatives, corporate executives, etc.), and
thus are able to define what is newsworthy. See Stuart Hall, Charles Critcher, Tony Jefferson, John Clarke and
Brian Roberts (1978) in Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the State and Law and Order pp. 53-76. See also, Herman
and Chomsky, pp. 18-20, and sources cited there. While the terms “official sources” and “primary definers” are
interchangeable concepts within the literature; for purposes of this research, “official sources” is the terminology
used.
6. New York Times, 15 December 2003:A1.
7. Washington Post, 28 October 2003:A1.
8. New York Times, 29 July 2003:A10.
9. New York Times, 26 July 2003:A7.
10. New York Times, 16 April 2004:A10.
11. To see the entire research project and code-book see: Strahm, A. (2007), Prestige Press Reporting
of War and Occupation: Enemy Combatants or a Coalition of the Willing? Doctoral dissertation, University of
Oregon.
12. For complete details see: Strahm, A. (2007), Prestige Press Reporting of War and Occupation: Enemy
Combatants or a Coalition of the Willing? Doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon.
13. Elites are operationalized as people who, through their political and economic power, hold the
decision-making power in American society.
14. According to the National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy and Cursor’s Media Transparency
(a “watch-dog” organization researching the influence conservative philanthropies have on the mass media), six
of the nine elites that are associated with policy planning organizations in this category, are associated with
ideologically center-right policy groups that receive significant funding from far-right foundations.
15. See Appendix B ‘Policy Planning Groups – Elites – Neutral,’ Strahm, A. (2007), Prestige Press
Reporting of War and Occupation: Enemy Combatants or a Coalition of the Willing? Doctoral dissertation,
University of Oregon.
16. Washington Post, 22 September 2003:A01.
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